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SHOW CAUSE NOTICE

A Speciflc intelligence was received by the Directorate of Revenue lntelligence

(Hereinafter referred to as "DRl"), which indicated that Red Sanders was being smuggled out

through a container bearing No. BSIU 3151184 covered under Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated

23.05.2022 (RUD No. 1) filed at ICD Sabarmati, Ahmedabad by M/s. Kusum lndustries, 401

Krishnashary Flats-1, Arya Kanya Road, Karelibaug, Vadodara (lEC No. DJMPB3853E) (For the sake

of brevity herein after also referred as "M/s. Kusum lndustries" or "Ihe Exporter"). The

intelligence further suggested that the Red Sander Logs is being exported in the Suise of declared

cargo "Prestine Assorted Toiletries 4*5 LTR(White & Blue) HS Code 34025000' of M/s. Kusum

lndustries. The said consignment got LEO on 24.05.2022 from lCD, Sabarmati, Kaligam,

Ahmedabad. The suspected container was lying at Mundra Port. Hence, on 25.05.2022, the

containers was put on hold by DRI for further examination. The particulars of the Container and

the shipping Bill is as under:

Name and address of the Consignee

Shipping Bill No. and Date 1578745 dated 23.05.2022

Na me of the Exporter M/s. Kusum lnd ustries

IEC No of the exporter DJMPB3863E

GST lN No. of Exporter 24DJ M P83863 E 1ZD

BIN No./lT PAN No. DJMPB3863E

Na me of the Customs broker,
who filed Sh ipp ing Bill

M/s. RiBht Ship Agency

Khaqan General Trading LLC,

104, Brothers Tower AL Taawun Street,
Sha rjah, UAE, PO Box -22165

Buyers Name and Address Khaqan General Trading LLC,

104, Brothers Tower AL Taawun Street,

Sharjah, UAE, PO Box -22165

Port of Load ing lNSBl6 (lCD Saba rmati)

Port of Discha rge AEMKH (Mina Kha lid )

No. of Packages 675

Gross Weight (Kgs) 14519

Net Weight (Kgs) 134 3 3. s0

Quantity 13500 LTR

lnvoice Va lue 9985.95 U5D

FOB Va lue 947s.95 USD

lnvoice No. and Date Kt/ 1O5/2022-2023 dated 23.05.2022

Drawback Claimed (Rs.)

lntention to claim MElS reflected in Shipplng Bill

Description of Export Goods Prestine Assorted Toiletries 4 x 5 LTR (white &
Blue)

CTH No, 3402s000

Whether against LUT? Yes, against the LUTARN No. A D2 402220037 7 20

dated 08.02.2022.

Co nta iner No BStU 3151184

Size of Co nta ine r 20 feet

5ea I No 139 620
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farticulars of Pa ment 100 % advance pa ment
Seal Type Wa rehouse sealed
Vehicle No., through which the container
was removed from the factory of the

orter to ICD to Mundra Portex

GJ-122-7209

2,o. Based on the above intelligence, the cargo covered under shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated
23.o5.2o22 in container No. Bstu 3151184 was put on hold and placed in Mtcr, cFS, Mundra. The
consiBnment was scanned at container scanning Division, Mundra on 26.os.2022 wherein it was
reported as mismatched. Then the consignment was examined thoroughly by the officers of DRI
under Panchanama dated 26.05.2022 (RUD No.2) drawn at Mtcr, cFS, Mundra. Durin8
examination of the goods, the container was found stuffed with g4o Logs of wood-total weighing
14.634 MTs, instead of declared cargo "prestine Assorted Toiletries 4+5 LTR(white & Blue) HS

code 34025000'. officers of Forest Department were called on the spot and after examining the
logs, the officers of Forest Department opined that the wooden logs appear to be Red sander
Logs. Nothing except Red sander Logs were found stuffed in the said container. Thus, the
consignment for export through Mundra port of M/s Kusum lndustries, vadodara was found to be
mis-declared and prohibited cargo of Red sanders, was found attempted to be exported in guise
of export of "Prestine Assorted Toiletries 4+S LTR(White & Blue) HS Code 34O25OOO, .

3.0. The inventory of the wooden logs was prepared and it was noticed that there were g4o

numbers of Red sander Logs weighing 14.634 MTs were there in the said container in place of
declared goods i.e. "Prestine Assorted roiletries 4*5 LTR(white & Blue) HS code 34025000,,, as
per the following particulars:

Shipping Bill No. and Date 1578745 dated 23.O5.2022
BSIU 3151184

Weight as declared in Shipping Bill 14519 Kgs Gross

1343 3.50 s Net
Weight noticed during examination on
26.05.2022

14634.09 Kgs

Goods found actually contained in the
Conta iner

Red Sander Rs.11.70 Crores

As per sr. No. 188 of chapter 44 of schedure 2 of the rrc (HS) Exporr policy 2015-2020,
export of Red sander wood (RSW) in any form, which is classifiable under Hs code 44039918, is
prohibited. Further, in terms of Notification No. 56/2015-2020, dtd.18.02.2019 issued by the
central Government under section 3 of the FTDR Act, 1992, export of Red sander wood (RSW) in
any form, falling u nder Hs code 44039918 has been made prohibited again in the Amended Export
Policy also. As per section 3(3) of the FTDR Act, 1992, the goods to which an order issued under
section 3(2) of the FTDR Act, 1992 applies, shall be deemed to be the goods, the export of which
has been prohibited under section 11 of the customs Act, 1962 and all the provisions of the
customs Act, 1962 shall have effect accordingly. Therefore, the attempt made for export of Red
sa nder logs was in violation of the proh ibition imposed under section j.1 of the customs Act, 1962
as well as the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-2020 and the provisions of FTDR Act, 1992. Red sanders,
which is known as "Pterocarpus santalinus" has also been declared as "endangered species,,
covered under Appendix ll of clrES (convention on lnternational Trade in Endangered species.),
hence the export of the Red senders out of lndia is restricted by virtue of the said treaty, Hence,
the said undeclared and concealed 840 number of Red sander Logs weighing 14.634 MTS, which
were recovered from abovementioned container, having value of Rs. n,7o,7z,oo0/-, which were
attempted to be illegally exported by circumventin8 export prohibition, which were liable for
confiscation under the provisions of section 113 of the customs Act, 1962, were placed under
seizure under section 110(1) of the customs Act, 1962 vide panchnama dtd.26.05.2022 and
representative samples of the Red sander wood attempted for export were also drawn. ln this
regard a separate seizure Memo dated 26.05.2022 was also issued (RUD No. 3). The seized
consignment was handed over to the custodian M/s. Mlcr, cFS, Mp& sEz a container Freight

Paoe20l5/
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840 Logs of Red Sander with weight of 14.634 MTs

Value of the Goods @ Rs.80 Lakhs/MT for
Red Sander



Station of M/s. Adani Port and SEZ, Mundra under Supratnama dated 26.05.2022(RUD No, 4).

During the panchanama dated 26.05.2022 the container was also inspected by a surveyor, who

opined that there is possibility that the container has been tampered as the screws and bolts at

the latch portion of the front door where the bottle seals are locked appear to have been

mishandled recently. The reference pictures taken during panchanama dated 26.05.2022 as

under:

<flt;A6o51L'v

p- 2<- Z

4.0. Pursuant to the above, searches/examination were conducted by the officers of DRI at

following prem ises: -

4,1 Principal Place of Business of the exporter i.e. M/s Kusum lndustries (GST No,

24DJMPB3863E lZD) at 401 Krishnashary Flats-l, Arya Kanya Road, Karelibaug, Vadodara was

searched on 27.05.2022 by the team of DRI officers wherein Shri Manish P. Barot informs that
M/s Kusum lndustries is a proprietorship firm in the name of his daughter Ms. Mahima Manish

Barot and he is looking after all the activities of the firm and his daughter is not indulged in any

work of the firm. Further Shri Manish P- Barot informs that M/s Kusum lndustries is engaged in

manufacturing of Prestine brand toiletries and also informs that the manufacturing unit is situated

at Beside Randhava Transport, Savali Road, Dumad village, Distt. Vadodara and accordingly the

sa id pre mises was sea rched and a running Pa nchana ma dated 27 .05.2022 was drawn (RUD No.5);

during the Panchnama daled 27.05.2022 various incriminating documents were recovered.

4.2 M/s Transmarine Shipping & logistics, 1019, City Centre 2, Nr. CIMS Hospital, Science

city Road, Sola, Ahmedabad has been searched on27.O5.2O22 by the team of DRI Officers in the
presence of shri Amit Bellani, partner in M/s Transmarine Shipping & Logistics and a Panchanama

daled 27.o5.2022 was drawn (RUD No.6); during the Panchnama dated 27.05.2022 various

incriminating documents relating to the export were recovered.

4.3 Godown at Plot No. 17, Uma lndustrial Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel, Vasana,

Sanand, Ah medab ad-382L7O has been searched on 09.O7.2022 (RUD No.7) & 10.07.2022 (RUD

No. 8). The owner of the godown informed that the he has rented the said godown to Shri Sameer

Khan on a monthly rent of Rs. 20,000/- and the agreement was made in the name of his Wife Ms.

Hasina Samir Shaikh. During the search 03 liquidbottlesof "Prestine Cleane/'are found in labour

/ ca re ta ke r room na med Shri Su khdev Raja k. Shri Sukhdev Rajak told that he done work of load ing

of goods and has loaded the prestine brand cleaner in boxes in the truck of Shri Sammer Khan in

another premise near Natraj Estate and has taken out the said 03 cans of cleaner from there.
Therefore the panchanama was closed for the day and the DRI team went to another godown for
search. Again on lO.07.22, the godown was searched and all the 50 kg cattle feed bags were

stacked systematically. Beneath those bags were found concealed 164 Red Sander wood logs

weighin8 4.229 MT. The identity of the wooden logs was confirmed by the Range forest officer,

Sa na nd. During the course of panchanma dated 70.07.2022 the 164 logs of Red Sanders weighing

4.229 Mf werc seized a Iong with other covering materials viz. Cattle feed , lron Bars, Toilet cleaner

vide seizure memo dated L0.O7.2022 (RUD No. 9). Thereafter, the seized 164 lo8s weighing 4.229

MT were taken to the Thar dry port, ICD Sanand and handed over to Shri Parvesh Tripathi Sr.
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Executive, Thar dry port vide Supratnama dated ]O.O7.2022 (RUD No. 10) and the covering goods
of Red Sanders were handed over to the godown owner for safe custody vide supratnama dated
10.07.22 (Rud No. 11) which were later transferred to lCD, Viramgam for safe custody under
Panchanam dated L4.10.2022 (Rud No. 12) and handed over to Shri Bharat Gupta, Assistant
Manager, ICD Viramgam vide Supratnama dated 74.tO.2022 (RUO No. 13).
4.4 Godown at Plot No. 198, Natraj Estat, Vasana(E), Sanand, Viramgam Road, Distt,
Ahmedabad has been searched on 09.07 .2022, the godown was identified by Shri Sukhdev Rajak
who do work of labour and had informed that he had loaded the toilet cleaner with the brand
name of "Pristine" in the truck and from that consignment had taken out 03 loose cans from the
goods. The godown was found empty and the owner of the godown informed that this godown
has been given on rent to Shri Sameer Khan. (RUD No.14)
4.5 Search at the residence of Shri Firoz Chichwelkar @ Sameer Khan, Jafir Apartment, A-
Wing, Room No. 303, Near Jumma Masjid, Kalwa Naka, Thane West, Ma ha rashtra-400605 has
been searched on O8.O7.2022 and a Panchanama dated 08.07.2022 was drawn (RUD No, t5);
during the Panchnama dated 08.07.2022 various incriminating documents and 03 mobile phones
were recovered.

4,6 Search at office of M/s sai Transport and Logistics,22, Hilton Tower, Ji.jamata Road,
Sher-e-Punjab Colony, Andheri(E)-400093 has been searched on 09.07.2022 and panchanama

dated 08.07.2022 was drawn (RUD No. 15). During the search invoice raised by shri Rohan Kumar
in the name of M/s. sairransport & logistics at the given address was shown to the Branch head
of M/s Sai Logistic, to identify whether they have issued such invoice which they replied in
negative. Further, they failed to identify from the photograph ofshri Rohan Kumar, driver vishal/
Majhar & Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar. Therefore, it appeared that Shri Rohan Kumar has
issued the fake invoice of M/s. sai rransport & logistics using address of M/s sai rransport and
Logistics at 22, Hilton Tower, Jijamata Road, Sher-e-punjab Colony, Andheri (E)-400093.
4,7 The GSTIN number used ln the invoice raised by Shri Rohan Kumar 27ApOpA5522N1ZM
which pertains to M/s Sai Transport, 001, Laiji Compound, Janata Colony, Gilbert Hill Road,
Andheri West, Mumbai, Maharashtra- 400058. Hence, Visit at office of M/s Sai Transport,001,
Lalji Compound, lanata Colony, Gilbert Hill Road, Andheri West, Mumbai, Maharashtra- 400058
has been searched on 08.07.2022(RUD No. u) but the said address was not traced out and it
was found that the said Lalji Compound has gone into redevelopment and the same is under
construction.
4,8 Visit at address M/s Arya n Logistics, Shop No. 45/46, Suyash pa rk, Shop No. 11, Secotr 23,
Ulwe-410218 has been searched on 72.07.2022 (RUD No. 18). During the visit by DRt at Suyash
park it was found that there were only 34 shops having shop no. 1to 34 and the Shop No.45/46
does not exist.

4.9. Search at residence of Shri Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat@ Ganesh Laxman
Ujhagrae at M/s Om Sai Transport, 8-403, Radhesham Complex, plot No. 28, Sector No. 08,
Kamothe-410209 has been searched vide visit note dated 09.O9.2022 (RUD No. 19) and found
that the said flat was recently occupied by some other person in the month ofJune-2022 and shri
Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat@ Ganesh Laxman ujhagrae was not found at that address.
4'10. The data stored in some mobiles phones / electronic devices voluntarily surrendered by
the persons involved in this case is pending extraction from Forensics. In the light of the same,
department / DRI reserves the right to issue addendum / corrigendum to this notice or a new
notice to bring new evidences to light, if felt necessary.

5. ln the course of investigation, statements of the following persons were recorded under
Section 108 of the Customs Act, 1962: -

5.1 Statement of M/s. Mahima M. Barot, prop, M/s Kusum lndustries, Vadodara, recorded
on 27.05.2022 (RUD No.20 ) wherein, she, inter-alia stated that;

. She is working as a software developer in Cloudofis, Gandhinagar since May, 2020. Her
father has opened the firm M/s Kusum lndustries during 2018 in her name and he look
after a ll the work of the firm and she is not indulged in any of the activity of the firm.

5,2 Statement of Shri Manish p. Barot, Authorized person of M/s Kusum tndustries,
Vadodara, recorded on 27.05.2022 (RUD No. 21) wherein, he, inter-alia stated thau

. During 2018 he opened the firm M/s Kusum tndustries in the name of his daughter Miss
Mahima Barot and he look after all the activities i.e. manufacturing, purchase and sales of



M/s Kusum lndustries and his daughter in not looking after any work of M/s Kusum

lnd ustries.

M/s Kusum lndustries has exported only 3 consignments to M/s Khaqan GeneralTrading

LLC Sharjah, Dubai. The Shipping Bill number of first and second exports are 8381512

dated 27.02.2022 and 8955514 date d 75.03.2022 respectively. The third consignment was

dispatched from the premises of M/s Kusum lndustries, Beside Randhava Transport, Savali

Road, Dumad village, Dist-Vadodara on 23.05.2022 and the said consi8nment was

examined at lcD Khodiyar on 24.05.2022. Then, the said consignment is put on hold for

exa m ination at Mundra Port.

Shri Rohan Kumar (9867161426) from Mumbai approached them on his firm's Customer

ca re phone number 9586046733 in Janua ry' 2022. Shti Roha n Kumar told him that he has

a buyer in Dubai. Shri Manish asked him to come to his factory to finalize the deal. Shri

Rohan Kumar visited his factory in January or February 2022 and after seeing their

products he agreed to buy from his firm. Shri Rohan Kumar stayed during his visit in

Jan/Feb. in a Hotel Aum Regency, Samasavli Road, Vadodara. Thereafter. He (Manish)

raised a bill in the name of M/s Khaqan General Trading LLC, Sharjah, Dubai. M/s Khaqan

General Trading LLC, Sharjah, Dubai made payment of the consignment through RTGS in

his firm's Current account number 92103004573f5fl in Axis Bank, Sama Savali Branch,

Vadodara. The advance payment was received in the next two exports consignments.

Shri Rohan Kumar was present in the factory premises during the loading of the goods at

the first and second export consignments. However, he did not come during the loading

of third export consignment as he informed me that he was in his native.

Shri Manish submitted the photo of Shri Rohan Kumar take n on 79.02.2022 at the time of

loading of first export consignment as under:

he neither met nor talked to any person from M/s Khaqan GeneralTrading LLc, Sharjah,

Dubai. Further, he stated that Shri Rohan Kumar gave him order on behalf of M/s Khaqan

General Trading LLC. Sharjah. Dubai and Shri Rohan Kumar prepared the export

documents i.e. Invoice & Packing list and emailed/whatsa pp to him.

On being asked regarding the CHA and Forwarding Agent, he (Manish Barot) stated that

Shri Rohan Kumar arranged the CHA, Transporter &Forwarder and M/s Transmarine

Shipping and Logistics, 1019, City Center 2 Nr CIMS Hospital, Science City Road, Sola,

Ahmedabad has raised invoices for said export consignments. Further, on being asked, he

stated that M/s Right Ship Agency, CHA had filed Shipping Bill for their export

consignments which was hired by Shri Rohan Kumar. On being asked, he stated that he

received a call from Shri Amit Bellani (Mob No 9825019886) of Transmarine Shipping &

Logistics regarding examination of present export consignment at Mundra and met first

time to Shri Harshad (Mob No- 9825034461), looking customs clearance at ICD

Ahmedabad & Shri Amit Bellani on 26.O5.2022 at Ahmedabad. On being asked, he stated

that M/s Transmarine Shipping and Logistics raised the invoices to him which have all the

charges related to logistics and customs clearances.
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On being specifically asked, he stated that Shri Rohan Kumar has arranged the
transportation and clearance on his export consignments. He further stated that all three
containers have transported by trailer No GJ1221209 and vehicle was driven by the same
driver Shri Vishal Kumar {Mob No.8097765641).

5.3 statement of shri Manish P. Barot, Authorized person of M/s Kusum rndustries,
Vadodara, recorded on 28.O5.2022 (RUD No, 22) wherein, he, inter-alia stated thar;

. M/s Kusum lndustries is manufacturer of Floor cleaner, Toilet cleaner, Glass cleaner, Dish
wash Liquid, Air freshener etc. and selling the same in the domestic market under a

registered brand name of "Prestine original". Their clients include the entities such as
Reliance smart, Big Basket etc. They generally supply their products through distributors,
who forward the purchase orders of the retail outlets through mail and accordingly they
deliver the ordered goods to them as per their demand made under the respective
purchase orders. The small retailer shops give their orders to them on mobile phone or on
WhatsApp.

. ln 2020, they had applied and obtained tEC No., but they had not imported any raw
materials etc- They had no experience of international market for export, but M/s Kusum
lndustries had started its export in the month of February, 2022 through one person viz.
Shri Rohan Kumar and till then they had made export of three consiBnments onry, where
the buyer was the same M/s. Khaqan GeneralTrading LLC, Sharjah.

. Shri Rohan Kumar approached him during about 1't or 2nd week ofJanuary, 2022 from his
contact number 9867 L67426 on his mobile number 9586046733. His said number is

printed on the la bels of each of our products as ou r customer ca re nu m ber, where a ny of
their clients may approach them for complaint or inquiry. His said number is also reflected
on the business sites like lndia Mart etc., where they advertise our products. shri Rohan
Kumar had found my said number from rndia Mart and approached him telephonically
with his inquiry for export of our products on or a bout the 1't or 2nd week of )anuary,2022.
since he was not at all aware about the export process, He asked him to provide his order
by email and also gave him our email id admin@ore stineind ia.com,
rmolco sumeTca re(a ail.com . also informed him that my factory is near ICD Dashrath,
so he may plan accordingly for export from ICD Dashrath and he consented for the same.
On 22.07.2022, Shri Rohan Kumar sent him email message from his email id

n5 rt1 2 ail.com ex pressing their requirement of their products. He offered
export order for 25000 Ltr products per month. He also informed that the goods would
be exported from ICD Dashrath, Vadodara. He asked to provide quote per Kg rate. At the
end of the message, his contact details were mentioned as follow:

Mr. Roha n Kumar
Mobile - +91 9867761426
M/s. SaiTransport & Logistics
Add: Office No. 32, Wing B, Jijamata Rd, Asmita Mogra CHS,
Sheriffs E Punjab Colony, Andheri (E), Mumbai -400093
Email: saitransDort 1002@smail.com
Website - www.sailosisticsindia.com

Accordingly, on or about 28th January, 2022, Rohan came to their factory and expressed
his interest in export of their products. Rohan explained him that he was from Mumbai
and he was proprietor of M/s. Sai Transport & Logistics, which is a concern engaged in
transportation and logistics. He informed him that he is also working for shri sameer
bhai, who is exporting various products from India to one Sharjah based firm. They were
interested in export of toiletrles being manufactured by us. Rohan did not provide any
details of said shri Sameer bhai or the buyers. He also got interest in new export market
for their products. He had seen all their products and asked for the rates for three
products and after negotiation, the rates were finalised. Shri Rohan Kumar had asked him
to provide Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for each of their product. Since he (Ma nish )

have no idea about MSDS, he asked him to provide the sample thereof.
Rohan also offered him that they would get drawback benefits against the export, which
would be deposited directly in our bank account.
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Rohan told him that he was having engaged in transportation business and would arrange

container, transportation and clearing agent. He was not having any experience for

export, so he agreed with the same.

Rohan had also asked him to prepare the set of documents and to accompany him to

Ahmedabad to meet the cleaiing agent for consultinB him for the formalitles to be

completed prior to making the shipment ready for export.

Rohan informed him that planned for export from ICD Dashrath, before coming to their

factory, Rohan met the agent at Akota and after discussion with him, he understood that

export from ICD Dashrath will be inconvenient and instead he offered that he would

arrange export from ICD Sabarmati. To prepare documentation, Rohan asked him to visit

Ahmedabad, so in his(Manish) car they travelled to Ahmedabad and there they met Shri

Parthiv V. Dave, Customs Broker having company named M/s. P. Shipping. They met Shri

Parthiv Dave at his office and during their visit he provided him some documents, which

Roha n had asked for ma king registration of their concern. After meeting Sh ri Parthiv Dave,

Shri Rohan Kumar stayed at Ahmedabad and he returned to Vadodara. He inquired with

Shri Parthiv Dave about reBistration of their concern with Customs at ICD Sabarmati,

which was completed by him on or about L1Fefiuary 2022.

He received a list of documents from Shri Rohan Kumar to be provided to the Customs

broker, by email. When the documents as asked for by Rohan were ready, he made call to

Shri Rohan Kumar and who informed him to send the same by email to M/s. Transmarine

Shipping & Logistics. He asked him when the earlier documents were provided to Shri

Parthiv Dave for registration, why now the documents to be sent to M/s. Transmarine

Shipping & Logistics, to wh ich Shri Rohan Kumar informed that M/s. Transmarine Shipping

& Logistics were to provide better services than M/s. P. Shipping, hence Rohan decided to

get the documents processed through M/s. Transmarine Shipping & Logistics. He had

accordingly sent the copies of documents to M/s. Transmarine Shipping & Logistics by

email.

Rohan also asked him to prepare the labels with details in Arabic language. So, He asked

the Designer and Printer M/s- National Print to prepare the labels with details in Arabic,

which they prepared and he provided samples thereofto Shri Rohan Kumar on WhatsApp

on 11.02.2022 f or confirm ing the sa me. Rohan informed that the batch no was wrong, as

the Batch number mentioned in English and Arabic did not match and asked him send

after required corrections. In this regard Rohan also sent to him the voice message in

WhatsApp chat. After required corrections, he sent him samples of labels, which Rohan

confirmed and asked him to keep the goods ready by 17th. He asked Rohan again to

confirm the quantity, which Rohan confirmed. He asked Rohan to ensure payment in

advance, with which Rohan agreed.

Accordingly, when the dealings were finalised, they prepared and issued their first

Proforma lnvoice No. 10712027-22, dId.L1,.O2.2O22 for export purpose, in consultation

with and as per the details provided by Shri Rohan Kumar. Rohan Suided his staff members

Shri Manoj Yadav and Shri Rinku Agarwal in preparing the Proforma Invoice. They did not

receive any purchase order from the buyers, but they prepared and issued Proforma

lnvoice, which was received by Shri Rohan Kumar on behalf of buyers. Rohan did not siSn

the Proforma lnvoice in token of having received the same. No further confirmation was

received from the buyers. Thus, their dealin8 in exportoftheirproductwasstarted.They
had so far exported three consignments to the same buyer ofSharjah and no other export

had been made by them. They had not imported any goods so far and they were procuring

the raw materialfrom domestic market only.

M/s Kusum lndustries received their maximum payments through net banking or through

Cheque whereas some small retail shopkeeper gave us cash payment which lies

approximately below 30000/- per month. M/s Kusum lndustries received its payment

through their distributor when the distributor had placed the purchase order for big

brands whereas when distributor is not involved, they received payment directly through

the co nsignee.
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o M/s Kusum lndustries is having only one cc account with Axis Bank having account No,

927030045737577. His personal saving account is with SBI bank, Kareli Baug having
account No. 3LL24944960. His daughter Miss Mahima is having her saving account with
Axis bank, Sama Savali having account No. 921010031905542 and her other account is

with Cosmos Bank, Kareli Baug having account No.0630501053163. He also maintain one
bank account with Bank of Maharashtra but he do not know its details he will provide the
same through mail.

o M/s Kusum lndustries have only one sister concern unit by the name M/s Shayona Health
and Hygiene Care Products. ln M/s Shayona Health and Hygiene Care products he is the
proprietor. M/s Shayona Health and Hygiene Care products works as distributor for M/s
Kusum lndustries.

. Work of invoice preparing and other relevant documents for the supply of the goods in

our company was not particularly allotted to specific person. There were two persons viz.

Shri Deepak Yadav and Shri Rinku Agarwal in their company, who mainly does this job.
These two people also signed the documents and invoices for M/s Kusum lndustries,
whenever he is not available in the factory.

o M/s Kusum lndustries had made only two exports to M/s Khaqan General Trading LLC,

104, Brothers Tower Al Taawun Street, Sharjah UAEpO Box 22!65 through Shri Rohan
Kumar. Other than those two exports, M/s Kusum lndustries had planned to export third
consignment to the same consignee through Shri Rohan Kumar vide Shipping Bill No.
1578745 dated 23.O5.2022. Caryo planned to export vide Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated
23.05.2022 could not be exported to destined port as it was midway stopped by DRI and

examined by the officer of DRI at Mundra port and logs of Red Sander were found in the
container No- 8S1u3151184 stuffed in M/s Kusum lndustries. shri Rohan Kumar himself
contacted him and told him that he is a transporter and he was having a buyer of our
hygiene products. On hearing this business offer he persuade his offer as our company
was planning to start export.

. He provided three sets of documents pertaining to the export made by their company
related to the Shipping Bill No. 8381512 dated 2L.02.2022,8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and

1578745 dated 23.O5.2022.

5,4 Statement of Shri Manish P. Barot, Authorized person of M/s Kusum lndustries,
Vadodara, recorded on 37.05.2022 (RUD No.23) wherein, he, inter-alia stated that;

. ln capacity of the father and authorized representative of the sole proprietorship of M/s
Kusum lndustries of Miss Mahima Manishbhai Barot, he himself handle all the works
related to M/s Kusum lndustries, Vadodara. He hold the authorization thereof issued by
her. He was not havlng that copy with him at that time but assured to produce next day,

. They have exported our all the three consignments for export under LUT, i.e. without
payment of GST and assured to produce the copy next day.

. He was informed at 11.44 hrs on 25.05.2022 by Shri Amit Belani of M/s Transmarine
Ahmedabad who are their clearing agents for Mundra port for examination of their
consignment for which he(Amit belani) had informed that as already talked with Sh.

Dipakbhai Yadav who is their GM about customs HOLD on their container either himself
or his representative's presence was required during the examination. However during
the conversation, as he (Manish) continued ask about the purpose and reason etc. and
procedure etc. about his consignment and continued to question the reasons informed of
examination that product's materials/chemica ls to be checked/exa m ined for being of
different constitution as it was same material as he had exported two times earlier. He
(Manish) expressed his inability to attend the examination. However he was planning tour
of Manali, hence he could not attend the examination. Subsequently he had received calls
at 12.35 & 12.49 hours ofthe same day 26.05.22, to attend the proposed examination of
his goods at Mundra, in person or through his representative at Mundra however he had
not attended. ln this regard, he had contacted his relative who is also doing shipping line
about the purpose, who advised not to go.

. He had detailed ta lk with his employee Dipa k yadav on 26.05.22, who had fa iled to further
inform me about the proposed examination of thier consignment at Mundra after Amit
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Belani of Transmarine had informed him(Dipak) so. ln fact in that call, the points of (i)

Rohan of Bombay not responding on phone (ii) need of confirmation of whether the

product was same as the earlier consignments exported by them (iii) sharing of his number

by Dipak Yadav & (iv)Amit's insistence for connectinB Rohan and establish conference call

among Dipak Yadav, Amit & Sohan urgently and Dipak's having messaged so to Rohan's

who was not attend ing the ca ll was d iscussed. ln fact as there was no response from Rohan

since 25.05.22. and hence he asked Dipak Yadav to continue contacting him. As this was

the first instance of Customs calling them they became frightened and did not send his

representative to attend the examination on 26.05.22. Their goods cleared under the

Export lnvoice No Kl/105/2022-23 dated 23.05.2O2L were stuffed into container No.

8S1U31511847 from the factory premises of M/s. Kusum lndustries, beside Randhava

Transport. Savali Road, Dumad Village, Vadodara on 23.O5.22 between 14.00hrs to

2O.OOhrs. lt was supervised by their factory's staff. No seal was fixed in thier factory sealed

container 8S1U3151184 but nut bolt was fitted on the doors.

. No factory stuffing permission ls ever issued for our factory, it was informed that for the

small factory such permission cannot be Eranted.
r Rohan has informed that at the time of clearance from Customs only agents are required

to represent exporters, accordingly M/s Right Ship, which is working under Transmarine

would have represented them for all our three consignments So no one had attended ever

from his side at the time of fixing of above seals after clearance of cargo.
. onbeingasked whether d uring the examination at ICD Khod ia r, anyone from their factory

or any on their behalf has attended the examination of their Export Cargo he stated that
he has e not seen his cargo or container after clearance from their factory.

. The net weight of container 8S1U3151184 was 13,433.50KG & Gross Wt. was 14519K9,

which is recorded on hls tax invoice and export invoice.

5.5 Letter dated 01.06.2022 of Shri Manish P. Barot, Authorized person of M/s Kusum

lndustries, vadodara, (RUD No. z4l whereln, he, inter-alia stated that due to bad health he is not

able to present himself to tender his statement.

5.6 statement of Shri Manish P. Barot, Authorized person of M/s Kusum lndustries,

Vadodara, recorded on 28.O7.2022 (RUD No.25) wherein, he, inter-alia stated that;

He was summoned on 01.06.2022 to appear in the office of DRl, Re8ional Unit,

Gandhidham, on 02.06.2022 but he did not appear and filed anticipatory bail application
vide Criminal Misc. Application No.720/2022 before the District & Session Court Bhuj on

L6.O6.2O22 The said application was rejected by the Hon'ble court on 27.06.2022. Alter
that he filled anticipatory bail application in Criminal Misc. Application 73371 of 2022 and
the Hon'ble High Court vide order daled 22/072022 directed him to appear before the
lnvestigating officer on 27.O7.2022 or any other date as deemed appropriate by the
lnvestigating officer and also the Hon'ble Court has directed the lnvestigating officer shall

not resort to any coercive method. Therefore in compliance to High Court order he

appeared for tendering his statement on 28.07.2022 and to give the evidence under the
provisions of Section 108 of Customs Act, 1962.

He did not know M/s Khaqan General Trading LLC, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates and one

Shri Ro han Kumar contacted him in the month of January 2022 and told him that he export
many FMCG products to different countries and asked him that whether he is Interested
in exporting his product. As he had taken lmport export license in 2020 he told him(

Rohan) that though he had IEC but he do not have any experience in the lmport export
field for which shri Rohan told that he is will complete all the customs formalities and

procedures for him. Then he agreed his proposal for export, The foreign buyer details i.e.

M/s Khaqan GeneralTrading LLC, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates were given by Shri Rohan

Ku mar of M/s Sa i tra nsport & Logistics, M umbai. He do not have a ny contact details of the
foreign buyer.
No contract or agreement was made between Ms Kusum lndustries and M/s Khaqan

cenera I Trading LLc. The export price was decided by addlng their ex-factory product price
(including their profit), transportation charges from factory upto lCD, Customs clearance

charges, transportation charges from ICD Khodiyar to Mundra Port and the Shipping

charges. They have paid Customs clearance charges to M/s Transmarine Shipping &

LoBistics, Ahmedabad and loBistic charges to M/s Sai transport & Logistics whose owner
was Shri Rohan Kumar.

They have agreed exporting on "Advance payment" condition.
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' They have exported 03 consignments to M/s Khaqan Generarrrading LLC, sharjah, united
Arab Emirates. First consignment was exported vide SB No. 8381512 dated 27.02.2022,
second vide sB No.8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and third consignment vide sB No.
1578745 dated 23.O5.2022

' They have received payment from M/s Khaqan Generalrrading LLC, sharjah, United Arab
Emirates on 24.02.2022 of Rs. 71389, on 04.03.2022 of Rs. 6G8056.73 and Rs. 756414 on
20.05.2022. They have received payment in their Axis Bank accounr. As per the payment
advice of DBS ideal they have received payment from M/s Arcade plaza Traders.

' They do not have any agreement with shri Rohan Kumar, who has provided logistic
services from his firm and has arranged for all custom clearance work.

r He do not have any KYc details of shri Rohan Kumar of M/s sai rransport & Logistics,
Mumbai, However he produced one photograph which was taken at the time of first
export.

. They have paid Shri Rohan Kumar through NEFT payment on 29.02.2022 of Rs.2,f6,7O6/-
, Rs. 1,00,000/- on 3L.03.2O22, Rs. 40,000/- on 30.04.2022 and Rs. 3,00,000/_ on
20.o5.2022.

5.7 statement of shri Amit Belani, of M/s. Transmarine shipping & Logistics, Ahmedabad
(forwarder), recorded on 02.06.2022 (RUD No. 2G) wherein, he, inter-alia stated that;

. M/s. Transmarine Shipping & Logistics was started by them in 2016. They were usually
taking the booking container freight, LcL consolidation, customs clearance on outsource
basis, transporter outsourcing etc. They got reg. No. MOT/DG Shg77/OEC/2027 from the
DG Shipping as Multi Model Transport Operator. They generally make booking for
Ahmedabad and most of the work orders were for export shipments only. They were
attending LCI as well as FCL booking for export cargo. ln respect of FCL booking, the B/L

was being issued by the concerned Container Line, but Very few import shipments were
attended by them. tn this regard, the sales part were looked after by both the partners,
according to the party. Whereas the bankinB, vendor payments, employee salary etc.
being looked after by him, and accounting, invoice generation etc. being looked after by
shri Lovekumarverma. shrisurendra Sinh chavda their employee, who is over all looking
after back office working. Two employees were deployed at lCD, who were looking after
operation part, whereas one was office boy. one employee was there to assist the senior
employees attending back office working.

. They have contact with Shri Rambhai of Mundra, who booked vehicle for transport and
also providing services for gate in of the vehicles in the Mundra port. His number was
9857161425. On 10.02.2022 at about 15:11 Hrs, He received message on WhatsApp from
unknown number 9857161426 "Hii Amit Sir,,, ,,Mundra se Ram Bhai ne aapka reference
diya hai", "Apna export ka kaam hai", "New exporter hai,,, ,,Cleaning 

liq u id export karwana
ha i uAE". The sa nder of the message also sent photo of their visiting card a nd further sent
message that "l will send mail on few min" "So pls give me quotes,,. With such initial
messages, he sent message that "Transportation and exporter condition part are handling
saitransport and logistics" He asked him to share office location and intended to come to
Ahmedabad. He sent him mail message on the same day from his mail id

sa itransoort1002@smail.com on his mail id am it(atransmarineshio.com and asked to give

him the customs clearance and forwarding charges. ln the subject of the email message
dld.LO.O2.2022, he specifically mentioned "Required on wheel customs clearance charges
and 1X20' Sharjah Freight booking charges,,. At the end of the message, contact details of
Shri Rohan Kumar were mentioned as follow:
Mr. Rohan Kumar
Mobile - +91 9857161425
M/s. Sai Transport & Logistics
Add: Office No. 32, Wing B, Jijamata Rd, Asmita Mogra CHS,
Sheriffs E Punjab Colony, Andheri (E), Mumbai -400093
Email: saitransoortl002@qmail.com
Website - www.sailoqisticsindia.com.

copy of visiting card of Rohan Kumar provided by shri Amit Belani during panchanam
dated 27 .05.2022 is as under:
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The Sander of the message also made a telephonic conversation with him, in which he

informed that his name is Rohan Kumar, that he was from Mumbai and his company name

is M/s.5ai Transport and Logistics. On the same day, he replied him by email message,

wherein he had informed him the rate of INR 3800/20'- Unsealed including Customs

sund ry charges.

He came personally to his office alone on or about 7L.O2.2022 in the morning. At that
time, he was present in the office as well as his partner Shri Lovekumar was also present.

Shri Rohan informed them that he had given order to Vadodara based exporter, from

whose factory the export goods to be stuffed. Shri Rohan also informed that the

transportation would be arranged by him and he asked for the best quote. He had

explained him the approximate rates, with which he agreed. We provided him the visiting

cards of both of us.

On 1,6.02.2022, Rohan Kumar sent email message to him with copy of Shri Lovekumar,

again with the subject "Required onwheel customs clearance charges and 1X20'Sharjah

Freight booking charges", wherein he inform that the goods were ready and AD Code

registered already at Ahmedabad lCD. On the same day, he replied to him by email

message with copy to Shri Lovekumar, providing therein the rate quotation from them.

Rohan Kumar confirmed to him on phone and asked him to book the container.

Later on, by email message at their document section, Roha n arranged to send the copies

of the documents for the shipment, which were processed by Shri Surendra Sinh Chavda.

He was not sure whether the said documents were sent by Shri Rohan Kumar of M/s.

Kusum lndustries, but he would confirm it and informed DRl. On being asked, he stated

that he had never assigned customs clearance work to Shri Parthiv V. Dave or anybody

else, other than M/s. Hadi Logistics. They had a permanent arrangement of outsourcing

the customs clearance work with M/s. Hadi Logistics, who had further arrangement with

Customs broker M/s. Right Ship Agency. So, the copies of the documents received were

sent by them on email of M/s. Hadi Logistics. M/s. Hadi Logistics and M/s. Right Ship

Agency were looked after by Shri Harshad Padia. They were sending bills of customs

clearance work to M/s. Transmarine in the name of M/s. Hadi LoBistics.

He arranged booking of the container from Perma Line and vide email dtd.19.02.2022,

provided the details of the container booked to Shri Rohan Kumar. They also received

check list of the Shipping Bill to be filed for the export shipment from M/s. Hadi Logistics,

which he had further forwarded to Shri Rohan on his email id on 19.O2.2022. Upon receipt

of the check list sent by him, on 19.02.2022 itself, Shri Rohan Kumar sent him copies of

lnvoice etc. documents and asked him to resend the revised check list. On 21.02.2022,

Shri Surendrasinh Chavda sent revised check list by email message to Shri Rohan Kumar,

which was responded by Shri Rohan Kumar informing that the lnvoice date was wrong

and asked to resend the revised checklist. lmmediately after correction of date, revised

check list was sent by Shri Surendrasinh Chavda to Shri Rohan Kumar, which was

confirmed by Shri Rohan Kumarvide his return email message dtd .Zt.O2.2022.f hey nevet

sent check list to the exporter M/s. Kusum lndustries, but always sent check list to Shri

Rohan Kumar only and Bot confirmation from Shri Rohan Kumar. On receipt of Shipping

Bill No. from the Customs Broker, he conveyed the same to Shri Rohan Kumar on

2L.02.2O22. On 22.02.2022, Shri Surendrasinh Chavda sent email to Shri Rohan Kumar,

sending therewith the 1't check copy/draft BL for the confirmation. ReplyinB to the same,

Shri Rohan Kumar sent email on 22.02.2022, informing that the Final Vessel Name,

consignee Contact details and Final POD - Mina Khalid Port, Sharjah to be mentioned in
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the draft BL. He provided the consi6nee's name and address: M,/s. Khaqan GeneralTrading
LLC, Office No. 104, Brothers Tower, Al Taawun Street, Sharjah, UAE pO Box - 22185,

Phone: +971585827344, Email: info@khaoantradin g.com . He also instructed to issue Final

BL on Seaway Bill of Lading and accordingly asked to send Shipping Bill copy and VGM

Copy on mail. Replying to the same, revised BL check copy was sent to him from their
office on 22.02.7022. On 23.02.2022, Shri Rohan Kumar confirmed that the BL draft was

OK and instructed to proceed. From our office, the Bill of Rs.198985/13 was raised in the
name of M/s. Kusum lndustries and soft copy thereof was sent on email to Shri Rohan

Kumar. They never sent their lnvoice No. EXP/042/02/2O22 etc. to M/s. Kusum tndustries

directly. Final BL check copy was sent on25-02.2022. He responded to the sa me, inform ing

vide email dtd.25.O2.2022 that the Place of receipt was wrong and it was needed to
change from Mundra to Ahmedabad. So revised final BL check copy was sent on

25.02.2022 to Shri Rohan Kumar, which he confirmed o^ 25.02.2022 and asked to release

the seaway bill. On 26.O2.2O22, he was informed from their office that the shipping

companies were not issuinB seaway BL and ifthe BL had to be surrendered, the Surrender

Charges of INR 4500 + GST were to be paid, with which also Shri Rohan Kumar confirmed
vide email did.26.02.2022. On 26.02.2022, Shri Rohan Kumar informed that the payment

was done and asked to release the BL copy. The payment of Rs.1,98,985/13 was received

in their ba nk account with HDFC Bank Ltd. from the bank account of M/s. Kusu m lndustries
in Axis Bank in RTGS.

Rohan had later on asked to amend certain details in the BL, which they got done from
the Liner agent. I am presently not having idea about those amendment details, which I

will provided once I reach Ahmedabad. tn this regard for the surrender charges and

amendment charges, we issued them the Invoice No. EXpl062/02/2022 fot Rs.23,784/68,

against which we got payment in our bank account from M/s. Kusum lndustries.

Later on, vide email dtd.O2.O3.2O2Z, Shri Rohan Kumar informed about the plan of
shipment of one more container for export dispatch on 1,2.03.2022 and asked to arrange

booking of container by L1.O3.2022. However, on 1,L.03.2022, he informed about his

changed plan for export dispatch on 74.O3.2022 and to make booking on 12.O3.ZOZ2.

Before receipt of his email, since they had already booked the container, he was informed
about D/O details vide email dtd.11.03.2022, so he replied vide his email dtd.1j,.O3.ZO22

that the container would be picked up on 1,4.03.2022 Monday evening. On 14.03.2022,

from their office, Roha n was asked to provide the cu rrent status fo r the subject shipment,

and he replied that the stuffing would be done on the next day and in the evening 6 pM

the container would reach lCD. On 15.03.2022, he sent the export documents and asked

to arrange check list. Rohan further informed that all original documents were sent with
container driver, so asked to collect the same throuBh the ICD person. On 16.O3.2022,

upon being asked by the Customs broker person, he was asked from their office to provide

the copies of COA (Certificate of Analysis), ADC (Drug Controller NOC) and NOC not
required letter (lf the export product does not require NOC from ADC and Certificate of
analysis, then it is to be confirmed by the exporter). He replied to the same vide email

d1d.16.O3.2022. Since the container was received and gate in late, revised DO was

arranged from our office for issuance by the Line agent, which was sent to him vide email
d1d.11.O3.2O22. Thenafter, draft BL 1't check copy was sent from their office on
17.03.2022. After suggesting correction for removal of Liquid word in the draft BL, he

approved the draft BL otherwise on the same day. On 19.03.2022, revised BL Check copy

was sent to him for conflrmation. He immediately confirmed the BL draft on 79.03.2022
and asked to send the SB Copy, EGM copy, CFS Charges receipt and debit note for his

company. On 21.03.2022, he was provided SB Copy and later on final BL check copy. Upon
getting confirmation from him on 21.03.2022 with instructions for surrendering the BL

and to send the company debit note., the BL issuance was taken up with Line agent. On

26.03.2022, he was informed that the original BL was handed ove r to the liner's office, but
there was no information from the line agent about the release order, hence requested
to wait for the response from the liner. On 24.03.2022, Invoice No. EXp/065/03/2022 for
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Rs.2,O5,446/02 was issued, against which the payment of Rs.1,05,446/02 was received in

their bank accounl on 25.03.2022 from M/s. Kusum lndustries.

Rohan asked for the third export shipment, for which the rates were informed from their

office vide email dtd.09.05.2022 and the vessel planning was also informed to him vide

email dtd.11.05.2o22. On 12.05-2022 and 13.05.2022 by WhatsApp messages, he assured

to confirm the booking of container. Vide WhatsApp message dtd.15.05.2022, he

instructed to confirm the booking for vessel on 27.05.2022 with plan for booking conta iner

on 2L.O5.2O22, stuffing on 23.05.2022 and to clear from Customs on 24.05.22. On

27.05.2022, he asked Rohan to arrange picking up the empty container from Able

Container Yard where he had to contact Mr. Uttam of Perma Line on No. 9558820078.

Rohan confirmed the receipt of container by sending photographs of the container No.

BSIU 3151184. Rohan also informed that the container would return to ICD in Monday

evening after loading of goods. On 23.O5.2022, he sent the documents and asked to

arrange check list. Hence, based on the documents sent by him the check list for the

shipping bill was sent from Shri Harshad Padia, which they sent to Shri Rohan Kumar vide

email dtd.23.05.2022. He (Amit) confirmed the check list and forwarded copy of LUT on

23.05.2022. They had accordingly, conveyed the confirmation of check list, hence the

Customs broker arranged to file Shipping Bill. ln the meantime, the stuffed container

reached at lCD, Khodiyar on 24.05.2022, which Shri Rohan confirmed by WhatsApp

message to me and asked me to get the container cleared and exit container for Mundra

Port for gate in. He a lso sent me the n um ber 8097765641 ol drivet Shri Vishalbhai of truck

No. GJ 12 Z 1209.fhe Customs broker had got the shipping bill cleared from Customs on

24.05.2022. Form-13 was accordingly generated by us on 25.05.2022. I sent the Form-13

to Shri Rambhai at Mundra for arranging gate in of the container in MICT Terminal. I also

sent the details of gate in container to Shri Rohan on 25.05.2022. Since Perma Line was

merged in Avana Logistek Ltd., he raised doubt, but I clarified to him. After that, we have

not received any communication. since the shipping line used to issue BL only after

loading of the container on the ship, we never received any final BL. We received only

d ra ft B L from the container line, but in the mea ntime, since DR I seized the goods, we could

not get any response from him.

On 25.05.2022, the Container Line informed him that the container get in at Mundra was

being directed for shlfting to the CFS. So, he tried to contact Shri Rohan Kumar 2-3 times

on his given mobile number, but he did not pick up his call, although there was ringing

response. So, he tried to contact the driver of truck, and he informed him that the

container was unloaded and he was returninB. He asked him to contact Shri Rohan and

asked Shri Rohan to contact him urgently. So within some minutes, he received phone

call from Shri Rohan, to which he informed him about the detention of container by DRI

for investigation purpose. He asked him to confirm whether the goods declared in the

export documents were the same or otherwise, to which he confirmed that the goods

were as declared. So, He informed the Customs broker Shri Harshad Padia. Thereafter, he

received the phone call from the Line agent, asking for copies of export documents, which

he sent to the Line agent. Thenafter, he tried to contact Shri Rohan Kumar 7-8 times, but

his phone was found switched off. The phone of driver was also found switched off. Since

then, none of them are in contact.

On 25.05.2022, he contacted Shri Deepak Yadav, GM of M/s. Kusum lndustries. He

informed him about the developments. He replied that he would try to contact Shri Rohan

and if he would be able to connect with Shri Rohan, he would respond to him accordingly

after ascertaining the position from Shri Rohan. He also replied that he was also not able

to get connected with Shri Rohan. He was away from Vadodara, so he was not able to

verify further. ln the meantime, in the night of 25. O5.2O22, he sent three messages to Shri

Rohan on whatsApp, and as appears, he read all three messages in the midnight of

26.05.2022, showing blue tick response, which he noticed in the early morning on

26,05-2022, so he sent him a message again on WhatsApp, but the said message was not

delivered to him or he has discontinued his account.
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. He received telephonic message from the Line agent informing him that since they were
the booking party, the expenditure pertaining to hold of container would be debited in

their account by them, so he sent Shri Rohan an email message on 26.05.2022 informing
about the message he got from the line agent, but he has not responded to the same so

far.

o He tried to check the details given in the WhatsApp profile of Shri Rohan Kumar for his

number 9867161426, where He found details of one website www.sail isti tn ra.com

So, He tried to connect to him using said details, for which he reached at the said website
and found that the said website is pertaining to Sai Logistics. ln the contact details of Sai

Logistics, he found a mobile number 9324473911, where a lady receptionist received a

call and upon making inquiry, she informed that there was no person with name Rohan

Kumar there. However, he noticed one person with name Rohan Kumar of Aroma Logistic

had provided review about Sai Logistics.

. They never processed any such request with Customs and it must had been managed by

Shri Rohan or some person appointed by him for such task.
. Shri Harshad Padia informed him on 26.05.2022, that the cargo of the said container of

Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022 was examined by the DRt officers at Mundra
Port and Red Sander Logs were found stuffed in the container in place of declared goods

'Prestine Assorted Toiletries 4+5 LTR (White & Blue)'. On came to know he immediately
informed the same to Shri Love Kumar the other partner of M/s. Transmarine Shipping
Logistics.

5.8 Statement of Shri Harshad Dalsukhbhai padia, person looking after work of the Custom
Broker firm M/s Right Ship Agency at Ahmedabad, recorded on 02.06.2022 (RUD No. 27)

wherein, he, inter-alia stated that

He is working as Branch Manager, at Ahmedabad in the Customs Broker firm M/s. Right

Ship Agency, Office No. 801, 8th Floor, Sukh Sagar Complex, Near Fortune Landmark,
Ashram Road, Ahmedabad. M/s. Right Ship Agency is a proprietorship firm of Shri

Ramkishan C. Garach having its head office at M/s. Right Ship Agency, A/202, Saira)

Garden, CHS Limited, lraniwadi, Road No.8, Kandivali West, Mumbai-400067. He looked
after all the work at Ahmedabad Branch and report my day to day official activities to Shri
Ramkishan C. Garach. He is drawing a monthly salary of Rs. 35000/- from M/s. Right Ship

Agency. M/s. Right Ship Agency engaged in the work of Customs Broking only at
Ahmedabad and Gandhidham, however, at our Mumbai officer M/s. Ri8ht Ship Agency

also doing the business of providing logistics for import and export consignments. The

Account No. of M/s. Right Ship Agency is 084505500510 in tctcl, at Akhbar Nagar branch
at Ahmeda bad. The other Account no. is 0130102000027 441 in lDBl Ba n k at Ash ram Roa d

Branch. On being asked he stated that as Customs Broker M/s. Right Ship Agency

clearance charges of their firm are : For the consignments factory stuffed are about Rs.

1000/- to 15000/- from clearance from lCD, For the consignment LCL which are stuffed at
the ICD the charges are about Rs. 2000/- lo 5000/- depending on the tabour used during
stuffing.

Apart from the said firm he don't work in any other company or firm. However, he is

running a partnership firm with name M/s. Hadi Logistics. The other partner in the said

firm is his wife Mrs. Dipti Harshad Padia. ln this firm he solely look after whole the work
and his wife is a silent partner in the firm. M/s. Hadi Logistics engaged in the business of
providing Logistics services for import/export bookings. The Bank Account No. of M/s.
Hadi Logistics is 084505500451 in lClCl at Akhbarnagar Branch, Ahmedabad.

On being asked he stated that M/s. Right Ship Agency indulged in clearance of import
cargo such as Acid Grade Florous per, Lift elevators etc. our main client for import are l\4/s.
Naveen Flourant international Limited, M/s. Atul lntermediates etc. The main export
commodities are Textiles, Readymade Garments, dystuffs, Engineering goods such as

submersible pump, Kitchenware etc. and main clients in export are M/s. Texaco Synthetics
Pvt. Ltd., Atul lntermediate, M/s. Lenova Kitchen equipment pvt. Ltd., M/s. Shree Vishnu
lndustries etc.
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. on being asked why his firm is not working at the given address, he stated that they have

applied before Customs Authority to get registered at the new premises, however the said

registration is still pending as the Customs Authorities have raised some queries. He don't

remember the exact queries raised by the Customs.

. They have handled 03 consiBnments of M/s. Kusum lndustries covered under Shipping

Bill No. 8381512 dated 2L.02.2022, 8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and 1578745 dated

23.O5.2022. The main export product of M/s. Kusum lndustries is Prestine assorted

Toiletories'.

. All these 03 consignments were destined to UAE under the name of Consignee M/s.

Khaqan GeneralTrading LLC, 104, Brothers Tower Al Taawun Street, Sharjah, UAE P.O. Box

No.22155.

. Shri Amit Belanl from M/s. Trans Marine Shipping and logistics, 1019, City Centre-2, Near

CIMS Hospital Suncity Sola Road, Ahmedabad contacted his firm through email in the

month of February,2022 for AD Code ReBlstration of M/s.Kusum lndustries. He said that

M/s. Kusum lndustries are planning to export their Boods to UAE. He had sent them the

documents like lEC, GST Registration, lTR, and other KYC documents, Aadhar Card, PAN

Card, etc. through email dated U.02.2022. As per the email conversation he provided the

copy lnvoice date d L8.02.2022 and packing list dated 18.02.2022 mentionlng them as 'Not

final". However, the next day on 79.02.2022 he had provided the signed copies ofthe said

invoice and packinB list mentioning the date as 19.02.2022.

. As per the lnvoice sent by Shri Amit Belani the HS code was mentioned as 34022090,

however as per New Tariff the HS code for the said product was 34025000, they had

suggested Shri Amit Belani and prepared the Check List for the Shippin8 Bill No. 8381512

dated 27 .o2 .2022 .

. He made no conversations with any person from M/s. Kusum lndustries, however, it may

be possible that Shri Pankaj Kumar Sing (Mob.9173811487) from his firm had any

conversation with M/s. Kusum lndustries. Shri Pankaj Singh ls the G-Card holder of his firm

and Shri Santosh Prasad, H-card holder also look after the field work with Shri Pankaj

Singh. He used to look after the work related to the field such as Customs Examination,

stuffing etc. he also used to contact the exporter or other person as and when required.

. They have obtalned the authorisation from M/s. Kusum lndustries and was received by

his firm from M/s. Trans Marine Shipping and Logistlcs.

. He did not know Shri Rohan and never had any conversations with Shri Rohan. However,

Shri Pankaj Singh or Shri Santosh Prasad conversations with Shri Rohan regarding vehicles,

drivers, etc.

. the consignment was stuffed in factory premises of M/s. Kusum lndustries. The Bottle Seal

No. UF1000303 issued by M/s. Unifeeder Container Line while releasing the empty

container for factory stuffing. When the factory stuffed container arrived at lCD, Khodiar

in the presence of Surveyor by M/s. Unifeeder Container Line said seal was cut for
examination of goods by Customs. After examination of Container, the surveyor of M/s.

unifeeder container Line put the seal No. uF1000292 and the customs Authorities put

the seal No. 139620 on the Container.

. As per his knowledge M/s. Kusum lndustries not having factory stuffing permission.

. on being asked whether it is legally permissible to examination of the Boods on wheel and

whether they have ever advised their clients in this regard Shri Haeshad Padia stated that
It is not le8al to examination of the goods on wheel. But it is a general practice that
maximum containers are examined on wheel. They have never advised their client to
adopt such practice.

. The container booking was done by M/s. Trans Marine Shipping and Logistics for all the

three consignments of M/s. Kusum lndustries. However, he is not aware about the

booking of vehicle/trailer. But he stated that when the DRI started investigation he came

to know from Shri Amit Belani of Trans Marine Shipping that booking of transportation
such as vehicle was done by some Shri Rohan on behalf of M/s. Kusum lndustries.
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He is the proprietor of Customs Broker firm M/s. Right Ship Agency, Office No. 801, 8th

Floor, Sukh Sagar Complex, Near Fortune Landmark, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad. M/s.

Right Ship Agency the head office of M/s. Right Ship Agency is at A/2O2, sairaj Garden,

CHS Limited, lraniwadi, Road No. 8, Kandivali West, Mumbai-400057 which of also the

address of his residence. He is F-category qualified under CBLR in the year 2008-09. The

License Number of my Customs Broker firm is 1734 issued by Mumbai-1 Customs

Com missionerate in the year 2012. He himself looked after work related to M/s. Right Sh ip

Agency at Mumbai Office. Shri Harshad Padia handle the work at my Ahmedabad office
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. They had arranged the examination of goods at the ICD Khodiar in presence of Customs

officer. Shri Pankaj Singh from his firm was present at the examination. He informed him

during examination the goods found as declared. As informed by Shri Pankaj Singh only

02-03 boxes were destuffed from the container out of total 575 boxes. All the time only

2-3 boxes were checkeo.

. lt was not possible to ensure whether the goods is stuffed with the same goods as

declared in the Shipping Bills as only 02 boxes were examined out of 675 boxes.

. They had only verified the sea I of Shipping Line Seal. The same was found intact. However

we are not aware about the seal which was placed at the time of factory stuffing at the

premises of M/s. Kusum lndustries.

. As the booking of the consignments was done through M/s. Trans Marine Shipping and

Logistics, they had received payment from M/s. Trans Marine ShippinB and Logistics.

. Shri Sikandar H. Majothi from their firm was present at the time of examination of the

goods on 26.05.2022 at MICT CFS. The representatives of his firm at Mudra port briefed

all the proceedings of panchanama to him. He was aware that during the examination of

the goods the Container was found stuffed with Red Sander Logs instead of declared

goods as 675 box of Prestine assorted tolietries 4X5 (White & Blue) HS Code 34025000.

. He don't know any Shri Vishal Kumar. He or anyone from his firm have had any

conversation with Shri Vishal Kumar who was the driver of the said trailer.

r Shri Harshad Paid was shown the copy of email from Parthiv Dave of M/s P. Shipping Co.

Ahmedabad in response to the summon dated 28/OSl22 by this office in their export

matter only. He(Partiv Dave) confirms that he (Harshad Padia) alongwith transporter

Rohan Kumar (as you(harshad) introduced him) of M/s Sai Transport had visited his office

few months ago for export of your goods like liquid detergent, Surface Clea ner etc in your

brand Pristine ".....?ut as they did not hove ony permission for foctory stuffing from
customs to stulf the contoiner ot their prcmises, I denied to hondle their shipment ond olso

odvised them not to do such proctice os they do not hove foctory stufling permissrcn. At

thot time in severol news poper such kind of incident of smuggling of goods were published

ond I odvised them not to do without foctory stulfing permission ond they oqreed on thot

ond osk me procedure for applying foctory stulfing permission. They honded over

Authorised Deoler Code, KYC of M/s Kusum hdustries lor registering ot ICD-Khodiydr then

they left the office." and comments were sought in the matter but Shri Harshad stated

that Shri Manish Barot or Shri Rohan never visited hls firm personally. He received the

work related to the export consignment of M/s. Kusum lndustries through the forwarder

Trans Marine Shlpping and Logistlcs. They have not verified the premises by way of
physical vlsit of the factory. Even they have never communicated with the exporter. All

the communication was done through forwarder M/s. Trans Marine Sh ippinB and Logistics

o As a branch Manager of Customs Broker firm and as a responsible Customs Broker, he

agreed that there is negligence on their part. As a Customs Broker they should have

communication with exporter in respect of export consignments such as how they got the

Order who is the consignee, who was ha ndling the tra nsportation of cargo, what a re safety

measures applied by the exporters or any other person related to said consignments.

5.9 Statement of Shri Ramkrishna C Garach, F-Card holder of the Custom Broker firm M/s

Right Ship Atency at Ahmedabad, recorded on 04.06.2022 (RUD No.28 ) wherein, he, interalia

stated that



and Shri Manoj Manglani looked after the work at Gandhidham offlce. Shri Harshad Padia

and Shri Manoj Manglani used to report their day to day official activities to him

Total 03 consignments covered under Shipping Bill No. 8381512 daled 27.02.2022,

8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and !5787 45 dated 23.05.2022. The main export product of

M/s. Kusum lndustries is'Prestine assorted Toiletories'. The 3'd i.e. last consignment was

put on hold by DRI at Mundra Port.

All these 03 consignments were destined to UAE under the name of Consignee M/s.

Khaqan General TradinB LLC, 104, Brothers Tower Al Taawun Street, Sharjah, UAE P.O. Box

No.22165.
ShriAmit Bellani from M/s. Trans Marine Shipping and Logistics, 1019, City Centre-2, Near

clMS Hospital Suncity Sola Road, Ahmedabad contacted to Shri Harshad Padia of his firm
through email in the month of February, ZOZZ fot AD Code Registration of M/s. Kusum

lndustries. He said that M/s. Kusum lndustries are planning to export their goods to UAE'

He had sent us the documents like lEC, GST Registration, lTR, and other KYC documents,
Aadhar Card, PAN Card, etc. through email dated L7.02.2022. As per the email

conversation he provided the copy lnvoice dated 18.02.2022 and packing list dated

t8.02.2022 mentioning them as 'Not final'. However, the next day on 19.02.2022 he had

provided the signed copies of the said invoice and packing list mentioning the date as

19.O2.2022.

As per the lnvoice sent by Shri Amit Belani the HS code was mentioned as 34022090,

however as per New Tariff the HS code for the said product was 34025000, we had

suggested Shri Amit Belani and prepared the Check Llst for the Shipping Bill No.8381512

dated 27 .o2 .2022 .

He made no conversations with any person from M/s. Kusum lndustries, however, it may

be possible that Shri Pankaj Kumar Sing (Mob.9173811487) from his firm might have

conversation with M/s. Kusum lndustries or any other person related to subject export

consignment. Shri Pankaj Singh is the G-Card holder of his firm and Shri Santosh Prasad,

H-card holder also look after the field work with Shri Pankaj Singh. He used to look after
the work related to the field such as Customs Examination; stuffing etc. he also used to
contact the exporter or other person as and when required.

They have obtained the authorisation from M/s. Kusum lndustries. The copy of said

authorisation letter is already provided by Shri Harshad Padia. The said authorisation was

received by his firm from M/s. Trans Marine Shipping and Logistics. The said authorisation

was received by his firm through M/s. Transmarine Shipping and Logistics and the said is

on the letter head of M/s. Kusum lndustries. However, they had not verified other details

and the genuineness of the said authorisation letter.

They don't know Shri Rohan and he never had any conversations with Shri Rohan.

However, Shri Pankaj Singh or Shri Santosh Prasad mi8ht have conversations with Shri

Rohan or the driver regarding vehicles, drivers, etc.

All the 03 consignments were reached at ICD Khodiar under Liner Bottle Seal. The Bottle

Seal nos. of earlier 02 consignments are not remember to me, however the Bottle seal no

of last consiBnment is available with me. The Bottle seal no. of the same is UF1000303

issued by M/s. Unifeeder Container Line while releasing the empty container for factory

stuffing. When the factory stuffed container arrived at lCD, Khodiar in the presence of
Surveyor by M/s. Unifeeder Container Line said seal was cut for examination of goods by

Customs. After examination of Container, the surveyor of M/s. Unifeeder Container Line

put the Seal No. UF1000292 and the Customs Authorities put the seal No. 139620 on the

Conta iner.
As per his knowledge M/s. Kusum lndustries not having factory stuffing permission. lt ls

not legal to examine the goods on wheel. But it is general practice at ICD Khodiar that

maximum containers are examined on wheel. They have never advised their client not to

adopt such practice.

The container booking was done by M/s. Trans Marine Shipping and Logistics for all the

three consignments of M/s. Kusum lndustries. However, he was not aware about the

booking of vehicle/trailer. But he stated that when the DRI started investl8ation he came

to know from Shri Amit Belani of Trans Marine Shipping that booking of transportation

such as vehicle was done by some Shri Rohan (9857161426) on behalf of M/s. Kusum

lnd ustries.
They had arranged the examination of goods at the lcD Khodiar in presence of customs

officer. Shri Pankaj Singh and Dilip Parmar from his firm was present at the examination.
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He informed me during examination the goods found as decrared, As informed by his staff
only 02-03 boxes were destuffed from the container out of total 675 boxes. All the time
only 2-3 boxes were checked.
As informed by his staff only 02-03 boxes were destuffed from the container out of total
575 boxes. All the time onry 2-3 boxes were checked. rt was not possibre to ensure
whether the goods is stuffed with the same goods as decrared in the shipping Bi[s as onry
02 boxes were examined out of 675 boxes. As informed by his staff at Ahmedabad the
earlier 02 consignments were also examined in the same manner i.e. onry 2-3 boxes were
opened and checked all the time.
They had only verified the seal of shipping Line sea l. The sa me was found intact. However
they are not aware about the seal which was placed at the time of factory stuffing at the
premises of M/s. Kusum lndustries.
As the booking of the consignments was done through M/s. Trans Marine Shipping and
Logistics, they have received payment from M/s. Trans Marine shipping and Logistrcs.
shri sikandar H. Majothi from his firm was present at the time of exa m ination of the goods
on 26 05.2022 at M rcr cFs. The representatives of his firm at M u ndra port briefed a I the
proceedings of panchnma to him. He was aware that during the examination ofthe goods
the container was found stuffed with Red sander Logs instead of declared gooos ai,ozs
box of Prestine assorted toiletries 4x5 LTR (white & Brue) HS code 34025000,. He has
perused the said panchnama and agreed with the facts mentioned in the said panchnama.
He also received the copy of panchnama and Seizure Memo dated 26.05.2022.
He don't know any shrivishal Kumar. He had have no conversation with shri vishal Kumar
(8097755641). However, as he was the driver of the trairer, shri pankaisingh, shrisantosh
Prasad or shri Dilip Parmar of his firm being operationar staff might have conversations
with Shri Vishal Kumar.
shri Ramkishan c Garach was shown the copy of emair from pa(hiv Dave of M/s p.

shipping co. Ahmedabad in response to the summon d ared 2glo5/22 by this office in their
export matter only. He(partiv Dave) confirms that he (Harshad padia) arongwith
transporter Rohan Kumar (as you(harshad) introduced him) of M/s Sai Transport had
visited his office few months ago for export of your goods like liquid detergent, Surface
Cleaner etc in your brand pristine ,,.....But 

os they did not hove dny permission for foctory
stuffing from customs to stuff the contoiner ot their premises, I denied to hondle their
shipment ond olso odvised them not to do such proctice os they do not hove foctory
stulfing permission. At thot time in severor news poper such kind of incident oJ smuggring
of goods were published ond r odvised them not to do without foctory stulfing permission
ond they agreed on that ond osk me procedure for opplying foctory stuffing permission.
They honded over Authorised Deorer code, Kyc of M/s Kusum lndustries for registering ot
lcD-Khodiyor then they left the office. " and comments were sought in the matter but shri
Ramkishan C Garach stated that shri Manish Barot or shri Rohan never visited his firm
personally. He received the work related to the export consignment of M/s. Kusum
lndustries through the forwarder Trans Marine Shipping and Logistics. They have not
verified the premises by way of physical visit of the factory. Even they have never
communicated with the exporter. All the communication was done through forwarder
M/s. Trans Marine Shipping and Logistics

He agreed that there is a rack of required check from their end. As a responsibre customs
Broker, they should have enquired in detail about export consignment such exporter,
booking of transport, booking of Containers. As a Customs Broker they should have
communication with exporter in respect of export consignments such as how they got the
Order who is the consignee, who was ha ndling the transportation of cargo, what aie safety
measures applied by the exporters or any other person related to said consignments. The
proposal received from Rohan Kumar then M/s. Transmarine Shipping and Logistics for
onwheel clearance ofgoods was not required to be entertained by them. They could have
brought such lacuna of stuffing of goods at the factory, without obtaining factory stuffinS
permission to the notice ofAC/DC of ICD Khodiar.
on receipt of instructions from M/s. Transmarine shipping and Logistics, their emproyee
Shri Pankaj Singh attended the export consignment of M/s Kusum tndustries. M/s.
Transmarine shipping & Logistics provided the contact Nos. of shri pankaj singh and shri
Santosh Prasad to some person having mobile No. 9g6776142'. The said person
contacted shri Pankajsingh and shrisantosh prasad and provided the contact no. ofdriver
at time of entry of Vehicle at ICD Khodiar. Later on after booking of this case by DRt, he
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came to know that the said person having mobile no. 9867 L67426 was Mr. Rohan. As

informed by his employee they received a call from the driver and he stated that he has

arrived at the ICD for the clearance of export and he personally handover the envelope

containing original documents which includes invoice, packing list and weiBhment slip at

the cabin No.9 of ICD Kodiyar building. After, receivinB documents Shri Pankaj Singh

started the procedure for getting the Apprising, appraising of the subject cargo was

completed by the officer at ICD Customs. Thereafter, after registration ofthe goods which

include the complete details ofcargo e.g. wei8ht, box description ofthe goods, no. of item

etc., the work of registration examination of the subject consignment was done by the
P.O., Customs, ICD Khodiyar. On the completion of the examination the officer generated

the examination report on the basis of which his staff received the SB copy with Let Export

order dated 24.05.2022 therefore, we received the copy of LEO and Gate pass. On

receiving the Gate Pass his staff handed over the same to the driver of the truck/lorry, in

the mean time, as informed by Shri Pankaj, he received a call from the unknown person

\98671-674261 of M/s Kusum lndustries who asked him about the clearance and Shri

Pankaj Singh informed him that the documents were handed over to the driver.
. He is not aware why was the container was routed by Road from ICD Khodiar to lvlundra

Port. ln this regard, the container line agent or the forwarder might have known. Further,

the Management staff of CONCOR of ICD Khodiar may also be known. M/s Transmarine

have executed a Bond with CONCOR for one year permitting them removal of container

by private transport instead of rail route movement in a special case- The container in

this case was processed against the said Bond filed by M/s Transmarine Shipping and

Logistics. Therefore, M/s. Transmarine Shipping and Logistics may be asked in this regard.

on the directions of M/s. Transmarine Shipping and Logistics his staff handed over the

relevant documents to the concerned driver.

5,10 Statement of Shri Pankaj Kumar Singh, G-Card holder of the Custom Broker firm M/s

Right Ship Agency at Ahmedabad, recorded on 03.06.2022 (RUD No. 29) wherein, he, inter-alia

stated that;

His work is to handle the clearance related to import only, and in absence of Shri Santosh
Prasad who is nominated for attending the clearance related to export. He attend the
work related to clearance of export. He was not aware how many total consignments of
M/s. Kusum lndustries have been attended by M/s Right Ship Agency. He only did the
single clearance for the export of M/s Kusum lndustries on 24.05.2022. He received the
documents for the said clearance through Shri Harshad, Branch Manager of Right Ship

Agency and who instructed him to do the work related to the clearance ofthe said export.
He was not aware of the main export product of M/s Kusum lndustries. He got copy of
the shipping bill No.1578745 dated 23.05.2022 through mail by Shri Harshad.

He was sure that he has not attended the work related to the clearance of the export
consignment of M/s Kusum lndustries other than the Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated
23.05.2022 and M/s Right Ship Agency might have attended three export consignments
of M/s Kusum lndustries but he has not attended clearance of the past export pertains to
M/s Kusum lndustries. Shri Santosh Prasad might have attended the clearance of past

export consignment of M/s Kusum lndustries as who is the nominated person for
attending the clearance of export. He only attended the export consignment when he is

not available. During the clearance of the export consignment covered under Shipping Bill

No. 1578745 dated 23.O5.2022 Shri Santosh Prasad was on a holiday and went to his

hometown Sasara m, Bihar.

He received one call from unknown person who introduced himself by saying that he was
calling from M/s Kusum lndustries and told him that he has received his number from Shri

Santosh. The said unknown person told me that one container was arrived at ICD Khodiyar
in r/o M/s Kusum lndustries for the clearance. On receiving his call regarding export
conignment he (Pankaj) called Shri Harshad and told him that he received a call regarding
the clearance of the container in the name of M/s Kusum lndustries. Shri Harshad told
him that clearance have to be done as the container was coming by road.

He received call on mobile phone only and has saved that number by the name of M/s
Kusum Exporter and the mobile number is 9867761426.
He received instruction from Shri Harshad to attend the export consignmen of M/s Kusum

Industries and also informed me the contact no. of driver who was to bring the container
of export consignment at ICD Khodiyar. He received call from the driver and he stated that
he has arrived at the ICD for the clearance of export and he personally handover the
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envelop containing original documents which includes invoice, packing list and weighment
slip at the cabin No.9 of ICD Kodiyar building on his(Pankaj) request. After, receiving
documents he started the procedure for getting the Apprising, by one O'clock apprising
of the subject ca rgo was completed by the officer of 5h ri An up J. Ch u rasia, Superintendent,
Customs. Thereafter, he did the registration of the goods which include the complete
details ofcargo e.g. weight, box description ofthe goods, no. of item etc. Aftercompleting
the work of registration examination of the subject consignment was done by the PO

having the ld No. 839 of the Customs, ICD Khodiyar. On the completion of the exa m ination
the officer generated the exam ination report on which basis he received the 5B copy with
Let Export Order dated 24.05.2022 issued by Shri Anup J. Churasia, Superintendent,
Customs. Thereafter, he received the copy of LEO and Gate pass through mail by Shri
Harshad. On receiving the documents from Shri Harshad he handed over those documents
to Custodian for issuing Gate Pass for letting the container out of the tCD, Khodiyar. On

receiving the Gate Pass he handed over the same to the driver of the truck/lorry and he
informed Shri Harshad that he handed over the gate pass to driver, in the mean time he
received a call from the unknown person of M/s Kusum lndustries who asked him about
the clearance and he informed him the same that he handed over the Gate pass to driver.
On being asked that Why was the container routed by road to Mundra Port instead of
train and Who instructed for the road route he stated that he was not aware of this and
as per his knowledge this decision rest with the container liner. He was told by Shri
Harshad to handover the Gate pass to the driver. M/s Transmarine have executed a Bond
with Concor for one year permitting them removal of container by private transport
insteadofrail route movement in a specialcase. The container in this case was processed

against the said Bond filed by M/s Transmarine. Shri Harshad instructed him that he had

already discussed with the liner and M/sTransmarine for processing the movement of
container by road instead of rail route and accordingly he processed the matter with
Customs and later on Shri Harshad sent him the Gate Pass to be issued to the driver of
truck No. d72272O9 for takinB out the Customs cleared export consignment in container
number 8S1U3151184.

He do not know the name of the Driver, however he received a call from the mobile
No.8097765641 to whom he handed over the documents. He was not present during the
examination of the container, the examination was attended by Shri Dilip Parmar,
employee of M/s Right Ship Agency. He was not present at the examination however he

was present in the ICD Khodiyar and all the other work related to clearance of this sub.iect
goods were attended by him. He personally asked Shri Dilip to forward the photograph of
the cargo which was shared by Shri Dilip to him through whatsapp. Shri Dilip told him that
the PO examined the cargo by randomly selecting the boxes and opened some bottle and

tested the same by pouring the same on the floor to check the subject good was of
declared cargo or not.
On being asked whether the Boods were destuffed for examination and was it legally

permissible to exam the goods on wheel he stated that the goods were not destuffed

completely and lt is not legal to examination the goods on wheel. But it is general practice

that maximum containers are examined on wheel. He never informed his client in this

regard.

ldeally the containers meant for export are to be stuffed at the factory premises of the
shipper who have the factory stuffing permission issued by the Customs Authority when
the shipper does not have the factory stuffing permission then the goods are to be

brought in the ICD where the stuffing of the goods to be done. ln this case the goods
arrived at the ICD was already stuffed in container without any RFID seal and only liner
seal was intact on it. He was not aware that the M/s Kusum lndustries was not having
factory stuffing permission.

He stated that the container was intact with the liner bottle seal and the sealwas cut with
help of labor of Custodian for examination. The seal mentioned on the documents was
provided by the havaldar bf Custom and he do not know his name. Shri Dilip sealed the
container in presence of him.

On being asked that did at any point of time Shri Dilip informed him that the container is

tempered or noticed something suspicious in a container he stated that he had never
informed me about the tempering. lf he had noticed the tempering in a container he must
have informed me or to Shri Harshad,
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He do not know this company and he have never heard any company by the name of M/s
Khaqan General Trading LLC- he do not know any person in UAE., Shri Manish Barot, Shri
Devabhai Rabari. He don't know Shri Rohan and he never had any conversations with Shri
Ro ha n.

Shri Harshad called him in the office on 27 .O5.2022 and informed him that the container
8S1U3151184 was found stuffed with Red Sander Logs.

He was aware of M/s Hadi logistics and that belongs to Harshad Dalsukhbhai Padia. He do
not work for M/s Hadi Logistics, he work only for M/s Right Ship Agency. M/s Hadi Logistics
is logistics firm owned by Shri Harshad.

5,11 Statement of Shri Dilip Kumar Parmar, Employee of the Custom Broker firm M/s Right

Ship Agency at Ahmedabad, recorded on 03.06.2022 (RUD No. 30) wherein, he, inter-alia stated

that;
. He is not aware how many export consignments of M/s Kusum lndustries was handled by

M/s Right Ship Agency. He only helped once Shri Pankaj in the clearance of the export
consignment of M/s Kusum lndustries. He attended only the examination of the
containers and the products stuffed in the containers were toiletries liquid.

. Shri Pankaj asked him to help him and gave him one file which contains all the export
documents related to Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.O5.ZOZZ. He told him that the
exa mination of the container No. 8S1U3151184 wou ld be done by the Customs offlcer a nd
told him to do whatever the officer asked him to do.

. He is sure that he has not helped anyone for the export consignment of M/s Kusum
lndustries other than the Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022.

. M/s Ri8ht Ship Agency might have attended three export consignments of M/s Kusum
lndustries but he has not attended clearance of the past export pertains to M/s Kusum
lndustries. He only attended one examination of the container No. 8S1U3151184 on the
request of shri Pa nkaj.

. No one contacted him regarding the clearance of the export consignment of Shipping Bill

No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022. Shri Pankaj asked him to attend the examination of the

container who told him to do whatever the officer asked.

. He took the order of seal cutting by Custodian and the seal of the container was cut in his
presence by the labor of Custodian. Thereafter, he asked the officer regarding the timing
of the examination and he told him that by 4.30 P.M the examination of the container
would be done. Thereafter, as decided he reached the spot of the container and after
some time the officer came who asked the driver to open the gate ofthe container. Then
the officer examined the cargo by randomly selecting the boxes and opened some bottle
and tested the same by pouring the same on the floor to check the subject good was of
declared cargo or not. Thereafter, the officer verified the documents and left the spot.
When the officer left the examination place he left the place to meet Shri Pankaj and
handover the documents to Shri Pankaj.During the examination of the container he took
photographs of the cargo and sent the same to Shri Pankaj. He do not know the name of
the Driver and do not have his contact details

. During the examination of the container only three person were present which includes
Shri Sagar Sir, driver and him. On being asked he stated that goods was not destuff
completely and he is not aware about other legality.

. He has seen the Panchanama dated 26.05.2022 and in token of seen he putted his dated
signature on the same. Officer of DRI examined the container No.8S1U3151184 on
26.O5.2022 from which logs of Red Sander were recovered by the officer in presence of
panchas. Export of Red Saner Logs falling under CTH No. 4403991.8 and covered under
column 5 to Sr. No. 188 is prohibited for Export under Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20. The
officers of DRI found total 840 logs of Red Sander Logs weighing 14634.09.The
exa m ination of the sa me container was attended by him a nd Custom officer examined the
cargo of the container stuffed in the container. .

. On being asked he stated that the container was intact with the liner bottle seal and the
sea I was cut with help of labor of Custod ian for examination. The seal mentionedonthe
documents was provided by the havaldar of Custom and he do not know his name. He

sealed the container in presence of Shrl Pankaj and driver.
. On 25.06.2022 Shri Pankaj informed him that DRI hold the container No. 8S1U3151184 for

which the clearance was made by them. On 28.05.2022 when he reached ICD Khodiyar

one person enquired him whether the Red Sander have been found in the container for
which M/s Right Shipping Agency does the clearance. On hearing this news he enquired
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this wlth Shri Pankaj who told him that it is true that the Red Sander have been found in

the container which was cleared by them.

5.72 Statement of Shri Santosh Prasad, H-Card holder of the Custom Broker firm M/s Right

Ship Agency at Ahmedabad, recorded on 04.06.2022 (RUD No. 31) wherein, he, inter-alia stated

thaU

. M/s Right Ship Agency in total handled only three export consignment of M/s Kusum

lndustries. ln M/s Ri8ht Ship Agency his work is to handle the clearance related to export
only and he attended only two export consignments for the clearance of M/s Kusum

lndustries exported vide shipping Bill No. 8955514 dated 15-03.2022 and 8381512 dated
2L.02.2022, whereas the last export consignment which was planned to export vide

Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.O5.2022 was attended by Shri Pankaj 5ingh. M/s Right

Ship ABency have nominated him to attend the clearance of export consignment but
export consignment vide Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23,05.2022 was not attended
by him as he was on holiday and went to his hometownon 79.O5.2022 therefore Shri

Pankaj Singh attended the export clearance of this consignment. He received the
documents for the two clearance through Shri Harshad, Branch Manager of Right Ship

Agency and he instructed him to do the work related to the clearance of the said export.
M/s Kusum lndustries is the manufacturer and exporter of toiletries liquid used for
cleaning toilet.

o M/s Right Ship Agency have attended three export consignments of M/s Kusum lndustries

but he has attended clearance of the past two export pertains to M/s Kusum Industries.

Shri Pankaj Singh have attended the clearance of last export consignment of M/s Kusum

lndustries vide 1578745 dated 23.05.2022 as he was on holiday.
o He received one callfrom unknown person who told him that one container is coming by

road for the clearance who provided him the details ofthe container and truck no. on his

whatsapp. On hearing this he asked him to contact Shri Panka.j Singh for the clearance as

he was on holiday and provided him the contact no. ofShri Pankajsingh. He also informed
Shri Pankaj about the same.

e He received the call from the person whose whatsapp number shows DP having name sai

Transport and Logistics and the mobile number is 986716L426. He do not know his name.

o Shri Harshad informed him about the export consignment by forwarding him the checklist

which includes all the details of the export consignment thereafter he received call from
the d river of the truck on his arrival at the ICD Khodiyar a nd he asked him to come to cabin

No. 9 of ICD Khodiyar. On receiving the oriBinal documents he started the process for the
clearances of the goods.

r He received instruction from Shri Harshad to attend the export consignment of M/s
Kusum lndustries. He received call from the driver and he stated that he has arrived at the
ICD for the clearance of export a nd he persona lly handover the envelop containing origina I

documents which includes invoice, packing list and weighment slip at the cabin No.g of
ICD Kodiyar building on his request. After, receiving documents he started the procedure

for getting the Apprising for both consignment and apprising ofthe bothsubject cargo was

completed by the officer of Shri Anup J. Churasia, Superintendent, Customs. Thereafter,
he did the registration of the goods which include the complete details of cargo

e.g.weight, box description of the goods, no. of item etc. After completing the work of
registration examination of the subject consignment was done for the consignment

exported by 8381512 dated 27.02.2022 the exa mination was done by Shri Sachin, PO, ICD

Khodiya r and for the 8955514 dated 15.03.2022 the exa m ination was done by Shri Sagar,

PO, Khodiyar . On completion of the examination both the officer generated the
examination report. Shri Anup J. Churasia issued the LEO. Thereafter, he received the
copy of LEO and Gate pass through mail by Shri Harshad. On receiving the documents
from Shri Harshad he handed over these documents to custodian for issuing Gate Pass

for letting the container out of the lCD, Khodiyar. On receiving the Gate Pass he handed

over the same to the driver of the truck/lorry and he informed Shri Harshad that he

handed over the gate pass to driver.
r On being asked why the container was routed by road to Mundra Port instead of train a nd

who instructed for the road route he stated that he is not aware of this and as per hls

knowledge this decision must be taken by the exporter, forwarder and container line.

o The same driver had came to ICD Khod iyar for the cleara nces of export consignmentvide
Shipping bill No. 8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and 8381512 dated 21.02.2022. He do not
know the name of the Driver and he do not have his contact number as he has not saved

his number.
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. He was present during the examination of the containers and all the other work related
to clearance of this subject goods were attended by him. ln both the examination the seal

cutting permission was given by Shri. Anup i. Churasia, Superintendent, Customs and

Custodian issued seal cutting job order and on this basis the labor cut the seal of the
container in presence of him and sepoy of Custodian. Thereafter the officer came who
examined the cargo by ra ndom ly selecting the boxes and opened some bottle and tested
the same by pouring the same on the floor to check the subject good was of declared
cargo or not. ln both the examination of the containers they followed the same practice.

On completion of examination the container was sealed by Custom Seal and also by liner
sea l.

. He had not noticed other things stuffed in a containers other than the declared cargo as

per the shipping bill No. 8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and 8381512 dated 27.O2.2022.
o On being asked whether the goods were destuffed for examination and was it legally

permissible to exam the goods on wheel and have they ever advised their clients in this
regard, he stated that goods were not destuff completely and lt is not legal to carry out
examination the goods on wheel. But it is general practice that maximum containers are
examined on wheel. He never informed their client in this regard as it is duty of Shri Ram

Krishan and Shri Harshad Padia.
e ldeally the containers meant for export are to be stuffed at the factory premises of the

shipper who have the factory stuffing permission issued by the Customs Authority when
the shipper does not have the factory stuffing permission then the goods are to be

brought in the ICD where the stuffing of the goods to be done. ln this case the goods

arrived at the ICD was already stuffed in container without any RFID seal and only liner
seal was intact on it. He know that the M/s Kusum lndustries was not having factory
stuffing permission.

. The container was intact with the liner bottle seal and the seal was cut with help of labor
of Custodian for examination. The seal mentioned on the documents was provided by
the havildar of Custom and he do not know his name. He sealed the both the containers
for export consignment vide Shippin8 bill No.8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and 8381512
dared 2L.02.2022.

. On being asked whether he know any company by the name of M/s Sai Transport and

Logistics he replied in affirmative and stated that he received a call and documents for
the export vide shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022 which he forwarded the same
to Shri Pankaj for clearance as he was not in town.

5.13 Statement of Shri Bhamar Rambhai Wagha bhai, Son of Shri Vaghabhai Jethubhai

Bhammar, Aged- 32 Years, Residence of, Flat No.55, Sadguru Smart City, Nana Kapaya Near

Adani Public, school, Mundra- 37o42L, recotded on 02.06.2022 (RUD No.32) wherein, he, inter-

a lia stated that;
o Around two or three month ago one person Shri Rohan contacted him and told him that

he is calling from M/s SaiTransport & Logistics and he asked him to provide the contact
details any agent who could do the job of Custom Clearance for my export. He was doin8
business with Shri Amit Bellani of M/s Transmarine Shipping & Logistics since long and he

know that he does some business related to Custom Clearance therefore, he provided Shri

Rohan contact details of Shri Amit Bellani. Thereafter, he never received a call from him.
He never met Shri Rohan personally he only once contacted him on my mobile phone and

he was unaware that how he got his contact details.
. He was doing business with Shri Amit Bellani of M/s Transmarine Shipping & LoBistics from

the last two year. As per his knowledge Shri Amit does work related to Custom clearance
and he was regularly doing business with him from the last two year. Shri Amit provides

him Form-13 for export consignment handled by him for the Gate in process. Further, he

added that his brother handled the work of Gate in for the export container of Shri Roha n

through Shri Amit Bellani. His brother told him that he had received a message from Shri

Rohan who introduced himself by giving reference of Shri Amit Bellani and asked for the
service of Gate ln process as they are regularly doing business with Shri Amit Bellani, he

agreed with Shri Roha n offer and told him that they had done in total three Gate in process

out which for two containers Shri Amit provided Form-13 including the container No.

BSlU3151L84 whereas for the remaining container surveyor of Master Marine prepared

the Form-13 manually on the basis of documents received by his brother from the driver
of truck/lorry. Thereafter, his brother send the Form-L3 to Shri AmitandShri Rohan.

. His brother told him that driver of lorry/truck gave the charges to his brother for the
service provided by them.
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. He do not know the details of the driver of GJ7221,2O9. He has seen the panchanama

dated 26.05.2022 and in token ofseen he putted his dated signature on the same. officer
of DRI examined the container No. 8S1U3151184 on 26.O5.2022 from which logs of Red

Sander were recovered by the officer in presence of panchas. Export of Red Saner Logs
falling under CTH No.44039918 and covered under column 5 to 5r. No. 188 is prohibited
for Export under Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20. The officers of DRt found total84O logs of
Red Sander Logs weighing 14634.09 kgs.

. At their end they do not verify any thing, they just received the Fo rm-13 from the Shipper
or Transporter for getting the endorsement of the Customs for the movement of the
Container inside the Port area for further export. .

. He do not know M/s Kusum lndustries, M/s Khaqan General Trading LLC, any person in
UAE, Shri Manish Barot, Shri Devabhai Rabari.

5.14 Statement ofShri Oevayat Vaghabhai Bhammar, Son of ShriVaghabhai Bhammar,Aged-
22 Yearc, Residence at Sadhturu Smart City, Nana Kapaya, House No. 55, Shantivan Colony,
Mundra, recorded on 02.06.2022 (RUD No.33) wherein, he, inter-alia stated that

. He started this work of Gate-ln of Containers at Mundra Port from the past one year as
his elder brother Shri Rambhai Vaghabhai Bhammar was already in this filed. His routine
work generally starts with messaging to all the transporters regarding gate-in of the
containers and after getting +ve response, he start his work of gate-in of the containers
as stated above. They have got work only after references and personal contacts in the
trade community. They normally charge Rs. 3OO/- for the said work of Gate-ln of
conta iners.

. With regards to gate-in of container, 'BStU3151184' loaded on truck/lorry no.'GJI2 Z

1209', he stated that he had received a call from Rohan Bhai (Mob No. +919867L6L426l
on 25.O5.2022 regard ing gate-in of the said container on wh ich he provided truck/lorry no
and contact details of driverandsaidtherestdetailsi.eFORM-13he(Devayat) will collect
from Amit Bhai and gate in of the said container. On the same day, he called Shri Amit (

Mob No. +919825019885) to provide the FORM-13 on which Shri Amit replied that the
online system ODEX platform is showing some error in generation of FORM-13 on which
he provided him the mobile no. of Shri Ahmad Bha i who look after the work of generation
of FORM-13 on online platform ODEX. After Betting solution of that, Shri Amit Bhai
provided the FORM-l3 on the same day to him. After getting receipt of FORM-13, they
started their work and got the container get in on the same day and received our fee Rs.

300/- from truck driver.
. He only meet Shri Amit Bhai once through his elder brother Shri Rambhai Vaghabhai

Bhammar when he came to Mundra Port regarding start of work as CHA at Mundra port.

He never meet Shri Rohan .

o He received a call from Shri Rohan around two month and he told him that his container
would arrive and requested him for the Gate in of the containers loaded on a truck/lorry.
Shri Rohan told him that Shri Amit would provide the documents. They were doing
business with Shri Amit Bellani of M/s Transmarine Shipping & Logistics since long. They
have never met Shri Rohan personally. They did three time business with Shri Rohan
through Shri Amit Balla ni.

. They were doing business with Shri Amit Bellani of M/s Transmarine Shipping & Logistics
from the last two year. As per his knowledge Shri Amit does work related to Custom
Clearance and he is regularly doing business with him from the last two year. Shri Amit
provides him Form-13 for export consignment handled by him for the Gate in process.
Further, he added that he handled the work of Gate in for the export container of Shri
Rohan through Shri Amit Bellani. He had received a message from Shri Rohan who
introduced himself by giving reference of Shri Amit Bellani and asked for the service of
"Gate ln" process as they were regularly doing business with Shri Amit Bellani, he agreed
with Shri Rohan offer and he had done in totalthree "Gate in "process out which for two
containers Shri Amit provided Form-13 including the container No. BSlU315l.184 whereas
for the remaining container surveyor of Master Marine prepared the Form-1.3 manually
on the basis of documents received by him from the driver of truck/lorry. Thereafter, his
brother send the Form-13 to Shri Amit and Shri Rohan.

. The drlver of lorry/truck gave the charges to him for the service provided by them. He do
not know the name of the deriver but he has saved his contact No.80977765641 by the
name of Shri Sand Palti. He attended the work of "Gate in" for the export of Shri Rohan
and Shri Rohan always contacted him for the "Gate in" of his export.
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. Attheirendtheydonotverifyanything,theyjust received the Form-13 from the Shipper

or Transporter for getting the endorsement of the Customs for the movement of the
Container inside the Port area for further export.

o He do not know M/s Kusum lndustries, M/s Khaqan General Trading LLC, any person in
UAE, Shri Manish Barot, Shri Devabhai Rabari.

5.15 Statement of Shri Anand Kumar Pandey, Sr. Mana8er of Container Corporation of lndia

ttd., lcD Khodiyar, Jamiyatpura Village Road, Near Khodiyar Railway Station, Sarkhel

Gandhinagar Highway, Dist Gandhinagar, Ahmedabad-382421 recorded on 02.06.2022 (RUD No'

34) wherein, he, inter-alia stated that;
. Their company M/s. Container Corporation of lndia Ltd., had established ICD in the year

2005 at Sabarmati, but then it was shifted and started functioning from ICD Khodiyar in

2011 near Khodiyar Railway Station at Jamiyatpura village, Ahmedabad. lt is part of
Navratna CPSE of Government of lndia. Shri Vishal Patil, is the Chief Manager of M/s.

Container Corporation of lndia Ltd., ICD Khodiyar. The main services rendered by their ICD

at Khodiyar are handling of Containers and Cargo for Export and lmport through rail,

Storage ofContainers and Car8o for Export and lmport, Examination ofthe lmport/Export

ca rgo.

. M/s. Container Corporation of lndia Ltd., has been authorized by the Customs department

under different provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 to work as "Custodian", "Authorised

Carrier and train operator since its start of the operations from ICD Sabarmati. ICD

Khodiyar is having port code of lNSB16, for which they have licenses from the department

of Customs.

. They being "Custodian" are governed under the provisions of Section 45 of the Customs

Act, 1962. Further, they are re8istered under the provisions of the Handling of Cargo in

Customs Area Regulations, 2009. They are also registered as "Authorised Carrier under

the Sea Cargo Manifest and Transhlpment Regulations, 2018. They have given two Export

continuity bonds to the Deputy Commissioner of Customs (lmports), lCD, Khodiyar vide

their letter did.28.O3.2022, where the bond of Rs.700 Crores for the period from

26.o3.20221o 25.03.2027 is for rail movement of export consignments, whereas another

bond is for Rs.250 Crores for the period frcm 26.03.2022 to 25.03.2027 is for road

movement of export consignments. ln terms of the continuity bond executed by their

company, after obtaining necessary approval from the proper officer of Customs, their

company is permitting the road movement of export contalner from ICD Khodiyar to the

gateway ports. ln this regard, they are also obtaining the bond/undertaking from the

respective party who place request for the road movement of their consiSnment of export

containers. The bond executed by them is to permit them(CONCOR) for movement by

road without payment of Customs duties as provided for under the provisions of Export

Goods (Conditions of Transhipment) Regulations, 1995. The condition of the bond is that

the export container permitted for road movement from ICD Khodiyar has to be landed

at the gateway port in sound condition; that if the Soods allowed to be exported do not

reach gateway port in full. M/s Container Corporation of lndia Ltd. is liable to pay to the

Customs authorities the duties foregone, drawback paid etc. The bond was executed by

Shri Madhukar Roat. chief General Manager, North West Region, M/s. container

Corpo ration of lnd ia Ltd.

. M/s. container Corporation of lndia Ltd., is a Navratna CPSE under ministry of Railways,

which provides complete logistics solutions to the EXIM trade of lndia. lmporters or

Exporters use their ICD facility for clearance of their imported consignments or booking of

their export goods and further transportation of their containers to different gateway

ports of lndia. They are not handling bulk cargo or loose cargo at lCD, only containerized

cargo is handled, facility of palletisation, repacking as well as consolidation and de-

consolidation of the LCL cargo within the warehouse are also offered to the customers.

The charges we collect are handling charges, rail freight, wharfage, terminal service

charge/ground rent and addition charges etc.

. For their export booking purpose they ma in ly collect forwarding note and copy of shipping

bill and in case of import, the Customs Out of Charge and shipping line's delivery orders
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are collected before accepting or delivering the cargoes to respective customers. They
generate gate in/gate out, weighment slips as and when required, carting orders, stuffing
job orders, gate pass, empty container arrival permits, empty container departure
permits, import cargo gate pass, import container gate pass, lW bill, lnvoice receipts,
payment slips, the gate registers as well as godown registers are maintained by the
supervisors for their own record keeping. They have ETMS (Export rmport rerminar
Management system) installed for movement of the consignments and containers within
their lcD, which is duly audited and updated at regular intervals. They are also filing arrival
manifest and departure manifests with customs, as and when the goods are being moved
into the ICD or moved out from the ICD

He stated that as per the entry made in the inward register the container No.
8S1u3151184, laden on truck-Trailer No. GJ12z 1209 were entered in the rcD at 10.35 AM
on 24.05.22 and as per outward reBister the container was gate out at 19.08 pM on
24.O5.22

He confirmed that the outward register also notes the seal Number as "139620", shipping
line as "AVANA" & CHA as "Right Ship" in addition ofXpC No. "ZZO524OL7S" which is the ir
internal document, which means the Exit permit for containers (xpc). He also produced
the ccw footage of container movement of Bstu3151184 at the lcD Khodiyar during
24.05.22, when the same was in their lCD. As for the earlier occasions of export by M/s
Kusum lndustries, vadodara, they have no ccrv recording available at the rcD Khodiyar,
as the same gets auto deleted for shortage of memory from the footage after 30 days.
No weighment has done for the container No. Bsru31s1184 ever within the ICD. During
its operations within their lcD. ln the lcD, Khodiyar, they have not sufficient facility of
weighbridge within the rcD, so they are generally relying on the weighment srips of
outside weighbridges produced by the concerned parties.

Their records are reflecting only one seal number 139620, which was copied from the
export documents, which must have been provided by the customs Department as far as
he know. During the sealing or examination no representative ofthe rcD had attended the
container Bs1u3151184, hence he do not have any information related to how many seals
were applied and when.

He stated that it is a fact that the empty container was never issued by them and may
have been procured by the exporter from the empty container depots/yards. Further the
exact place where the same was stuffed also is not known to them, as the custom Broker
showed it to have been stuffed from factory premises of M/s Kusum rndustries, vadodara.
No service request was made for offroading of the container, destuffing of the container,
re-stuffing of the container and it was attended as ,,on wheel, round trip,,.
He stated that the container 8s1u3151184 had remained within their tcD d uring 24.05.22
was around 7 to 8 hours (from 10.30AM to 19.o8pM), and the operation of destuffing and
reloading of this much quantity is not possible during such short time without mechanical
help, secondly there are presence of ther surveyors in the yard and such transshipments
could have been observed by them. Thus, he doubted that the operation of switching the
consignment could have been taken up after clearance of container from their lcD
Khodiyar only.

They are collecting rall freight of around Rs 2o,0oo/- for a 20 feet container ex rcD
Khodiyar to Mundra Port, for the instant container. M/s Transmarine shipping & Logistics
were the forwarders and they had opted for road movement of the container vide their
letter dtd 24.05.2022 and accordingly the rail movement charges were not included in
their bill.

on being asked who requested the movement of customs cleared Export container to be
moved by truck/road instead of rail movement and whether the prior approval of the
customs was obtained for such movement, he stated that No prior approvar of customs
was obtained for movement of container through road instead of rail.
They do not maintain any records of drivers or their licences, they only note down the
vehicle numbers and container numbers in case of transportation through road upto
Sateway ports.
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. Clearance of the export consignments is done by the appointed Customs Officers to their

satisfactlon, afterwhich let export orders (LEO) are issued, they depend on LEO orders for

allowing clearances.

. No such acknowledgement has been obtained from the vehicle drivers while handing over

the conta iners to them.

5.15 Statement of Shri Shrikant Rayshibhai Maheshwari, Bhuj recorded on 05.05.2022 (RUD

No.35 ) wherein, he, inter-alia stated thau

He is in the business of Bharat Petroleum corporation Limited (BPcL) distribution agency

firm namely'Laxmi Bharat Gas Agency' at Bhuj which is a proprietorship firm. He has no

idea about this seizure of Red Sander Logs at Mundra Port by DRI under Panchnama dated

26.05.2022 which was an export consignment through Container No. 8S1U3151184 loaded

on truck/lorry no. GJLZZ7209.

He is not aware of any company/firm with name M/s Kusum lndustries, Vadodara or

Khaqan General Trading LLC, Sharjah, UAE and Right Shipping ABency, Ahmedabad. He do

not know any person by the name of Shri Manish Barot and Shri Devabhai Rabari.

He purchased this vehicle CJ72712O9 in 2016-17 from Shri Hamir Bhai (Mob No.

982575L575]|of Habay Village, Bhuj in the year 14.09.2016 ofamount Rs. 6,00,000/-. The

said vehicle was used for transportation of gas cylinders from Bharat Petroleum

Corporation Limited (BPCL) refilling plant, Rajkot to our agency 'Laxmi Bharat Gas ABency'

at Bhuj. This is a Tata Truck 2515 of length approx. 21 Ft. length of 2009 model. At that

time that was a cage fitted Vehicle which was used by the for tra nsporting of Gas cylinders

from Rajkot to Bhuj. He sold out that vehicle to Shri Hamir Bhai (Mob No. 9825751575) in

the month of Sept/oct, 2021, who is broker agent in selling/purchasing of old and used

tru c ks.

They generally used small vehicles (chota Hathi) for delivery of gas cylinders from their

agency to customers. But in the year 2016 they were facing difficulty in transportations of
Gas Cylinders from BPCL, Rjakot to Bhuj due to regular transporters strike. Forconvenient,

they had discussed the matter with BPCL, Rajkot and buy the said Vehicle for their ABency

use only i.e. transportation of Gas Cylinders form Rajkot to Bhuj. But thereafter, the

transportation problem was resolved and he sold that truck no. GJ1221209 to Shri Hamir

Bhai in the month of September/October, 2021. At the time of sale, the truck was ca8e

fitted.

There was no specific driver of the said vehicle under his ownership. However, Shri

Rameshbhai Mangriya (Mob.9537648677), Jambodi, Potda, Currently living at Bhujodi,

near Bhuj (2OL7-2O2O! was first driver but he left the job then they hired another driver

namely Shri Sahil Sama (Mob. No. 99985947751, Motapi Road, Bhuj, Kutch 12020-2027}

thereafter they hired Shri Raghuvirsinh Jadeja (Mob. No.97747352761, Madhapar, Bhuj

(2021). The exact details of their address, contact details, date of joining, date of their

reliving are not available with him.

He don't know any Shri Vishal (Mob. No. 80977656411 and Shri Rohan (Mob. No.

9867 167426) .

He got around 2.35-2.40 Lakhs in cash when he sold out the vehicle GJ1221209 to Shri

Hamir Bhai (Mob No.9825751575) in Sept/Oct,2021.

He is not aware about this fact that the vehicle GJ1ZZLaO9 is still showing his ownership

details as he had already signed the ownership documents at the time of sold out my

vehicle no. GJ1221209 to shri Hamir Bhai (Mob No. 9825751575) in Sept/Oct, zozL. Astar

as the seizure of Rad Sander Logs under Panchnama dated 26.05.2022 at Mundra Port is

concerned, he has no idea about this.

At the time of sale, 01 or 02 times he telephonically called Shri Hamir Bhai regarding

transfer of the ownership who assured hlm that the transfer of ownership will be done

soon. However, he has not confirmed thereafter from Shri Hamirbhai. He totally believe

Shri Hamir Bhai. The copy of TT Form is not available with him. He had given the same to

Shri Hamir Bhai. At present, he owned two small vehicles (Chota Hathi) (GJ128X1953 &
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GJ12BX1840) in his gas agency for delivery of gas cylinders from agency to his customers

and 03 tempo vehicles (GJ12BY 3223, q725Y2332 and GJ128y2233) used in farming.
. No one has contacted him till date after sale of the said Vehicle by him.

s.Ll Statement ofShri Hamir Bhaikanji Kesariya, Nana kapaya, Bhuj, recorded on 05.06 2022

(RUD No.35) wherein, he, inter-alia stated that
. He has no idea about the seizure of Red Sander Logs at Mundra port by DRI under

Panchnama dated 25.05.2022 which was an export consignment through Container No.
8S1U3151184 loaded on truck/lorry no. cJ1221209. However, the truck/lorry No.
GJ1221209 once owned by his brother Shri Haribhai Bhagubhai Batta and which was sold
to his friend Shri Shrikant Rayshibhai Maheshwari. However, in Oct 2021 he purchased
this lorry from Shri Shrikant which was later on sold by him to Shri Harun Mamad Mathda
of Kidana with the help of broker Shri Maman Jussabhai Bachubhai residence of bhuj his
mobile No. is 7778054278 .

. Shri Shrikant and he share a good friendship therefore they had not executed the
agreement for the sale and purchase in the year 2021. Thereafter, he sold the truck/lorry
No. GJ1221209 to Shri Harun Mamad Mathda of Kidana( Mobile No. 8469600047) by
executing the agreement dated 76.72.2021,.

. He do not remember mode oftransaction when his brother sold this truck to Shri Shrikant
however the price was Rs.600000/- . ln the year 2021 he purchased this truck/lorry at
Rs.235000/- from Shri Shrikant and the mode of payment was cash. Further, he sold
truck/lorry No, GJ1221209 to Shri Harun at RS.472OOO/- after paying all the taxes and
insurance charges.

o When he sold the truck lorry No. GJ1221209 to Shri Harun it was completely fitted with
cage and container could not be mounted on it. He purchased this truck for the

transportation of coalwhich he further sold to Shri Harun.

. He purchased thls truck from Shri Shrikant with whom he shared a good friendship
therefore they did not executed agreement for sell and purchase. Further, he sold this
truck to Shri Harun by executing agreement date d 76.012.2021a nd he asked him to start
the process of change the name ofthe owner ofthe truck from Shri Shrikant to Shri Ha run
in the portfolio of RTO, Gujarat, who assured him that he start the process and will change
the name. However, atter some span of time he thouBht that Shri Harun must had
changed the name of owner and he did not follow up .

o He do not know about these companies. Although he never heard about these companies

i.e M/s Kusum lndustries, Vadodara, Khaqan General Trading LLC, Sharjah, UAE and Right

Shipping Agency, Ahmedabad. I do not know any person by the name of Shri Manish Ba rot

and Shri Devabhai Rabari.

. The truck no. d72272O9 was used for the transportation of Coal from Pandhro, Gujarat

to any city of Gujarat when he used to have it and he only had this truck no. on ly for two
month . The driver was not fix during that time he used to hire the driver on daily wages.

. He don't know any Shri Vishal (Mob. No. 80977656411 and Shri Rohan {Mob. No.

9867 L614261.

. He gave ShriJussabhai only Rs.5000/- as consideration or brokerage.

. Shri Shrikant gave me signed copy ofTTo(Transfer of ownership of Motor Vehicle) form
which he further gave to Shri Harun when hesold the truck to him.

5.18 Statement of Shri Maman .lussabhai Bachubhai, recorded on 05.05.2022 (RUD No. 37)

wherein, he, inter-alia stated thaU
. He has no idea about this seizure of Red Sander Logs at Mundra Port by DRI under

Panchnama dated 26.05.2022 which was an export consignment through Container No.

8S1U3151184 loaded on truck/lorry no. d122L209. However, the truck/lorry No.

GJ7221209 once got sold through him from Shri Hamirbahi K Kerasiya (Mob No.

98257515751, AT-Habay, Tal-Bhuj, Habay, Kachchh-370001 to Shri Harun M Mathda (Mob

No.8459600047), Vil-Kidana, Anjar, Kutch.

o The dealwas made at Rs.4,72,000/- between Shri Hamirbahi K Kerasiya and Shri Harun M

Mathda. Out of which 2,5O,OOO/- was made in terms of advance payment and the rest
amount 2,22,O0O/- was paid after one month. When truck lorry No. GJ1221209 sold

throuBh his mediatorship to Shri Harun M Mathda it was completely fitted with cage and
container could not be mounted on it.
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He do not know about these companies. Although he never heard about these companies

ie M/s Kusum lndustries, Vadodara, Khaqan General Trading LLC, Sharlah, UAE and Right

Shipping Agency,, Ahmedabad. Also, he I don't know any Shri Vishal (Mob. No.

809776564L) and Shri Rohan (Mob. No. 986776L4261

He got Rs.5000/- each from Shri Hamirbahi K Kerasiya and Shrl Harun M Mathda.

5.19 statement of shri Harun Mamad Matda, Kidana recorded on 27.06.2022 (RUD No. 38)

wherein, he, inter-alia stated that;
. He and one Shri Sameer Khan used to get our truck repaired by the same mechanic Shri

Mania Mistry, at Shri Mania Mistry garage they came in contact with each other. At the

Garage Shri Sameer Khan asked him to let him know any second hand truck available for

sell. Thereafter, he told him that he want to sell my truck No. G11221209 as he was not

satisfied with the performance of the truck.

. When he offered him the proposal of selling my truck qtZZZOg to him he inspected his

truck and requested him to remove the Cage body of the Vehicle. He do not remember

exact point of time when he asked me to remove the cage of the vehicle.

r ln the month of January 2022 he sold truck to Shri Sameer Khan. The selling price of the

truck was Rs.520000/- and he got Rs.200000/- cash from him on the day selling the truck

whereas remaining a mount Rs.320000/- he got through a ngadia M/s V. Patel, near Jeevan

Saathi Medical, Gandhi Market, Gandhidham.

. He has met Shri Sameer Khanb eight or ten times and identified the Shri Firoz Abdul

Rehman Chinchwelkar residence ofJafir Appartment, A-Wing, Room No.303, Near Jumma

Masjid Kalwa Naka, Kalwa West, Thane, Maharashtra- 400605 as the same person Shri

sameer Khan to whom he has sold the truck No. GJ1221209.

5.20 Statement of Shri Sameer Khan @ Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar, recorded on

08.07.2022 (RUD No.39)wherein, he, inter-alia stated thau
o His full name is Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar and people called him by his pet name

Sameer Kha n.

r On being asked how he is connected with truck no. GJ!2272O9 he stated that he knew a

person named Anwar Shaikh for the last 7-8 years, in the month of December, 2021who
contacted him and requested to buy a Gujarat number Truck as he has work at Guiarat.

Shri Anwar requested for an old truck around 4-5 lakh. Then he (Sameer) came to
Gandhidham in December, 2021and searched for the old truck and came in contact with
Shri Harun M. Matda, who sold the truck to him for Rs. 5 Lakh and he paid him the said

amount in cash. He stated that the said Rs. 5 Lakh was given to him by Anwar Shaikh and

a commission of Rs. 15000/- in the deal. He asked Shri Harun M Matda to remove the

caging from truck, the reason behind this they want to utilise truck for container
movement. The caging was removed as per the directlon of Shri Anwar Shaikh. The

original documents of the Truck were kept in the truck itself and they are not in the name

of Harun M Matda and are in the name of some other person. Then Anwar Shaikh came

to Gandhid ha m a long with d river Shri Mazha r Kha n and he handed over the truck to them.
. On being asked about the contact details of Shri Anwar Shaikh he stated that Shri Anwar

Shaikh lived in Gowandi Area, but exact address is not know tohim. He usually sits in Eagle

Hooka parlor in Gowandi. They usually meet near parlour. Shri Anwar Shaikh has give

him a phone and asked him to contact only throuBh that phone. They discussed about

the purchase of the present Truck form that phone. Some 5 days back around 2nd or 3rd

July Shr Anwar called him to Hookha parlor and taken back the phone saying that no work
was there at present.

. On being asked about the truck no. GJL2Z12O9, he stated that he do not know where the

truck is then. He had last time seen the truck d72zl21g around 1 month back at

Ahmedabad- Aslai road, I was going from Mumbai to a Godown in Sannad (Ahmedabad)

in car No. MHo3AW1586 (/10/. The driver in the truck was Mazhar. The Truck's day to day

schedule or movement is known and controlled by Anwar Shaikh and drlver also arranged

by Anwar Shaikh every time.
. He purchased the truck for Shri Anwar shaikh who gave him per month Rs. 50,000/- for

reason of keeping truck in his na me, a nd if a ny maintena nce issue required with the truck.

Around 2 months back Driver Mazhar called him on mobile (which is taken back by Anwar)

and asked for maintenance in the truck. The tyres of the truck were changed and he

transferred Rs. 10,000/- from friends name Sameer at Kalwa through paytm. Usually, lf
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any problem was faced by driver he used to call on small featured phone given by me to
Anwar Shaikh which he took back from him 4-5 days back.

He identified Shri Mazhar Khan Who is the driver of Vehicle No. GJ1221209 and also
stated that in the Truck No. GJ1221209 two drivers go together one is Shri Mazhar Khan
and the other is Shri Vishal. Shri Vishal live near Kalwa, near Vittawa and Shri Mazhar live
somewhere in MP and directly go to Gujarat from there.

He identified Shri Rohan Kumar as Aryan and stated that Aryan comes with Anwar Shaikh
to Gujarat. Aryan does the order of Liquid cleaner from a Vadodara Factory for loading in
truck and truck was driven by Mazhar and Vishal. He talked with Aryan 2 times
telephonically and met him 4-5 time in Gujarat and 1 time in Mumbai nea r Kamota bridge,
Khargar, New Mumbai. He some times go with him in his rented godown at Sanand GIDC.

Shri Aryan loaded the truck from Vadodara and unload at the Godown no. 102 or 201 at
Sanand Godown, near Bagodiya Hotel, after toll tax. From that godown he loaded the
wood in the container. Then the vehicle moved to Gandhidham Port.

5.27 Statement of Shri Sameer Khan @ Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar, recorded on

7O.O7.2022 (RUD No. 40) wherein, he, inter-alia stated that;

He was earning Rs. 50,000/- per month from Shri Anwar Shaikh in lieu of maintaining the
truck bearing no. GJ 12 Z 1209 which was purchased by him as per directions of Shri Anwar
Sha ik h.

He was assured by Shri Anwar Shaikh that if the delivery of Red Sa nde r wood transported
in the month of May,2022 through truck no. GJ 12 Z 7209 was successful. He would get

more amount.

On being shown the Panchnama dated 26.05.2022 drawn at MtCT CFS, Adani port and SEZ

Ltd., Mundra port, Kutch and Seizure Memo dated 26.05.2022 under which 840 nos. of
Red Sander Logs total weighing to 14634.09 KG were recovered from container no.

8S1U3151184. He stated that at around one month and a half (exact date not
remembered), Shri Anwar Shaikh asked him to go to Sanand godown for loading of Red

Sander Logs In an export consignment. He asked him to reach Highway Majhiwada and

accordingly he hired an autorickshaw and reached at Majhiwda Highway. Shri Anwar
Shaikh came there with Shri Aryan Ganesh Alias Shri Rohan in a Swift Desire Car (Reg. No,

not remembered) and then he joined them. He drove the car from Mumbai to Sanand and

reached at Sanand godwon near Bhagoyodaya Hotel, in the evening. He saw an empty
container (that is shown in the Panchnama) was mounted on the said truck no. GJ 1.2 Z

1209 which was pa rked near the godown. He was told by Shri Anwa r Shaikh that the actua I

f.:: ila: i-. 7,
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declared cargo of export consignment was unloaded in a godown at the another side of
Highway and the container's door was tempered to load Red Sander Logs in the container.

Shri Mazha r, the d river of sa id truck was a lso present there. Thereafter, the loading of the

Red Sander Logs was completed in 4 to 5 hours in the night and the remaininB Red Sander

Logs which were also meant for illegal export remained in the godown for next

consignment to be loaded at a later date. Shri Anwar had given necessary instructions to

shri Mazhar and the said three persons (him, Shri Anwar Shaikh and Shri Aryan Ganesh

Alias Shri Rohan) then left to Mmbai in the ni8ht.
. On being asked about the contact number ofAnwar Sheikh, he stated that the the contact

no. of Shri Anwar Shaikh is saved in his mobile phone. The person from whom Shri Anwar
purchased the Red Sander logs is not known to him. He is not aware who is the boss of
Shri Anwar Shaikh and from where the Red Sander logs were purchased originally.

However, he was aware that the Red Sander Logs were brought at Sanand godown in 02

Tamilnadu passing trucks but the Regisration numbers which are not known to him.

. Shri Anwar Shaikh was in contact with the original supplier and overseas buyer who was

same person as per my knowledge. While addressing the original supplier and overseas

buyer. Shri Anwar Shaikh used to use word 'Bhai'. The actual whereabouts of such "Bhai"

are not known to him.

o Shri Anwar Shaikh arranged the labourers probably from outside the Gujarat for loadlng

of Red Sander logs in container no. 8S1U3151184 at Sanand godown.

. On being asked how the goods cleared from the premises of M/s. Kusum lndustries,

Vadodara were replaced from the sealed container and whether the doors of container

no. 8S1U3151184 were tempered he stated that the goods loaded from premises of M/s.

Kusum lndustries, Vadodara were replaced with Red Sander logs by tempering the doors

of container keeping the seals intact. He is not aware who had tempered the doors of
container to replace the export cargo loaded from M/s. Kusum lndustries with the Red

Sander logs without breaking the container seals as this work was arranged by Shri Anwar

Shaikh. He was present during the loading of Red Sander Logs in the container

8S1U3151184 for export.
. On being asked how much quantity of Red Sanders was left In the said godown out from

loading for illegal export in container no. 8S1U3151184 and whether the same has been

exported he stated that around 4 MT To 5 MT Red Sanders was left out from loading for
illgal export in container no. 8S1U3151184 and same has not been exported so far.

o On being asked about the role of persons of M/s. Kusum lndustries, Vadodara in this case

of illegal export of Red Sander Logs he stated that Shri Aryan Ganesh Alias Rohan was

looking after placing orders for export of liquid cleaner with factory of M/s. Kusum

lndustries, Vadodara and thus he (Aryan alias Rohan) is aware about the role of persons

of M/s. Kusum lndustries, Vadodara. He is not aware in this regard.

. Shri Aryan Ganesh Alias Rohan placed such orders for export of |iquid cleaner to M/s.

Kusum lndustries, Vadodara in the past also. He had placed last similar Orders 3-4 months

back. He had attended loading of Red Sander Logs only one of the past consignments.

Thus, he was part ofthe team for illagal export of Red Sander logs 3-4 months back which

was successfully exported and also part of such team for this attempt of illegal export of
Red Sander Logs which was intercepted and recovered by DRI at Mundra port on

26.Os.2022.

. The said illegal export was done by Shri Anwar Shaikh with the same set of persons viz.

Shri Aryan Ganesh alias Rohan, him, Mazhar etc. Labourers were arranged by Shri Anwar

Shaikh. Container no., exact quantity, Shipping Bill No. is not remembered to him but the

container was not fully load and it was containing around 5 MT Red Sander logs and rest

were the declared goods i.e, Liquid cleaner. The

. container was mounted on sa me truck no. GJ 72 Z 7209 for Vansportation to M und ra port

which was driven by Shri Mazhar and Shri Vishal.

o Shri Anwar Shaikh gave him Rs. 80,000/- cash for his role in that past export consignment

of Red Sander Logs concealed in Liquid cleaner.



. He was aware that the export of Red Sander Logs was prohibited but he has done so to

earn some money.

5.22 Statement of Shri Sameer Khan @ Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar, recorded on

11.07.2022 (RUD No.41) wherein, he, inter-alia stated that;

. Shri Anwa r Sheikh was also dealing in sa le/purchase of second ha nd fou r wheelers, he had

come into contact wlth him around 7-8 years for his requirement of an old car, through a

friend. As he was in same business they continued their relationship.

. On being asked about the identity and detais of Shri Anwar Sheikh and other associates

he stated that Shri Anwar Sheik is a clean shaven fellow originating from UP and his age

is around 40 years. He is of medium built and around five feet hight, he is living nearby

the hookah bar of Govandi, Alumbalwhere we used to meet. He does not have passport,

and he do not think he has ever visited foreign countries. He is not having any car but they

used to travel through cars under trade he would be having like a swift desire of white

colour through which they had visited upto Ahmedabad two-three times. Aryan Ganesh

was alongwith them in two trips upto Ahmedabad and once he had accompanied them at

Gandhidham during day journey, and the did not stayed at any hotel. They have not visited

his house till date as whenever they returned, he(Anwar) would drop him in Mumbai and

he will return to his home by auto-rikshaw. Once they had visited upto Gandhidham by

i10 car arranged by him (Anwar), on other three-four occasions they had visited

Gandhidham by travelling through train. He was not having any photograph of him in his

phone but wlll identify him if confronted. He know that he is havinB fam ily with three little

chlldren as learnt from video callings. They are not related with each other as family

members

o On being asked he stated that Aryan Ganesh is a medlum built man and used to talk in

Hindi, They had met twice at Kalamboli area of Mumbai but he did not know exactly where

he lived. He belonged to some village beyond Pune. They had not much discussion

between them.

o He had no trucks on my name, however two trucks were purchased by Anwar on his

name/id viz. dl 22 7209 & GJ 12 (further series he do not remember at present), the

purchase documents of which are yet to be prepared. Both the trucks were used for

movement of containers as the carriers railings on body of them were removed. There

was also a third truck GJ12-( further number of which I do not remember), which was not

in his name. ln fact, those two trucks were in his name only, but the price for purchase

was given by Anwar himself, who asked him to purchase the same.

. Both the trucks have been scrapped on directions of Sh. Anwar himself during last two

months, the vehicle G|LLZL^O9 was sold for Rs.2.90Lakh whereas the other one which

was lying unutilised since around a year was sold for Rs.1.90Lakh. The dealing of

Gandhidham was done thorugh phone with one scrapwalla of Gandhidham by Anwar

himself- The money was received by him only. As for the third truck, which is not in his

name, he do not know about its present whereabouts.

. He was driver for Anwar whenever he visited out of Mumbai, further as for the

maintenance of these trucks had to bear the sundry costs. The costs of truck driver and

diesel were borne by Anwar himself, in addition to major repairs/maintenance. For one

truck GJ1221209 was paid Rs.50000/- to Rs 70,000/- per month, since last one year. As

the other truck G112(further number not remembered) remained non-operational for

around a year, no payments were made to him.

. On being asked about the reason for choosing the Kutchh registeration trucks only by him.

He stated that the reason was as they had to utilise them for container movements within

Gujarat only, the Maharashtra Passing they would have to pay Gujarat State tax, even if
these are kept idle within Gujarat State they can be fined by RTO on checking, hence we

were utillsing GJ 12 passing Trucks.

. On directions of Anwar Shaikh, he had hired two rented godowns at Sanand, near

Ahmedabad, for storage and trading of Cattle feed, first one is hired on rent for a sum of

60,000 per month from one person Mr. Gunvant and the other was hired from Mr, Kapoor
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just for two-three months for a sum of Rs.1.15Lakh per month, but it was vacated around

3 months ago by us, due to higher rent. He had provided the details like ld. Aadhar and

PAN of Hasina Samir Sheikh of Mumbai, who is my acquaintance, for both the godowns,

however no registered lease deeds are prepared but kachha deeds of Rs 20,000/- rent for

Gunvant Godown were prepared by advocate, copies of which were not returned to them

so far by the Godown Owner per my knowledge, he was also given a cheque of Rs 40,000/-

of Hasina Sheikh's account. As the Kapoor Godown had some wording problem the deed

was not finalised as far as he know. All the payments to both godowns were made by

Anwar through me in cash. They were storing Branular cattlefeed from Tamil Nadu, which

was further traded to Rajasthan or surrounding areas of Gujarat in these godowns.

The respective customers would arrange for the vehicles themselves as their trucks were

without railings, they can not be used for such transportations of cattle feeds.

On being asked about the identity of Ms. Hasina Sheikh,he stated that she is living at

Mumbra and working with caterers, he know her since last 3 to 4 years. On requirement

of Anwar, he had enquired her about sharing of her PAN/Aadhar and for signing

agreements for which she would be given Rs.10.000/- per month. Upon which she agreed

and had signed the documents, Anwar had paid her such amounts, which were 20000

once and then after only 10,000/-since last six-eight months.

Aaround six months ago, on their requirements the entry gate of the first hired godown

of Gunvant was modified by way of highering it by around 7-8 feets, through Gunwant

himself. As for the other godown, simila r modification was effected by Anwar of increasing

the height of entrance. These modifications were made so that the truck with container

can be easily brought in/out. They had requested them that box type trucks were also

received by them with the cattle feed cargo, from South lndia, hence for entry of them

within godown at the time of unloading, such modifications were required.

They had been getting cattelefeed from South lndia same brand and same Cow Marked,

in 50 Kg Bags through 12 wheeled trucks, u nder these bags two/three layers of red sander

wood logs would be loaded. After takinE such trucks inside the godowns they were

unloading cattlefeed bags in the godown and used to empty the loaded container with
iron goods too. Then the fully empty container truck will be placed just behind that truck

of cattlefeed unloaded within godown, and logs only remaining on its floor. The logs would

be transferred from the TN registeration truck to the container on wheels, by the same

labourers and after emptying the truck of TN Registeration fully, it would be released on

the same day for return journey. Similarly the export container too were released after
sealed doors were re-mounted with the help of mechanic and with help of 10/12

labourers team of Mumbai. ln the case of tiles cleaner, the cargo being bulky, there was

no room in old godown (of Guna) for unloading it at the same place where cattlefeed

thereof were already unloaded. Hence for those containers they were bringing only the

emptied container to there, after unloading the tile cleaner cargo after fixing the doors

again the loading of sandlewood was got carried out throuBh the same gang of labourers

and the doors were again sealed, fed with metal seals at the place of bolts, were mounted

again on the hinges. The labourers were freed by the night and they (either me & Anwar)

would supervise the operation and leave by night with container resuming the forward
journey to the port. They would return to Mumbai by night journey, it takes eight hours

in normal course. The quantity of one truck of cattle feed was always kept as spare at

godown, on receipt of another truck, the quantity of one truck were deleverd to the

customers. As the frequency of such loadings/unloadings were of one consignment per

month, in case of more exports there may be two consignment also, similarly in case of
no export there may not be any transactions for whole month.

The first consignment of Kusum was cleared by us un-tampered with same

ca rgo/consignment of cleaners. As for the second consignment of such tiles cleaner, half

of cargo was unloaded and around 4-5MT red sandlewood was loaded from old godown.

As for the third consignment the entire cargo of tiles cleaner was unloaded and red

sandlewood was loaded from the Guna godown and the sealed door ofthe container was

re-installed as narrated above.
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5.23 Statement of Shri Sameer Khan @ Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar, recorded on

72.07.2022 (RUD No. 42) wherein, he, inter-alia stated thau

On being asked when it was planned to export Red Sanders from lndia, he stated that

durinB the month of July-August 2021, Shri Anwar Shaikh of Govandi, Mumbai told him

that he has a party in Dubai (Anwar called him "Bhai") who wants Red Sanders in Dubai

from lndia. He(Anwar) also told that the said party will supply Red Sanders to them and

also receive the same in Dubai. He told that they have to arrange all work for exporting

Red Sa nders from lndia to Dubai and for that they will ea rn ha ndsome a mou nt. Heoffered

him that he will get at least Rs 50,000/- per month. He agreed his proposal, and then

Anwar asked him to arrange for godown & Vehicle. After one week Anwar introduced him

with a person named Aryan Ganesh and told that all the paper work, Liasoning with

factory for the export will be handled by Shri Aryan Ganesh. During their meeting it was

decided to take godown in Gujarat and export from Gujarat only. After 2-3 days Anwar

gave them a simple phone to him and an android phone to Aryan Ganesh and instructed

to use only this phone for mutual conversation and information sharing. ln that phone

only Anwar and Aryan contacted him and they discuss and fix meetings etc through that

phone only. He do not remember that phone number.

ln August -September 2021 they take a godown in Ajanta Estate, Sanand, Ahmedabad

through some agent but his name he do not remember now. Aryan did the deal and

decided the rent, the rent was around 70,000-80,000, exact he do not remember. ln that
godown they brought 2 consignments of cattle feed from Tamil Nadu to check the route,

but there was a Care taker and they do not found the Bodown suita ble for their work. 50,

they decided to shift the godown within 2 months. Then they searched another Godown

and meet Shri Gunvant Kanubhai Nakrani in the month of November and taken his

Godown at 17, Uma Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotelfor a rent of Rs.60,000/- and asked

him to raise the height of the godown shutter so that our containers can enter directly

into the godown. For which he agreed, then we shifted the cattle feed lying in our Alanta

Estate Godown to this godown.

After finalizing the Godown, Aryan did survey of few companies and selected a Mild Steel

Bar making Company (Exporter) in Sanand named "Deva" or "Devasya" lndustries, GIDC,

Sanand, near NANO Factory exact name he do not remember. Aryan selected the

company and send the details to Anwar and Anwar forwarded the same to the person in

Dubai "Bhai". Then Anwar had taken the details of Dubai Company (lmporter) from "Bhai"

and shared the same with Aryan who in turn gave that to the MS Bar company to prepare

invoice in the name of overseas importer. Then the overseas importer made advance

payment in the account of lndian exporter firm. Arya n has contacted the Customs bro kers,

containers and forwarders etc. for exporting the consignment, and then Aryan send the
vehiclewithShri Mazhar Khan (Driver) intothefactoryof exporterfor loading of MSBars

in the container and completed the exports. They have done 2-3 exports ofOriginalgoods
i.e. MS Bars without Red Sanders in them.
After the successful completion of 03 exports, in the month of )anuary-22, it was told by

Anwar that a consignment of Lakda "Red Sanders" is coming and they would replace half
of the Original goods with "Red Sanders". Then Anwar took him to highway and they
brought a truck by escorting to their Godown. The trucks were having Tamil Nad u Number
plate. One fat & dark completion person having some defect in his leg accompanied the

truck and remain present through out unloading of the Red Sanders in the Sodown. The

8-10 labours were arranged by Anwar from Mumbai from a Person named Hassan Syed

and he did not hired any labour from Gujarat.

The Tamil Nadu passing Truck first moved inside the Warehouse and the Cattle feed was

de-stuffed in the Godown (Left Side), then the container carrying Original goods came

inside the godown and de-stuff half of the MS Bars (ln right corner), then both the trucks

were kept back to back and cross stuffing was done i.e. the Red Sander was stuffed in the

container and the container left for the port of export.
When the container reached the warehouse/ godown its door was already opened with
seal in the handle hooks. He had not seen the opening of container door with seal intact.

However, after stuffing of goods in the container the door was pushed and hooks having

seals were pressed. Then the container get closed and left for export.
The containers came from lCo, Kaligam, Sabarmati, Ahmedabad after clearance from
Customs.
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. ln the similar manner as he had explained above, they have cleared 02 consiBnments by

mixing half of the Original goods (MS Bars) with Red Sander logs. The export of MS Bars

was expensive so the Dubai person (lmporter) told to change the goods, so Aryan

approached M/s Kusum lndustries of Vadodara and convinced them for exporting their
goods "assorted toiletries" to Dubai. The first consignment of M/s Kusum lndustries was

exported in February 2022 as it is with original goods. ln the Consignment of March 22 we

replaced half of the Original goods i.e. "assorted toiletries" with the Red Sanders. Then in

May 2022 the overseas importer directed to stuff the whole container with Red Sanders

and to keep the left over Red sanders concealed in the Godown. They have transported
all the three consignments of M/s Kusum lndustries in the truck No. GJ1221209 and Shri

Majhar was the Driver in all the three occasions.
. They have done 03 consignments of M/s Kusum lndustries, the first consignment was with

original goods. The goods of M/s Kusum lndustries is packed in boxes and for de-stuffing
them large space is required. ln the month of January-zz we have taken another godown

in Natraj Estate on a monthly rent of Rs. 1.15 Lakh through brokers Ashok & Shri Jagdish

Waghela and given commission of Rs. 1,00,000/- in two instalment of Rs. 50,000/- each.

. They planned to de-stuff the goods i.e. "assorted toiletries" boxes in the Natraj Estate

godown and then to take the empty container in the Uma Estate Godwon where they

stuffed Red Sanders in the container and then send the container to Mundra port.

. The first consignment of M/s Kusum lndustries exported in February-22 was with oriSinal

goods, so it was exported directly. ln the Second Consignment of M/s Kusum lndustries

in March-z2 Half of the goods i.e. "assorted toiletries" boxes were de-stuffed in the Natraj

Estate godown and the container was brought in Uma Estate Godown where the Red

sanders was stuffed. That consignment has 50% originalgoods and 50% Red sanders.
. On being asked about the 3'd export consignment of Ms Kusum lndustries in container No.

8S1U3151184 cleared vide Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022. He stated that the

container from ICD was fully de-stuffed in the warehouse/ godown at Natraj Estate and

the fully empty container No.BSlU3151184 was sent to the Uma estate godown. Before

arriving of container, two trucks of Tamil Nadu passing came and de-stuffed the Cattle

feed bags in the godown. Then the empty container was brought into the godown where

cross stuffing of Red Sanders was done in the container from TN passing trucks. After
stuffing of container some Red Sanders remain in the truck, so Anwar decided to conceal

the same in the Bodown. So the red Sander logs were placed in the left corner of the

warehouse and the cattle feed bags of 50 kgs each were placed over them in a systematic

way so that the Red sander logs cannot be seen. Layers of bags were placed in such a

manner so that even if some bags or layers are removed Red sander woods cannot be

found. The woods would be visible only when all baBs at one area are moved. More than

300 bags were used to conceal the red sanders. They stuffed the containers in evening

after 06 pm and this container was laden in truck No. GJ12Z72O9 was stuffed out and

moved out the warehouse around 03-04 AM on 25.05.2022 and reached the Mundra Port

around O2.OO Pm on 25.O5.2022. On 26.05.2022 Anwar told him that Customs has seized

the Red Sanders along with container No.BSlU3l.51184 and asked him to switch off the
phone and taken back the phone to destroy in the end ofJune-22.

o The Red sanders was brought for the export but the container No.BSlU3151184 got full
and they could not stuff that in the container. They had a plan to export the same after
receiving more Red Sanders in the godown.

. On perused the Panchanama dated !O.O7.2022 at 17, Uma lndustrlal Estate, Behind

Bhagyodaya Hotel, vasana, Sanand, Disst.Ahmedabad, Gujarat-382170 wherein 4.229 MT

was seized, he confirmed that as

. the same Red Sander they have kept for export and no other Red sander is kept in

anywhere else as per his knowledge.
. Around 10 days back he met Arya n & Anwar in Near Vashi Cha r Rasta, Vashi, Navi M umba i.

Aryan called from some unknown number which he do not remembered on his

mobile{poco) having number 9987f58225. On being asked, he stated that both Aryan

and Anwar were in Mumbai ltl 07.07 .2022.

5.24 Statement of shri Gunvant Kanubhai Nakrani, Godown owner Plot No. 17, Uma lndustrial

Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel, Vasana, Sanand, Distt. Ahmedabad, Gujarat-382170 recorded

on 1!.O7.2022 (RUD No. 43) wherein, he, inter-alia stated thau

o ln 2010, Plot No. 17. Uma lndustrial Estate, Behind Bhagyaodaya Hotel, Vasna, Sanand,

Distt. Ahmedabad, Gujarat 382170 was purchased from Mr. Vishnubhai Atmaram Patel

and Mr. tvlahendrabhai Atmaram Patel for Rs.5.5 lakhs. Around 2012-13, he got the
warehouse and rooms constructed in this plot and from around 2015 he started renting
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this godown. He stated that in october-November 2021 after Diwari two person came to
his godown and asked him to rent his godown. They named their names as Sameer Khan
and Aryan Thorat.
currently he has given his prot on rent to Mr. sameer Khan of Mumbai, Maharashtra.
when he asked him to provide the documents for the agreement, he requested for a rent
agreement in the name of his wife Ms. Hasina Sameer Shaikh.
At the end of octobet 2o2l-, he got a ca I from Mr. Na rendra that a pa rty having wareho use
in Ajanta area of sanand wants this godown. He asked Mr. Narendra to show them his
godown. Then after some time Mr. Narendra tord that he has shown the godown to the
party and the party will repry soon. Mr. Narendra works as roading unroading in a pesticide
company in sanand and he knows him for g years. ln the first week of November before
Diwali, he got a call from a person who told his name as Aryan and asked him to come to
the godown. When he reached the godown two persons were present and they gave their
name as Aryan Thorat and Sameer Khan. Both the persons stated that they have import-
export and transportation business and they need Iarge shutters in the warehouse so that
the container and truck can directry enter the warehouse for roading and unroading of
goods. Rs. 60,000 per month as the rent of the godown and the cost of wideninglhe
shutters of the godown will be borne by him. After 10-15 days Aryan asked to his bank
account number to transfer money, then he gave the number of Jaipal Singh Chavda
(mobile number 7359657979 Account No- 2r8lo:.ooozo2zg Federal Bank Ltd. |FSC
FDR10002181) to Aryan, after this Aryan gave 1.10 rakh to iaipar singh,s account. He did
not take this money in his account because the rent agreement was not done yet.Jaipal
is his friend, he works in Eagre company, and arso does share trading work and he created
his email id gunvantnakrani223 @gma il.com for share trading.
He identified both the persons one of them name is Aryan Ganesh Thorat, Aryan,s pAN
number is RGBTT8904U, his Aadhaar number is 663230191700. Aryan's address is sai
Sadan Apartment,203, Near Hanuman Mandir, Arvi, Latur, Maharashtra. Aryan sent him
his pan card aadhar card and his visiting card on 25.11.2021 through his mobile number
9453356987 on whats app. Aryan had given these documents to make the rent agreement
of the warehouse. Another person's name is Sameer Khan, whose phone number is
9136255289, his wife's name is Haseena sameer sheikh, his wife's pAN no. KLEP58971K.

I

B{ arft€rti({j !c!! tr l99o

He did not have written agreement with Aryan, so wanted to hide this transaction of Aryan
with him. Aryan and Sameer wanted to give him this warehouse for 3 months without any

I
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agrrement, so he did not want to show this transaction in his account and Aryan and

Sameer were not giving cash.
. Aryan Thorat gave him Rs. 1.10 lakh and Sameer Khan gave Rs. 80000/- through Jaipal

Singh Chavda's bank account. Apart from this Rs. 40,000/- check signed by Haseena

Sameer Shaikh was given in the
o month of February. Also received Rs. 1.60 Lakh in cash in 3 installments of Rs.50,000/- Rs.

50,000/- and Rs.60,000/- from Sameer Khan and Aryan Thorat.
. On the instructions ofAryan and Sameer, they had made a low cost rent agreement and

got it notarized on 72.05.2022.
. When Sameer and Aryan met him for the first time in November 2021 and Aryan gave him

his visiting card, then on asking, he had told that they would send the goods to
Gandhidham Kandla. He(Aryan) had told that they also arrange transport. He saw two
times unloading of goods which was cattle feed unloaded at his godown

. He has seen those white Cattle Feed Bags in the Panchnama dated 10.07.2022 under
which this red sandalwood was hidden and confirmed that these are the sacks he saw
u nloaded from the trucks.

. When he saw the cattle feed being unloaded from the truck, he saw that at least 5 people

were present at that time. At that time Sameer and Aryan were not there, they may have
gone somewhere, they were only laborers and he know that Sameer and Aryan used to
bring la borers with them.

5.25 Statement of Shri Ravi Kapoor, Godown owner Plot No. 298 Natraj Estate L7, Uma

lndustrial Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel, Vasana, Sanand, Distt. Ahmedabad, Gujarat-382170

recorded on 24.O8.2022 (RUD No.44) wherein, he, inter-alia stated that
. The Godown No.193, Natraj Estate, Vasana (E), Sanand, Viramgam Road, Distt.

Ahmedabad, Gujarat-382170 is purchased in the name of My Wife Mrs. Sunita Kapoor
and my daughters Ms. Payalkapur Bajaj & Ms. Khusbhoo Shah on 13.02.2019 from Shri

Abh ishek Ramesh bhai Vyas.
. At present the Bodown is vacant. Earlier from Nov-2019 to December-2021 the godown

was rented to M/s SVS Refcomp Pvt. Ltd. having their registered office at D-37,Phase lV,

Extn. lDA, Jeedimetla, Hydera bad-500055. The said party vacated the godown around
December-2021, then I handed over the keys of the godown to a broker/ commission
a8ent Shri Jagdish Waghela@ Jeki bhai to shown the godown to the interested parties
who want to taken godown on rent. Thereafter, in the first or second week of March, Shri

Jagdishbhai (broker) and one Shri Ashok bhai (broker) came to my residence with one
person and introduced me as Shri Samir Shaikh.

. The person in the photograph Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @ Sameer Khan has

introduced himself as Samir Shaikh to him and taken his above mentioned godown on
rent. The person mentioned in his stament as Samir Shaikh or Sameer Khan are one and

the same.
o Shri Samir Shaikh told that he is doing trading business of cattle feed in Rajasthan and

Gujarat in the name of his wife and for storage of cattle feed he need my godown on rent.
Further he agreed on monthly rent of Rs. 1,15,000/- and a deposlt of two months (Rs.

2,30,000/-). Then Shri Samirshaikh gave him a Cheque dated Lf .03.2022 of Rs.2,3O,OOO/-

. The said Cheque was deposited in their account whlch was cleared on 14.03.2022.
. Later on 07.O4.2022 hee send whatsapp message to Shri Samir Shaikh to send March &

April payment through RTGS and on 09.04.2022 Shri Samir Shaikh send the copy of
Deposit slip dated o8.o4.zozz for the payment of Rs. 1,15,000/- which was cleared on
28.04.2022 vide entry no.CLG INST L23!L2/O8.O4.22|NAMCO/M um ba i. Further on
26.05.22 we received Rs. 7,75,OOO/- in our bank accountby and by CLG INST

5 10908 / 25.O5.22ll N B/Ah med a bad.
o Then on 27 .O5.2022 rent agreement was signed between My Wife M rs. Sunita Ravi Kapoor

and Ms. Hasina Shamir Shaikh. Then, when he saw the agreement he found that it was

signed in the name of Ms. Hasina Shamir Shekh and not in the name of company so on

30.05.2022 he requested Shri Samir Shaikh to send the company name & PAN card

number and office address for writing a8reement. ln reply to that he mentioned the name

of his company as "Star Trading Company, Mumbra District Thane-400612 and Pan Card

of Hasina Samir Shaikh (KLWPS8971K) the he asked him to send copy of Company's PAN

Card then he send Registration Certificate of M/s Star Trading Company and on
03.06.2022 he send him the copy of Leave and License for signing and bringing back to
Ahmedabad. Further, in the month of June 2022 Shri Samir vacated the godown and

handed over to the keys ofthe godown to Shri Jagdish Waghela @ Jekl Bhai and told him

to adjust the advance paid by him in lieu of Rent of Bodown.
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Shri Samir Shaikh @ Sameer Khan @ Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar was mak,ng
excuses and requesting time to come to Ahmedabad for making agreement that is why
there was delay in making rent agreement. He had given the Bodown on rent only. Due to
his old age he had not visited the godown since December-2021 and only visited the
godown on 09.07.2022 during Panchanama by DRI officials and so he is not in a position
to tell what exact activities were carried by the tenant in the godown However, Shri
Sameer khan has told that the godown will be used for doing trading activity of Cattle
feed.

5.26 Statement of Shri Adidravid Rakesh kumar, Prop. M/s Abhi Container Services, recorded
on 25.07.2022 (RUD No. 45) wherein, he, inter-alia stated that;

. The partnership firm was closed in January-2]27 and then in the same month in January
2021 he started his own proprietorship firm in the name of Ms/ Abhi Container services

at the same address in the name of his wife Ms. Adinath Meriben Rakeshbhai.

. ln Abhi Container Services they provide storage, repair, Maintenance services to container
lines. On perusing the Container release Order No. f)647?L43l98643 dated 23.05.22 to
25.05.2022 he stated that the date mentioned in the CRO is the validity period for taking
delivery of the container. ln the given CRO validity of 3 days is given by M/s Unifeeder
Agencies lndia Pvt. Ltd. The Cargo mentioned in the CRO is "Floor and Toilet Cleaner,, for
the Shipper "M/s Kusum lndustries" and CRO is for 01 (one) 20 feet container. They have
delivered Container No. 8S1U3151184 on 27.05.2022 to M/s Sai Transport and the
container was loaded in Truck GJ12Z 1209. The contact number of the person who has
taken the delivery ofthe said container was 9867767426. The said container was handed
over without delivery order. His employee Shri Sachin has handed over the same and
dropped in the message in Whatsapp group named "Able container pafu" on 2L.O5.2O22
at 15:54 hrs. The group was created 75.02.2079 is not closed yet. Copy of Whatsapp chat
is submitted herewith for reference.

. The container line may have informed my staff either Mr. Sachin Thakor or Mr. Nalla
Muthu Adidravid to release the container without DO and they have delivered the same
to the person having contact No.9867161426. They have not taken permission from him
to hand over the container No. 8S1U3151184 without DO or Container release order to
the person. He do not have any detail ofthe person to whom they have given the delivery
ofthe container No. 8S1U3151184 without Delivery Order or Container release order. He
do not know who is M/s Sai Transport. He agreed that sometimes his Employees gives
container to the transporters without having Delivery Order or Container Release order
after talking with the lines and do not inform him. ln this case also they may have talked
with the Container Line i.e. Unifeeder Agencies tndia pvt. Ltd before delivering the
container to transporter M/s SaiTransport (9867161425).

o He daily monitor the delivery of the container in the system and immediately inform the
container line if container was given without CRO or delivery order. ln this case also on
next day i.e. 22.05 .2022 at}4:1,4 in the morning they have emailed to M/s perma Sh ipping
Line about the out report of the container No. 8SIU3151184 on 21..O5.2022 at 03:43 pM

in truck no. GJ12Z 1209 to M/s Sai Transport without DO. He handle the correspondence
with different lines but failed to take the CRO/ DO from the container line for the delivery
of container on 21.05.2022 and due to my act the container was issued to M/s Sai
Transport on 21.05.2022 i.e. two days before the Container release order issued by the
container line. Also, it is his mistake that his firm has handed over the container no.
8S1U3151184 on 27.05.2022 at 03:43 PM to M/s Sai Transport (9867161426) without
taking any KYC or identity of the person taking delivery of the container.

. On L7.O5.2022, he have talked with Shri PareshSoni of M/s Unifeeder Agencies tndia Pvt.
Ltd. asked him to shift 32+ 20 feet containers and later Shri Paresh Soniforwarded the list
of 32 containers for shifting from Jay Kali Yard to my Yard. ln the said list of containers the
container No. BSlU3l.51184 was also there. They have shifted the said containers to their
yard at the rate of Rs. 500 per container. They have completed the shifting work of these
containers on 18.05.2022. During the survey of the container No. 8S1U3151184 no
damage was observed and only chemical wash ofthe container was done.

o There was no damage in the rivet / bolt of the cam keeper where Customs/ liner seals
because they have done survey and photograph of the container. Though he was not
present at the time of survey but his surveyor shri sachin has not reported of any damage
in the rivet / bolt of the cam keeper. He stated that it is basic duty of the surveyor to
check the damage in the rivet / bolt of the cam keeper where customs/ liner seals are
affixed.
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6,1, Based on specific intelligence 840 number of Red Sander Logs weighing 14.634 MTS, were

recovered from container bearing No. BSIU 3151184 having tempered latch portion of the front
door were attempted to be illega lly exported by circumventing export prohibition by m is-decla ring

the same and were placed under seizure under Section 110(1) of the Customs Act, 1962 vide

Panchanama dated 26.05.2022. During the course of Investigation it was found that the trailer
No.GJ-122-1209 was used for transportation of the container No. BSIU 3151184 from the factory

of M/s Kusum lndustries, Vadodara to ICD Khodiar and from ICD Khodiar to Mundra Port.

The detalls ofthe trailer No. GJ-122-1209, which was used for transportation ofthe above

the said Container, was obtained from the RTO, Bhuj and it was found that the said trailer was in

the name of Shri Shrikant Rayshibhai Maheshwari, Bhuj. Shri Shrikant Rayshibhai Maheshwari in

his statement stated that the said truck was purchased by him in 201.6-17 and was used for

transportation of gas cylinders from Bharat Petroleum Corporation Llmited refilling plant and in

Sep/ October -2021 he had sold the said vehicle to Shri Hamir Bhai kanji kesariya. Shri Hamir Bhai

kanji kesariya in his statement stated that he had sold the said truck to Shri Harun Matda. Further,

shri Ha run M. Mathda, Kidana, Gandhidham stated that he had sold the truck to Shri Sameer Khan

in January 2022 in Rs. 5,20,000/- and on the request ofShri Sameer khan he had removed the cage

body of the vehicle. He further identified that Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar, resident of
Jafir Apartment, A-Wing, Room No. 303, Near Jumma Masjid, Kalwa Naka, Thane West,

Ma ha rashtra-400605 is the same person i.e. Shri Sameer Khan to whom he had sold the said

truck no. GJ1,2-Z-12O9. The truck was sold to different person but the name ofthe owner was not

transferred in records of RTO. Thereafter, on identification given by Shri Harun Mathda search was

carried out by the DRI at the residence of Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @ Sameer Khan

at his residence JafirApartment, A-Wing, Room No.303, NearJumma Masjid, Kalwa Naka, Thane

West, Ma harashtra-400605 on 08.O7.2022. Further, Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar

@Sameer Khan was summoned at DRI office and hls statements were recorded, wherein he stated

that his real name is Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar and people called him by his pet name

Sameer Khan. He told that he came to Gandhidham in December,2o21 and searched for the old

truck and came in contact with Shri Harun M Matda, and purchased a old truck bearing No. GJ12-

Z-72O9 fot Rs. 5 Lakh and he paid him the said amount in cash. The said Rs. 5 Lakh was Biven to
him by Anwar Shaikh along with a commission of Rs. 15000/- in the deal and he had asked Shri

Harun M. Matda to remove the caging from truck, the reason behind this that he want to utilize

the truck for container movement. He stated that he purchased the truck for Shri Anwar Shaikh

who pay him Rs. 50,000/- for keeping the truck in his name. He also stated that Shri Aryan does

the order of Liquid cleaner from a Vadodara factory and unload the same at Godown in Sanand

and Load wood in the container. Shri Sameer Khan failed to provide the contact detail or address

of his partners Shri Anwar Sheikh and Shri Aryan Ganesh.

Then search was carried out in the Sanand Area in Ahmedabad and 02 Godown were

identified and searches were carried out on 09.07.2022 & LO.O7.2022. During the Search of
Godown No. 17, Uma lndustrial Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel, Vasana, Sanand Ahmedabad ,

the owner of the godown Shri Gunvant Kanubhai Nakrani told that the part of godown around

4000 Sq feet was rented to Shri Sameer Khan and the godown has solid lron pipes, bags of Animal

feed and bags of POP cement. ln the nearby Labor/ care taker room 01 white can of Prestine

white floor cleaner and 02 plastic cans of "Prestine Multipurpose cleaner" was found. The care

taker of the godown, Shri Shkhdev Rajak told that he had done loading work for Shri Sameer Khan

in 02 Godowns, in the said godown he has loaded animal feed in the trucks and in the nearby
premises in Natraj Estate he has loaded "Prestine brand cleane/'in the truck and from that
consignment he has taken out these 03 cans.

The said Godown at Natraj Estate, Vasana(E), Sanand was searched and found empty.

Further, the thorough search of Godown No. 17, Uma lndustrial Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel,

Vasana, Sanand Ahmedabad was again done and the huge heap of cattle feed 50 KG bags was

systematically removed from there and stacked. After removing the stacks of bags it was observed

that logs of red coloured and painted logs of wood are concealed beneath the huge heap. Then

the Range Forest officer was req uested for exam ination of them who on inspection certified that
the wood is Red Sanders. Total 164 logs weighting 4229.48 kcs along with the cover Boods in

godown were then seized by the DRI officers on 1,0.07.2022. The seized Red Sander logs were

handed over to the The Thar Dry Port, lCD, Sanand and the cover goods were handed over to the
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6.0. Furtherlnvestisation:



godown owner Shri Gunvant Kanubhai Nakrani under Supratnama dated 10.07.2022 and later
shifted in ICD Viramgam.

Shri Sameer Khan was summoned at DRI, Regional Unit Gandhidham and he appeared on
70.O7 .2022 and h is statement was recorded wherein he stated that Shri Anwa r Shaikh has assured
him that if delivery of Red Sander wood transported in the month of May 2022 through truck
d12Z 1209 was successful he would get more amount, He also stated that he along with Shri
Anwar Shaikh & Shri Aryan Ganesh alias Rohan Kumar loaded the Red sander logs in the empty
container with tempered door loaded on truck No. GJ f2Z 7209 and the remaining Red Sander
Logs which were also for Export remained kept in the godown in Sanand Area, in Ahmedabad. At
the time of loading the driver Majhar was also present. He further stated that the goods cleared
from the premises of M/s Kusum lndustries, Vadodara were replaced with Red Sander logs by
tempering the door of the container keeping the seals intact. He accepted his active role in the
illegal export of Red sa nder with Shri Aryan Ga nesh alias Rohan Kuma r, Anwa r Sha ikh , Majha r etc.
From the admitted statement of Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @ Sameer Khan it
appeared that he has committed offence punishable under Section 135 of the Customs Act, 1962
he was arrested on L0.07.2022 under Section 104 of the Customs Act, 1962 and produced before
the Chief Judicial Magistrate, First Class, Mundra-Kutch who had granted 02 days remand of the
accused Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @ Sameer Khan to the DRl.

Further, during the course of investigation and with the corroborated statements it was found
that his partner in the smuggling of Red Sanders named as Aryan Ganesh who met the owner of
M/s Kusum lndustries as Shri Rohan Kumar (9867161426\ of M/s. Sai Transport & Logistics,
Mumbai and told him that he has a buyer in Dubai and later given name of M/s Khaqan General
Trading LLC, Sharjah, Dubaifor preparation of documents. He raised bill to M/s Kusum tndustries
for providing transportation services and Shri Rohan kumar @ Aryan Ganesh met with the
forwarder Shri Amit Belani for the export of consignment. Shri Rohan Kumar and Sameer khan
both searched the godown in Sanand Area in Gujarat for executing the smuggling of Red sanders
by replacing the original export goods from the container. The container was booked through the
forwarder Shri Amit Belani of M/s- Transmarine Shipping & Logistics, Ahmedabad and Shri Rohan
Kumar @ Aryan Ganesh took the delivery from the container yard. Thereafter, the container was
mishandled and taken to the factory of M/s Kusum lndustries for loading of "prestine Assorted
Toiletries". After loading the goods the container was taken to lCD, Khodiyar where the export
formalities were com pleted.

After completion of export formalities the container was transshipped from ICD Khodiyar to
Mundra Port by road route. ln the way between ICD Khodiyar to Mundra Port the goods were
replaced with Red sanders logs in the godown at Uma Estate in Sanand with the Customs Seals

lntact (as the container lock was already mishandled) and the container was taken to Mundra Port
for exporting out of lndia.

Further, during investigation it was found that the goods were sold by M/s Kusum lndustries
on "Advance Payment" condition. They have exported 03 consignments to M/s Khaqan General
Trading LLC, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates. First consignment was exported vide SB No.8381512
dated 21,.02.2022, Second vide SB No. 8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and third consignment vide SB

No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022. They claimed that they have received payment from M/s Khaqan
GeneralTrading LLC, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates of Rs. 71389 on 24.e2.2022, of Rs. 668056.73
on 04.O3.2022 and Rs. 756414 on 20.05.2022 in their Axis Bank account. However, as per the
payment advice of DBS ideal submitted by them shows that they have received payment from M/s
Arcade Plaza Traders and not from M/s Khaqan General Trading LLC, Sharjah, United Arab
Emirates.

AIso the Authorized person of M/s Kusum lndustries Shri Manish P. Barot do not entered into
any agreement with Shri Rohan Kumar, who has provided logistic services from his firm and has

arranged for all custom clearance work. Also he failed to obtain any KyC details of Shri Rohan
Kumar of M/s Sai Transport & Logistics, Mumbai, However he produced one photograph which
was taken at the time of first export. Also, Shri Manish Barot submitted invoice raised by Shri
Rohan and the stated that he has paid Shri Rohan Kumar Rs. 2,76,706/- on 28.02.2022, Rs.
!,9O,OOO/- on 31.03.2022, Rs. 40,OOO/- on 3O.O4.ZO2Z and Rs. 3,OO,OOO/- on 20.05.2022 through
N EFT payment.
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The lnvoice raised by Shri Rohan Kumar showed the office address of M/s Sai Transport and
Logistics at 22, Hilton Tower, Jijamata Road, Sher-e-Punjab Colony, Andher(E)-400093 and
therefore search has been carried out on 08.07.2022. During the search invoice raised by Shri

Rohan Kumar in the name of M/s. Sai Transport & logistics at the given address was shown to the
Branch head of M/s Sai Logistic, to identify whether they have issued such invoice which they
replied in negative. Further, they failed to identify from the photograph of Shri Rohan Kumar,

d river Vishal/ Majha r & Firoz Abd ul Reh man Chinchwelkar. Therefore it was found that Shri Rohan

Kumar @ Aryan Ganesh has issued the fake invoice of M/s. SaiTransport & logistics using address

of M/s Sai Transport and Logistics at 22, Hilton Tower, Jijamata Road, Sher-e-Punjab Colony,

And he(E)-400093.

ln the invoice raised GSTIN number used by Shri Rohan Kumar was 27APOPA5522NlZM which
pertains to M/s SaiTransport, 001, Lalji Compound, Janata Colony, Gilbert Hill Road, Andheri West,

Mumbai, Maharashtra- 400058. Hence, Visit at office of M/s SaiTransport, 001, Lalji Compound,

Janata Colony, Gilbert Hill Road, AndheriWest, Mumbai, Maharashtra- 400058 hasbeensearched
on O8.O7.2022 but the said address was not traced out and it was found that the Said Lalji

Compound has gone into redevelopment and the same is under construction.

Also as per the visiting card of Aryan Thorat given to Gunvant Nakrani the address of M/s
Aryan Logistics, Shop No. 45/46, Suyash Park, Shop No. 11, Secotr 23, Ulwe-410218 has been

searched on L2.07.2022- During the visit by DRI at Suyash park it was found that there were only
34 shops having shop no. 1to 34 and the Shop No.45/46 does not exist.

Further, the Bank account Number mentioned in the invoice raised by Shri Rohan Kumar @

Aryan Ganesh @ Aryan Thorat was 038011200000104 (IFSC Code MCB10960038) of The

Mahana8ar Co-Op Bank Ltd. Kamothe Branch, Hence the bank was requested to provide the KYC

& Bank statement of the account holder. The Bank Submitted the same 20.08.2022 and it was

found that the name of Shri Rohan Kumar @ Aryan Ganesh @ Aryan Thorat was Shri Ganesh

Laxman Ujaghre S/O Shri Laxman Tukaram Ujagare. The address mentioned in the Bank KYC was

Om Sai Transport, 8-403, Radheysham Complex, Plot No. 28, Sector No. 08, Kamothe -410209. The

PAN Card No. ADGPU1704Q and Adhar Card No. 89959441.1876 were submitted at Bank.

Therefore, search at residence of Shri Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat@ Ganesh Laxman

Ujhagrae at M/s Om Sai Transport, 8-403, Radhesham Complex, Plot No. 28, Sector No. 08,
Kamothe-410209 has been carried out on 09.09.2022 and found that the said flat was recently
occupied by some other person in the month ofJune-2022 and Shri Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh

Thorat@ Ganesh Laxman Ujhagrae was not found at that address.

6.2. Summons under Section 108 of the Customs Act, 1.962 was issued to M/s. Khaqan Genera I

Trading LLC, Shar.iah, United Arab Emirates on their email (info@khaqa ntrading.com) on

23.09.2022 for making appearance on 06.1.O.2022 before investigating officer and to get the

required details/documents and their version in the matter, but no response received from them
against the Summon.

7. Relevant Lesal Provisions:

7.L. Customs Act, 1952:

Section 2(33):"prohibited goods" means any goods the import or export of which is subject to
any prohibition under this Acl, L962 or any other law for the time belng in force but does not

include any such goods in respect of which the conditions subject to which the goods are

permitted to be imported or exported have been complied with.

Section 2(39): "smuggling", in relation to any goods, means any act or omission which will render

such goods liable to confiscation under section 1.11. or section 113;

Section 50 : Entry of goods for exportation.
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(2): The exporter of any goods, while presenting a shipping bill or bill of export, shall make and

subscribe to a declaration as to the truth of its contents.

Section 51: Clearance of toods for exportation.



(1) Where the proper officer is satisfied that any goods entered for export are not prohibited

goods and the exporter has paid the duty, ifany, assessed thereon and any charges payable under

this Act in respect of the same, the proper officer may make an order permitting clearance and

load ing of the goods for exportation.

Section 75A: lnterest on drawback:

Section 113: Confiscation of goods attempted to be improperly exported, etc.:

The following export goods shall be liable to confiscation:-

(d): any goods attempted to be exported or brought within the limits of any customs area for the
purpose of being exported, contrary to any prohibition imposed by or under this Act or any other
law for the time being in force;

(h): any goods which are not included or are in excess of those included in the entry made under

this Act, or in the case of baggage in the declaration made under section 77;

(e): any goods found concealed in a package which is brought within the limits of a customs area

for the purpose of exportationi

(i): any goods entered for exportation which do not correspond in respect of value or in any

material particular with the entry made under this Act or in the case of baggage with the

declaration made under section 77;

(l a) any goods entered for exportation under cla im for d rawback which do not correspond in any

material particular with any information furnished by the exporter or manufacturer under this Act

in relation to the fixation of rate of drawback under section 75;

Section 114: Penalty for attempt to export of goods improperly, etc.

Any person who, in relation to any goods, does or om its to do any act, which act or om ission would

render such goods lia ble to confiscation under Section 113, or abets the doing or omission of such

an act, shall be liable,-

(i!: in the case of goods in respect of which any prohibition is in force under this Act or any other

law for the time being in force, to a penalty not exceeding three times the value of the goods as

declared by the exporter or the value as determined under this Act, whichever is the greater;

Section 114AA: Penalty for use of false and incorrect material. -
lf a person knowingly or intentionally makes, signs or uses, or causes to be made, signed or used,

any declaration, statement or document which is false or incorrect in any material particular, in

the transaction of any business for the purposes of this Act, shall be liable to a penalty not

exceeding five times the value of goods.

Section 117: Penalties for contravention, etc., not expressly mentioned. -
Any person who contravenes any provision of this Act or a bets a ny such contraventio n or who fa ils

to comply with any provision of this Act with which it was his duty to comply, where no express
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(2) Where any drawback has been paid to the claimant erroneously or it becomes otherwise

recoverable under this Act or the rules made there under, the claimant shall, within a period of

two months from the date of demand, pay in addition to the said amount of drawback, interest at

the rate fixed under section 28AA and the amount of interest shall be calculated for the period

beginning from the date of payment of such drawback to the claimant till the date of recovery of
such drawback.



penalty is elsewhere provided for such contravention or failure, shall be liable to a penalty not

exceed ing one lakh rupees.

Section 119: Confiscation of Boods used for concealing smuggled goods: -

Any goods used for concealing smuggled goods shall also be liable to confiscation.

7.2, The Customs, Central Excise Duties and Service Tax Drawback Rules, 1995

Rule l6.Repayment of erroneous or excess payment of drawback and interest. -

Where an amount of drawback and interest, if any, has been paid erroneously or the amount so

paid is in excess of what the claimant is entitled to, the claimant shall, on demand by a proper

officer of Customs repay the amount so paid erroneously or in excess, as the case may be, and

where the claimant fails to repay the amount it shall be recovered in the manner laid down in sub-

section (1) of section 142 of the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 19621.

7.3. Foreign Trade (Development and Regulationl Act, 1992

Section 11(1): No export or import shall be made by any person except in accordance with the
provisions ofthis Act, the rules and orders made there under and the export and import policy for

the time being in force.

Section 11(2):Where any person makes or abets or attempts to make any export or import in

contravention of any provision of this Act or any rules or orders made there under or the export

and import policy, he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding one thousand rupees or five times

the value of the goods in respect of which any contravention is made or attempted to be made,

whichever is more.

7.4. Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993

Rule ll:Declaration as to value and quality of imported goods. -

On the importation into, or exportation out of, any customs ports of any goods, whether liable to

duty or not, the owner of such goods shall in the Bill of Entry or the Shipping Bill or any other

documents prescribed under the Customs Act, 1962 152 of 1962), state the value, quality and

description of such goods to the best of his knowledge and belief and in case of exportation of
goods, certify that the quality and specification of the goods as stated in those documents, are in

accordance with the terms of the export contract entered into with the buyer or consiBnee in

pursuance of which the goods are being exported and shall subscribe a declaration of the truth of
such statement at the foot of such Bill of Entry or Shipping Bill or any other documents.

Rule 14(2): No person shall employ any corrupt or fraudulent practice for the purposes of
obtaining any licence or importing or exporting any goods.

7.5. 5r. No. 188 of Schedule 2 of the lndian Trade Classification (Harmonised Systeml of
Exports and lmports, pertaining to the Export Policy

S.No. Ta riff
Item HS

Code

Unit Item Description Export
Policy

188 4403 99

4407 99

90

Red Sanders wood
(RSw) in any form,
whether raw,
processed or
unprocessed, except at
Sl. No. 1884

[of cu ltivation
origin obtained from
private la nd
(including Pattaland) l
and Sl. No. 189

[specified value added
products of RSW and
other ha nd icrafts made
from RSW procured

Prohibited Not Export permitted to be

exported. However, one time
relaxation has been granted
to Govt. of Andhra Pradesh,

Directorate of Revenue

lntelligence (DRl), Govt. of
Tamil Nadu, Govt. of
Maharashtra and

Government of Karnataka for
export of 8498.095 MTs,

1200 MTs, 299.732 MTs,
83.40 MTs and 186.588 MTs

respectively of Red

Sanderswood (in log form)
obtained out of confiscatedl
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Nature of Restriction

Kg



from legal sourcesl
below

seized stock, either by itself
or through any entity /
entities so authorized by
them. Government of Andhra
Pradesh and DRI :

Notification No. Notification
No- 47 dated 24.7O.201.3 read
with Noti No. 24 dated
29.08.2076 and Noti No.

OB / 2075-20 23.Os.2017 Govt.
of Ma ha rashtra and Tamil
Nadu : Notification No.
25/2015-20 dated
02.09.20161 Govt. of
Karnataka: Notification No.
40 /2O1.5-2O dated
27.L1.20171

7.6, Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20:

Para 2.01. Exports and lmports -'Free', unless regulated

(a) Exports and lmports shall be 'Free' except when regulated by way of 'prohibition', 'restriction'
or'exclusive trading through State Trading Enterprises (STES)' as laid down in lndian Trade

Classification (Harmonised System)[lTC (HS)] of Exports and tmports........

8.0. Valuation of seized goods: At the time of seizure of subject consignment, the market
value of the 1004(840 + 164) number of Red Sander Logs weighing 18.863 (14.634 +4.229) MTS

was estimated to be Rs. 75,o9,o4,ooo/- (Rs. Fifteen crore Nine Lakh Four Thousand only) @

Rs.80,00,000/- per MT.

9,0. Based on the intelligence, when the aforesaid containerwas opened and the godown was

searched and contents thereof were examined by the DRI officers on ?6.05.2022 &
10.07.22respectively, it was revealed that as against the declared goods of toilet clearner, the said

container was stuffed with Red Sander logs and the smuggler were planning another consignment

of Red Sanders to be exported out of India followinB the same modus. Had such examination not
ca rried out, the said container would have loaded on the ships a nd the goods prohibited for export
out of lndia would have crossed the lndian Territory without proper legal authority for exporting
the same in violation of the provisions of the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-2020 read with Sr. No. 188

of Schedule 2 of the lndian Trade Classification (Harmonised System) of Exports and lmports,
pertaining to the Export Policy and the list of Endangered Species provided at Appendix ll of the
CITES agreement.

9.1. From the above facts and circumstances narrated above and on the basis of evidences

collected during investigation, following are the roles played by each of the individuals:

(a) Role and culpability of Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot, Authorized person of
M/s, Kusum lndustries, Vadodara: He played a vital role in this planned strategy to export illegally
the prohibited goods of Red Sander logs, by way of concerning themselves in facilitation of
smuggling of Red Sander logs in the instant occasion. The authorized person of the company Shri
Manish P. Barot has claimed that they had no exposure ofexport and sale ofgoods in international
market and they have done the same only on the assurance of Shri Rohan Kumar of M/s. Sai
Transport & Logistics, but Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot failed to provide any agreement /
contarct with Shri Rohan Kumar, he had not even taken any KYC document of Rohan Kumar. Shri
Manish Pravinchand Barot did not bothered to veriry the identity of Shri Rohan Kumar. Shri
Manish Pravinchand Barot was having email correspondances with Shri Rohan Kumar and at the
end of the email messaBes address of the firm was mentioned as Office No. 32, Wing B, Jijamata
Rd, Asmita Mogra CHS, Sheriff's E Punjab Colony, Andheri (E), Mumbai -400093, Email:
sa itransportl002 @qma il.co m & Website OP isticsind ia.com. But Shri Manish P. Barot
did not bothered to visit the said website to verify the fact that the website mentioned is of M/s
Sai Logistics, Mumbai and not Sai Transport & Logistics and their address is 22, Hilton Tower,
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Jijamata Road, Sher-E-Punjab Colony, Andheri (E) - 400093 and not what is mentioned by Shri
Rohan Kumar. Also the email id of M/s Sai loglstlcs Mumbai are sailosisticsl@smail.com and
info@sa ilosisticsind ia.com and not saitra nsportl.002 @sma il.com from where th ey were recervrng
the email.

Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot was well aware of the fact that M/s Kusum lndustires do
not have any factory stuffing permission a nd it was a lso informed to them that for the small factory
such permission can not be granted, still he tried to claim that he has stuffed the goods as per

declaration in Shipping Bills in his factory and he do not know what has happened after the
container left his factory premise. This act of Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot is an attempt to mis-
lead the investigation and his false attempt to depict himself as ignorant and innocent.

Apart from that when Shri Rohan Kumar has raised invoice to M/s Kusum lndustries they
paid Shri Rohan Kumar Rs.2,76,706/- on 28.02.2022, Rs. 1,00,000/- on 31.03.2022, Rs. 40,000/-

on 30.04.2022 and Rs. 3,00,000/- on 20.05.2022 through NEFT payment for providing logistic

services but did not care to see the invoice given to him by Shri Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh

Thorat@ Ganesh Laxman Ujhagrae. The GSTIN number used in the invoice raised by Shri Rohan

Kumar 27APOPA5522N1ZM was pertaining to M/s Sai Transport,001, Lalji Compound, Janata

Colony, Gilbert Hill Road, Andheri West, Mumbai, Maharashtra- 400058 and not M/s. Sai

Transport & Logistics.

The only concern of Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot appeared to have monetary gain. He

sell the goods on "Advance payment" condition and did not bothered to know to whom he is

selling the goods. lt is very surprising and beyond imagination that M/s. Kusum lndusries has sold

the goods to a company outside lndia without knowing them or having any contract or agreement

with them. Further, during investigation it was found that the goods were sold by M/s Kusum

lndustries on "Advance Payment" condition. They have exported 03 consignments to M/s Khaqan

General Trading LLC, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates. First consignment was exported vide SB No.

8381512 dated 2L.02.2022, Second vide SB No.8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and third consignment

vide SB No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022. f hey claimed that they have received payment from M/s
Khaqan General Trading LLC, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates of Rs. 71389 on 24.02.2022, of Rs.

668056.73 on 04.03.2022 and Rs. 756414 on 2O.O5.2022 in their Axis Bank account. However, as

per the payment advice of DBS ideal submitted by them shows that they have received payment

from M/s Arcade Plaza Traders and not from M/s Khaqan General Trading LLC, Sharjah, United

Arab Emirates. Shri Manish P Barot did not bothered on the fact that they are receiving foreign

remittance from an Unknown company.

Also when the consignment covered under SB No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022 was put on

hold by DRI and the same was communicated by Shri Amit Belani of M/s Transmarine Ahmedabad

who were their clearing agents for Mundra Port to them to remain present in person or through
his representative at Mundra for examination. He did not attended the same and in his statement

dated 31.05.2022 sated that he had contacted his relative who is also doing shipping line about

the purpose, who advised not to go. He also stated that this was the first instance of Customs

calling them and they became frightened and did not send his representative to attend the

exam ination on 26.05.2022.

It appears that Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot is behind the export who has knowingly

submitted false and incorrect declaration in the invoice and Shipping Bill mentioned above

submitted before Customs authorities. Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot was well aware of the fact
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Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot tried to claim that he is ignorant and do not have any role

in smuggling of Red Sanders but the acts mentioned above are evidencing his connivance and

abetment with the smugglers of Red Sanders. By the act of commission and omission of mis-

declaring the subject goods export of which was restricted and attempting to export illegally the

same, Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot have rendered the subject goods covered under Shipping

Bill No. 8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and 1578745 daled 23.05.2022 mentioned above liable for
confiscation under Section 113 of Customs Act, 1962. Therefore, Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot

of M/s Kusum lndustries have rendered themselves liable for penalty under Section U4 (i) ofthe
Customs Act, 1962.



that they are receivin8 foreign remiitance from an unkown firm and not from M/s Khaqan General

Trading LLC, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates, they still prepared documents viz. invoices, Packing

list , Shipping Bill etc and filed the same before Customs. Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot has

thereby rendered themselves liable for penalty under Section 114 AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

From the facts discussed above, it emerges that Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot had mis-

leaded the investigation by making false and illusive submissions in his different statement

tendered by him under Section 108 of Customs Act, 1962 before the investigating officers. lt

appears that Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot had tried to shift his omission and commission to

others to escape from his role & culpability in the illegalattempt of export of Red Sanders. Thus it

seems that by mis-leading the progress of investigation and giving incorrect statements, Shri

Manish Pravinchand Barot has rendered himself liable for penalty under Sectlon 117 of the

Customs Act, 1962. Accordingly, it appears that Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot has committed

offence, which is punishable under Section 132, 135(1XaXc) & (d) and 1354 of the Customs Act,

7962 
"

(b) Role and culpability of Ms, Mahima Manish Barot Prop. M/s Kusum lndustries, Vadodara:

Being the proprietor of the exporter firm she has remained careless and casual in monitorinB the
movement of the export consignment, which gave way to smuggling of such a sensitive cargo of
Red Sander Logs. Ms. Mahima Manish Barot in his statement has stated that she is working as a

software developer in Cloudofis, Gandhinagar since May, 2020. H father Shri Manish

Pravinchand Barot has opened the firm M/s Kusum lndustries during 2018 in her name and he

look after all the work of the firm and she is not indulged in any of the activity ofthe firm. But it is

a fact on record that M/s Kusum lndustries is her proprietory firm and all the monetary benefits

are received by the firm only. The Red sander exported in the guise of toilet cleaner under

Shipping Bill No. 8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and 1578745 dated 23-05.2022 and due to her

careless and casual a pproach has de liberately a llowed the sm ugglers to use their flrm for the illega I

act. Also the drawback has been taken by the firm i.r.t. Shipping Bill No. 8955514 dated 15.03.2022

but the Red Sannders was smuggled in place of actual goods. Hence the same is also liable to be

recovered, but M/s Kusum lndustries has not returned the same to government exchequer. By

such act of commission and omission, Ms. Mahima Manish Barot has rendered herself liable to
penal action under Section 114(i) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

(c) Role and culpability of Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @Sameer Khan: He is the

kingpin in this whole smuggling, who had in connivance with Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagrae@

Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat and Shri AnwarSheikh planned, monitored & executed the

export consignments of Red Sander being cleared in the guise of "Prestine Assorted Toiletries".

He is the person who purchased the vehicle/ trailer No. GJ 722 7209 in Gujarat for this act of
smuggling. He was fully aware about the goods to be exported are prohibited in nature, for that

he cleverly suppressed his identity getting revealed before the persons like Truck owner, Godown

owner etc. as well as all the other concerned by stating his pseudo name or pet name as Sameer

Khan and introduced himself as business men of cattle feed from Mumbai. ln the moth of

December 2021 he came to Gandhidham and searched for the old truck and came in contact with

Shri Harun M. Matda, who sold the truck to him for Rs. 5 Lakh and he paid him the said amount in

cash. He asked Shri Harun M. Matda to remove the caging from truck, the reason behind this they

want to utilise truck for container movement. The original documents which were in the name of

Shri Shrikant Rayshibhai Maheshwari were kept in the truck itself and intentionnaly not

transferred in his own name. As per his statement he was getting Rs. 50,000/- for keeping truck

in his name, and in lieu of ma intaining the truck bea ring no. cJ L2 Z L209 from Sh ri Anwa r Shaikh.

Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @Sameer Khan in his statement dated L2.O7.2022

admitted and deposed that, he along with others planned to export Red Sanders in Dubai from

lndia way back in the month of July-August 2021. lt was planned that the said party from Dubai

will supply Red Sanders to them in lndia and also receive the same in Dubai. Their work was to

arrange all work for exporting Red Sanders from lndia to Dubai and for that they will earn

handsome amount. For executing the plan he had to arrange for godown & Vehicle.

ln August -September 2021 he took a godown in Ajanta Estate, Sanand, Ahmedabad

through some agent. He along with Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh
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Thorat visited ma ny Godown in Sanand Area of Ahmedabad. ln one godown in Ajanta Estate taken

on rent they brought 2 consignments of cattle feed from Tamil Nadu to check the route, but there

was a Care taker and they do not found the godown suitable for their work. 5o, they decided to

shift the godown withln 2 months. Then they searched another Godown and meet Shri Gunvant

Kanubhai Nakrani in the month of November and taken his Godown at 17, Uma Estate, Behind

Bhagyodaya Hotel for a rent of Rs. 60,000/- and asked him to raise the heitht of the godown

shutter so that our containers can enter directly into the godown. For which he agreed, then they

shifted the cattle feed lying in their Ajanta Estate Godown to that Sodown. Shri Firoz Abdul

Rehman Chinchwelkar @Sameer Khan has done the rent agreement in the name of Ms. Hasina

Sameer Shaikh referring her as his wife.

After finalizing the Godown, his partner Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@

Aryan Ganesh Thorat did survey of few companies and selected a Mild Steel Bar making Company

(Exporter) in Sanand. Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat had

contacted the Customs brokers, container lines and forwarders etc. for exporting the

consignment. They have done 2-3 exports of Originalgoods i.e. MS Bars without Red Sanders in

them. After the successful completion of 03 exports, in the month of January-2z, he started

exporting "Red Sanders" by replacing them with the Original goods. The export of MS Bars was

expensive so the Dubai person (lmporter) told them to change the goods, so Shri Ganesh Laxman

Ujhagare approached M/s Kusum lndustries of Vadodara as pseudo name of Shri Rohan Kumar

andconvincedthemforexportingtheirgoods"assortedtoiletries"toDubai.Thefirstconsignment
of M/s Kusum lndustries was exported in February 2022 as it is with original goods. ln the

Consignment of March 22 they replaced half of the Original goods i.e. "assorted toiletries" with

the Red Sanders. Then in May 2022 lhe overseas importer directed to stuff the whole container

with Red Sanders and to keep the left over Red sanders concealed in the Godown. They have

transported all the three consignments of M/s Kusum lndustries in the truck No. GJ1221209 and

Shri Majhar was the Driver in all the three occasions. They have taken another godwon nearby to

empty the original goods in Natrak Estate. The first consi8nment of M/s Kusum lndustries exported

in February-22 was with original goods, so it was exported directly. ln the Second Consi8nment

of M/s Kusum lndustries in March-22 Half of the goods i.e. "assorted toiletries" boxes were de-

stuffed in the Natraj Estate godown and the container was brought in Uma Estate Godown where

the Red sanders was stuffed. That consignment has 50% original goods and 50% Red sanders. The

3'd export consignment of Ms Kusum lndustries in container No. 8S1U3151184 cleared vide

Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022 and seized by DRI on 26.05.2022, the container from

lcD was fully de-stuffed in the warehouse/ godown at Natraj Estate and the fully empty container

No.BSlU3151184 was sent to the Uma estate godown. Before arriving of container, two trucks of

Tamil Nadu passing came and de-stuffed the Cattle feed bags in the godown. Then the empty

container was brought into the godown where cross stuffing of Red Sanders was done in the

container from TN passing trucks. After stuffing of container some Red Sanders remain in the

truck, so he concealed the same in the Uma Estate godown beneath the cattle feed bags in a

systematic way so that the Red sander logs cannot be seen. Layers of bags were placed in such a

manner so that even if some bags or layers are removed Red sander woods cannot be found. The

woods would be visible only when all bags at one area are moved. More than 300 bags were used

to conceal the red sanders. They stuffed the containers in evening after 06 pm and this container

was laden in truck No. C"l72272O9 was stuffed out and moved out the warehouse around 03-04

AM on 25.05.2022 and reached the Mundra Port around 02.00 Pm on 25.05.2022 . On 26.05.2022

when the the Red Sanders was seized along with container No.BS|U3151184 he switch off the

phone and return the phone to Shri Anwar Sheikh to destroy In the end ofJune-22.

He alonB with Shri Anwar Sheikh escorted the Tamil Nadu pasing vehicles carrying Red

Sanders to the Uma Estate Godown and monitored the loading of Red Sanders in the export

containers. Further, when he was asked to provide the identity and details of Shri Anwar Sheikh

he stated that he was his friend since 7-8 years but did not cooperted in the investigation and did

not disclosed the address and whereabout f the person. Not only this he tried to mis-lead the
investigation by stating the name of Rohan Kumar as Aryan Ganesh and did not disclosed his

correct name as Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare and his address. By such act of commission and
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omission, Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @Sameer Khan has rendered himself liable to
penal action under Section 114(i) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962. Accordingly, it appears
that Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @Sameer Khan has committed offence, which is

punishable under Section 135(1)(a), 135(1)(b) & 135(1)(c) and 1354 of the Customs Act, 1962.

(d) Role and culpability of Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh

Thorat: He is the person who arranged all the persons in Gujarat for this act of smuggling. He was

fully aware about the goods to be exported are prohibited in nature, for that he cleverly
suppressed his identity getting revealed before the exporter, forwarder, Godown owner etc. as

well as all the concerned by stating his pseudo name as Rohan Kumar proprietor of M/s Sai

Transport & Logistics. He went to the factory of M/s Kussum lndustries, vadodara and expressed
his interest In export of their products and told them that he was from Mumbai and he was
proprietor of M/s. Sal Transport & Logistics, which is a concern engaged in transportation and

logistics. He informed them that he is also working for Shri Sameer bhai, who is exporting various
products from lndia to one Sharjah based firm and they were interested in export of toiletries
being manufactured by M/s Kusum lndustries. He has done email correspondances with the
exporter firm mentioning the fake address of his firm as Office No. 32, Wing B, .lijamata Rd, Asmita
Mogra CHS, Sheriffs E Punjab Colony, Andheri (E), Mumbai -400093, Email:

saitransport1002 @gmail.com & Website - www.sa ilogisticsind ia.com. The website mentio ned by

him was of M/s 5ai Logistics, Mumbai and not of M/s. Sai Transport & Logistics and their address
was 22, Hilton Tower, Jijamata Road, Sher-E-Punjab Colony, Andheri {E) - 400093 and not what is

mentioned by Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat. Also the
email id of M/s Sai log istics Mumbai are lajlogisticsl@gma i l.com and info@sa ilosisticsind ia.com

and not saitransDortlO02@gma il.com from where he was sending the email to M/s Kusum

lndustries and the forwarder M/s Transmarine Shipping & Logistics. Thus he has created a fake

identity of the firm as a part of his plan to execute smuggling of Red Sanders.

He allured and convinced the exporter of getting "Advance payment " of their sale proceed and

also to get benefit of duty drawback. Further, he raised fake invoices to the exporter firm for
providing logistic services. He fraudulentlty used the GSTIN No. 27APOPA5522N1ZM of M/s Sai

Transport, 001, Lalji Compound, Janata Colony, Gilbert Hill Road, Andheri West, Mumbai,

Maharashtra- 400058 on the invoice raised to the exporter firm.

He has provided the name of M/s Khaqan General Trading LLC, Sharjah, United Arab

Emirates to M/s Kusum lndustries for prepairing export invoices and other export documents. He

also arranged the foreign remittance in the account of M/s Kusum lndusties from another

unknown firm named M/s Arcade Plaza Traders in lieu of exports to M/s Khaqan General Trading

LLC, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates.

He used is conscious preparation for giving way to the crime by taking godowns in Sanand

Area. ln August -September 2021 he took a godown in Aja nta Estate, Sanand, Ahmedabad thro ugh

agent. He along with Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @Sameer Khan visited many Godown

in Sanand Area of Ahmedabad. ln one godown in Ajanta Estate taken on rent they brought 2

consignments of cattle feed from Tamil Nadu to check the route, but there was a Care taker and

they do not found.the godown suitable for their work. So, they decided to shift the godown within
2 months. Then they searched another Godown and meet Shri Gunvant Kanubhai Nakrani in the

month of November and taken his Godown at 17, Uma Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel for a

rent of Rs. 60,000/- and asked him to raise the height ofthe godown shutter so that our containers

can enter directly into the godown. For which he agreed, then they shifted the cattle feed lying in

their Ajanta Estate Godown to that godown. He gave his fake PAN Card, Adhar Card & visting card

to the godown owner for preparing rent agreement.

After finalizing the Godown, he did survey of few companies for exporting the

consignment. They have done 2-3 exports of Original goods i.e. MS Bars without Red Sanders in

them. After the successful completion of 03 exports, in the month of )anuaty-zz, he started
exporting "Red Sanders" by replacing them with the Original goods. The export of MS Bars was

expensive so the Dubai person (lmporter) told them to change the goods, so Shri Ganesh Laxman

Ujhagare approached M/s Kusum Industries of Vadodara as pseudo name of Shri Rohan Kumar

a nd convinced them for exporting their goods "assorted toiletries" to Dubai. The first consignment
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The 3rd export consignment of Ms Kusum lndustries in container No.8S1U3151184

cleared vide Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022 and seized by DRI on 26.05.2022, the said

container from lCD, Kaligam, Sabarmati, Ahmedabad after clearance from Customs was taken out

from ICD Khodiar for transhipment to Mundra port and the same was fully de-stuffed in the

warehouse/ godown at Natraj Estate and the fully empty container No.BSlU3151184 was sent to

the Uma Estate godown where Red Sanders is kept. The empty container was brought into the

godown where cross stuffing of Red Sanders was done in the container from TN passing trucks.

He had monitored the loading of Red Sander Logs in the container 8S1U3151184 for export. After

stuffing of container No. 8S1U3151184 some Red Sanders remained in the truck, so he along with

his partners concealed the same in the Uma Estate godown beneath the cattle feed bags in a

systematic way so that the Red sander logs cannot be seen. Layers of bags were placed in such a

manner so that even if some bags or layers are removed Red sander woods cannot be found. The

woods would be visible only when all bags at one area are moved. More than 300 bags were used

to conceal the red sanders. They stuffed the containers in evening after 05 pm and thls container

was laden in truck No. cJ7227209 was stuffed out and moved out the warehouse around 03-04

AM on 25.05.2022 and reached the Mundra Port around 02.00 Pm on 25.O5.2022. On 26.05.2022

when the the Red Sanders was seized along with container No.BSlU3151184 he switch off the

phone. He used is conscious prepa ration for giving way to the crime is revea led from his provid ing

the fake ldentity with fake address details to the exporters, fonararders, godown owner etc. He

also escaped from making appearance before any Customs officer, no sooner he came to know

about the examination of the export consignment was prescribed and left no trail, which itself

establishes his conscious endeavors to get the prohibited goods smuggled out of lndia for
monetary gain. The apparent active role and his deliberate involvement in the conspiracy of illegal

export has rendered has rendered Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh

Thorat liable to penal action under Section 114(i) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

Accordingly, it appears that shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat

has committed offence, which is punishable under Section 135(1)(a), 135(1Xb) & 135(1Xc) and

1.354 of the Customs Act, 1962.

(e) Role and culpability of Shri Amit Belani, partner of M/s Transmarine Shipping & Lotistics,
Ahmedabad: He played a vital role in this planned strategy to export illegally the prohibited goods

of Red Sander logs, by way of concerning themselves in facilitation of smuggllng of Red Sander

logs in the instant occasion. Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat

has contacted him and requested for quotations from his mail id saitransoortl002 (AP mail.co m

and asked to give him the Customs clearance and forwarding charges. ln the subject of the email

message dtd.10.02.2022, he specifically mentioned "Required on wheel customs clearance

charges and 1X20' Sharjah Freight booking charges". At the end of the email messages address

of the firm was mentioned as Office No. 32, WinB B, Jijamata Rd, Asmita Mogra CHS, Sheriffs E
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of M/s Kusum lndustries was exported in February 2022 as it is with original goods. ln the

Consignment of March 22 they replaced half of the Original goods i.e. "assorted toiletries" with

the Red Sanders. Then in May 2022 the overseas importer directed to stuff the whole container

with Red Sanders and to keep the left over Red sanders concealed in the Godown.

He contacted the forwarding agent Shri Amit Belani of M/s Transmarine Shipping &

Logistics, Ahmedabad and visited his office and given forwarding work to them. He told the

forwarder that transportation will be done by his firm M/s SaiTansport & Logistics and he require

onwheel customs Clearance charges for the consignments being exported to Sharjah. He also

booked the container from Container line through the forwarder M/s Transmarine Shipping &

Logistics and has taken delivery of the container from the container yard. After receiving the

container he had tempered latch portion ofthe front door and then send the same to factory of

the exporter. He had transported all the three consignments of M/s Kusum lndustries in the truck

No. GJ1221209. The first consignment of M/s Kusum lndustries exported in February-22 was with

originalgoods, so it was exported directly. ln the Second Consignment of Mls Kusum lndustries

in March-22 Half of the goods i.e. "assorted toiletries" boxes were de-stuffed in the Natraj Estate

godown and the container was brought in Uma Estate Godown where the Red sanders was

stuffed. That consignment has 50% originalgoods and 50% Red sanders.
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Punjab Colony, Andheri (E), Mumbai -400093, Email: saitra nsport1002 @gma il.com & Website -
www.sa ilogisticsindia.com Shri Amit Belani did not know the person even then he did not
bothered to visit the said website to verify the fact that the website mentioned is of M/s 5ai

Logistics, Mumbai and not Sai Transport & Logistics and their address is 22, Hilton Tower, Jijamata
Road, Sher-E-Punjab Colony, Andheri (E) - 400093 and not what is mentioned by Shri Rohan

Kumar. Also the email id of M/s Sai logistics Mumbai are sa iloqisticsl@sma il.com and

info@sailosisticsindia.com and not saitransportl002 @qmail.com from where they were receiving
the email

Also he arranged booking of the container from Perma Line and provided the details of
the container booked to Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat.
Also he had outsourced the Customs Clearance wok to Shri Harshad Padia who look after work of
M/s. Hadi Logistics and M/s. Right Ship Agency. He became the connecting link between the Shri

Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat and the Custom broker and
facilitated them. The Shipping instructio ns issued by the sh ipper were for the movement of goods

by Rail and the goods were moved from ICD Khodiar to Mundra Port by Road. lnspite knowing the
fact Shri Amit Belani of M/s Transmarine Shipping & Logistics, Ahmedabad did not botheredand
facilitated Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat in clearance of
goods from ICD Khodiar by Road.

After the consignmet covered under Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022 was put
on hold by he tried to check the details Biven in the WhatsApp profile of Shri Rohan Kumar for his

number 9867161426, where He found details of one website www.sailoqisticsindia.com. 50, He

tried to connect to him using said details, for which he reached at the said website and found that
the said website is pertaining to 5ai Logistics. ln the contact details of Sai Logistics, he found a

mobile number 9324473971, where a lady receptionist received a call and upon making inquiry,

she informed that there was no person with name Rohan Kumar there, Had he done this
verification earlier when for the first time Shri Rohan Kumar has contacted him, the incidence of
smuggllng of Red Sanders could be avoided. By the following acts committed by Shri Amit Belani,

Partner of M/s Transmarine Shipping & Logistics, Ahmedabad has rendered himself liable to penal

action under Section 114(i) and U4AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

(f) Role and culpability of Shri Anwar Sheikh, Gowandi, Alumbal, Mumbai: He is the kingpin in
this whole smuggling, who had in connivance with Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar@

Sameer Khan and Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagrae@ Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat planned,

monitored & executed the export consignments of Red Sander being cleared in the guise of
"Prestine Assorted Toiletries". As per the statement of Shri Sameer Khan he is the person who
asked him and funded him to purchase the vehicle/ trailer No. GJ -122-1209 in cujarat for thls act
of smuggling. Shri Anwa r Shaikh was in contact with the original supplier and overseas buyer who
was same person. Shri Anwar Shaikh arranged the labourers probably from outside the Gujarat
for loading of Red Sander logs in container no. BS1U3151184 at Sanand godown. He was fully
aware about the goods to be exported are prohibited in nature and he was present during the
loading of Red Sander Logs in the container 8S1U3151184 for export. He along with Shri Firoz

Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar@ Sameer Khan escorted the Tamil Nad u pasing vehicles carrying Red

Sanders to the Uma Estate Godown and monitored the loading of Red Sanders in the export
conta iners. By such act of comm ission and omission, Shri Anwar Sheikh has rendered himself lia ble

to penal action under Section 114(i) of the Customs Act, 1962. Accordingly, it appears that Shri

Anwar Sheikh has committed offence, which is punishable under Section 135(1Xa), 135(1Xb) &
135(1Xc) and 135A of the Customs Act, 1962.

(g) Role and culpability of Shri Pathan Mazhar Khan s/o Sher Khan Pathan, lliyas colony, Near
iameel Masjid, Harsool, Aurangabad-431001 : He was the driver of the trailer No. SJ-L2-Z-12O9,

which had taken the empty container from the container yard and brought the sa me at the factory
of the exporter and then took the container to ICD Khodiar and after clearance from Customs was
taken out from ICD Khodiar for transhipment to Mundra port and While in journey, the driver had

diverted the trailer at the instructions of Shrl Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan
Ganesh Thorat and Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @Sameer Khan the same was fully de-
stuffed in the warehouse/ godown at Natraj Estate and the fully empty conta iner No. BSlU315 j.184

was taken to the Uma Estate godown, where with the help of infrastructure available, the
container was stuffed with the Red Sander logs and some quantity of washbasins were used for
the concealment of the said logs. Thereafter the container was moved from the plot to the port.
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The container was moved into the Port on 25.05.2022. By way of engaging himself in the replacing

the contents of the container a nd engaging himself in tra nsportation of the prohibited Red Sander

logs, Shri Pathan Mazhar Khan s/o Sher Khan Pathan has rendered himself llable for penal action

under Section 114(i) of the Customs Act, 1962.

(h) Role and culpability of Shri Gunvant Kanubhai Nakrani, Godown owner Plot No. 17, Uma

lndustrial Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel, Vasana, Sanand, Distt. Ahmedabad, Gujarat-

382170: When Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat and Shri

Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @Sameer Khan approached him for hiring of his godown for

stora8e of cattle feed ans he come to know that they were having warehouse in Ajanta area of
Sanand, he did not bothered to inqulre the reason of changing of godown by them. Further, when

Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat and Shri Firoz Abdul

Rehman Chinchwelkar @Sameer Khan wanted to give him this warehouse for 3 months without
any agrrement. He agrred to them and in order to hide the transaction of Ganesh Laxman

Ulhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat he gave the number of his friend for receiving

payment from them. Also on the instructions of Ga nesh Laxma n Ujhagare @ Rohan Kumar@ Aryan

Ganesh Thorat and Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @Sameer Khan, he has made a low cost

rent agreement and got it notarized on 72.05.2022. Further His carelessness is not purely innocent

as revealing from such common idea pertaining to the storing and stuffing operations. ln his

statement he has admitted that he has seen the unloadinB of cattle feed from the trucks in his

godown and later larBe quantity of Red Sanders was recovered from his godown. But he never

cared to ensure the usa8e of plot for legal purpose. With his connivance at crime, he has rendered

himself liable to penal action under Section 114(i) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

(i) Role and culpability of Shri Shrikant Rayshibhai Maheshwari, Bhuj (Owner ofTrailer No.

GFL2-Z-72O91: He is the registered owner of Trailer No. GJ-12-Z-1209, as per the records available

in the RTo office of Kutch, Gujarat. He has given control of his vehicle to Shri Hamir Bhai kanji

kesariya who sold the vehicle to Shri Harun M. Mathda, Kidana and who further sold the vehicle

to Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @sameer Khan and the said conveyance was used for

smuggling of goods. He did not bothered to transfer the vehicle legally to other person. By such

act of commission and omission, Shri Ramesh Patadiya @ Koli has rendered himself liable to penal

action under Section 114(i) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

(j) Role and culpability of M/s. Khaqan General Trading ttg 104, Brothers Tower Al Taawun

Street, Sharjah, UAE P.O. Box No.22155: This being a front company engaged by Shri Ganesh

Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat, Shri FirozAbdul Rehman Chinchwelkar

@Sameer Khan and Shri Anwar Sheikh, as a part of their conspiracy to export the prohibited Red

Sander Logs out of lndia. This company was declared as buyer for the Shipping Bills No. 8381512

dated 21.02.2022, 8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and L578745 dated 23.05.2022. Apparently, the

said company was engaged as front company to clear the prohibited goods of Red Sander Logs.

By way of engaBing themselves in attempt of illegal export of Red Sander Logs under the guise of
'Prestine Assorted Toiletries'they have rendered themselves liable to penalaction under Section

114(i) and 1L4AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

(k) M/s. Ri6ht Ship Atency at Ahmedabad.: Being Customs broker, they were attending the work
of the exporter for cleara nce of the export consignments through Sh ri Amit Bela ni. They had taken

the work of Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat pertaining to

the exporter, without obtaining required KYC details of Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan

Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat. They filed Shipping Bill No. Shipping Bills No.8381512 dated

21.02.2022,8955514 dated 15.03.2022 and 1578745 dated 23.05.2022 and also obtained Let

Export Order for the same. . Their act of commission and omission pertaining to the export

consignment covered vide Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022 has rendered the Soods

liable to confiscation. lt appears that the said customs Broker namely M/s. Right Ship Agency at

Ahmedabad failed to discharge the obligation of Custom Broker as per Customs Brokers Licensing

Regulations, 2018. Thus, they have rendered themselves lia ble to penal action under Section 114(i)

of the Customs Act, 1962.

Separate action under Customs Brokers Licensing Regulations, 2018, if warranted, may be taken

against M/s. Right Ship Agency at Ahmedabad in this regard.

11.0. Now, therefore,
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lL.!. M/s. Kusum lndustries, Vadodara, M/s. Khaqan General Trading LLC, Sharjah, Dubai
a nd/or any other person or persons having cla im over the seized q ua ntities of Red Sander logs a re

hereby called upon to show cause to the Additional commissioner of customs, custom House,
Ahmedabad within 30 (Thirty) days of receipt ofthis notice as to why :-

(al 1004 Nos. of Red Sander logs, weighing 18.863 MT having market value of about Rs.

75,09,O4,OOO/ - (Rupees Fifteen Crores Nine Lakhs Four Thousand only) @ Rs. 80 Lakhs/MT, which
were attempted for export in violation of the prohibition imposed on the same, and which were
selzed from the containers No. 8stu3151184 covered under the shipping bills No. 1578745dated
23.05.2022 filed at Mundra Port by the Customs Brokers M/s. RiBht Shipping Agency in the name
of exporter as M/s. Kusum lndustries, Vadodara and from the Godown No. 17, Uma lndustrial
Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel, vasana, sanand Ahmedabad should not be confiscated under
Sections 113(d), 113(h), 113 (e) and 113(i)of the Customs Act, 1962; and

(b) 312 bags of 50 kg of Animal feed, 204 bags of 32 KBs of powder for animal feed, 220 Nos.

Solid lron Rods, which were used for concealing the 164 Red Sander logs in the godown No. 17,

Uma lndustrial Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel, Vasana, Sanand Ahmedabad, which were
attempted for export in violation of the prohibition imposed on the same, and which were seized
on L0.07.2022, should not be confiscated under Section 119 ofthe Customs Act, 1962; and

(c) One 20 feet Container No. BSIU 3151184 which was used for the smuggling of 840 Red

sanders logs seized on 26.05-2022, should not be confiscated under section 119 of the customs
Act, 1962; and

(d) The Let Export order issued under Section 51 of the Customs Act, 1962 for the Shipping
Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022 on the basis of wrong declarations should not be cancelled,
being obtained fraudulently; and

(e) The claims for drawback of Rs. 9473/- electronically filed by M/s. Kusum tndustries,
Vadodara while filing the shipping Bill No. 1578745 da ted 23.o5.2022 filed by them at tcD Khodiar
are not permissible for sanction in favour of the exporter in view of the apparent discrepancies
noticed during the examination, and hence the same should not be rejected under the provisions

of the 75A (2) of the Customs Act, 1962 read with Rule 16 0f the customs, central Excise Duties
and service Tax Drawback Rules, 1995/ Rule 17 of the customs, central Excise Duties and service
Tax Drawback Rules, 2017; and

(f) Penalty should not be imposed on each of them individually under Section 114(i) and
114AA of the Customs Act, 1962; and

(d Any other person claiming ownership of the seized goods are further and specifically
directed to produce the evidence of legal possession and ownership of the seized goods along
with their reply to the Notice. ln case of failure in submission of such evidence, their claim may
not be entertained and the matter may be proceeded ahead accordingly.

lL.z shri shrikant Rayshibhai Maheshwari, Bhui, who is the registered owner ofthe vehicle no.,

make the vehicle No. Gf -12-Z-L2O9liable for confiscation under the provisions of Section 115(2)

of the Customs Act, 1962 in light of his allowing usage of the said conveyance as a means of
transport in the smugBling of Red sander logs. Therefore, shri shrikant Rayshibhai Maheshwari,
Bhuj is hereby called upon to show cause to the Additional Commissioner of Customs, Custom
House, Ahmedabad within 30 (Thirty) days of receipt of this notice as to why the vehicle no. GJ-

L2-Z-12O9, which was used for transportation of the Red Sander logs, should not be ordered for
confiscation under Section 115(2) of the Customs Act, 1962.

11.3 Now therefore, the following further perlsons/ com panies/firms/ concerns as appearing
in Column 2 of the following table, are hereby individually and separately called upon to show
cause in writing to the competent a uthority, Additional Comm issioner of Customs, Custom House,
Ahmedabad, within 30 days from the receipt of this notice for the acts of omissions and
commissions in the smuggling of the red sander logs out of lndia in violation of the prohibition
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imposed on the same as to why Penalty should not be imposed on each ofthem individually under
below mentioned penal provisions, separately, ofthe Customs Act,!962: -

12,0. All the aforesaid noticees are hereby required to produce individually at the time of
showing cause all the evidences upon which they intend to rely in support of their defense. They

are further required to indicate in their written explanation in response to this notice as to
whether they desire to be heard in person before the case is adjudicated. lf no mention is made

about this in their written explanation by the Noticees/ any of the Noticee, it will be presumed

that the concerned Noticee does not intend to avail the opportunity of personal hearin8.

13.0. lf no cause is shown by the aforesaid Noticees or any of the them agalnst the action

proposed to be taken within 30 days of receipt of this notice or if they do not appear before the

adjudicating authority when the case is posted for hearing, the case would be Iiable to be

adjudicated on the basis of evidences on records.

s

No.

Name (S/5hri/Ms/smt./ M/s) Penal provisions under Customs Act, 1952

(1) t2l (3) (4) (s)

Shri Manish Pravinchand Barot,

Authorized person of M/s Kusum

lnd ustries, Vadodara

114(i) 114AA

2 Ms. Mahima M. Barot, Prop. M/s Kusum

lndustries, Vadodara

114(i) 114AA

3 Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar

@Sameer Khan

114 (i)

4 Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan
Kumar@ Aryan Ga nesh Thorat

114(i)

5 Shri Amit Belani, partner of M/s
Tra nsmarine Shipping & Logistics,

Ahmedabad

114(i)

6 Shri Anwar Sheikh, Gowandl, Alumbal,
Mumbai

114(i)

7 Shri Pathan Mazhar Khan s/o Sher Khan

Pathan, lliyas colony, NearJameel Masjid,

Ha rsool, Auranga bad-431001

tL4(l

8 Shri Gunvant Kanubhai Nakrani, Godown

owner Plot No. 17, Uma lndustrial Estate,

Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel, Vasana,

Sanand, Distt. Ahmedabad, Gujarat-
382770

114(i) r.14AA

9 Sh ri Shrikant Rayshibhai Maheshwari,
Bhuj (Owner of Trailer No. GJ-12-Z-1209)

114(i) 114AA

10 M/s. Khaqan General Trading LLC, 104,

Brothers Tower Al Taawun Street, Sharjah,

UAE P.O. Box No.22165

114(i) 77444

M/s. Right Sh ip Agency at Ah meda bad 114(i)
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74.O, This Show cause Notice is issued without prejudice to ongoing investigation and any other

actions that may be taken against the persons Involved in the subject case, under the provisions

of the Customs Act, 1962 or any other statutes for the time being in force. The Department also

1 777

114AA

11444

114AA

71-



reserves its riBht to investigate and initiate necessary action in respect of past imports/ exports in

the names of these parties.

15.0. ln order to ascertain whereabouts of some other persons behind this smuggling and to

initiate necessary legal action against them, this Directorate reserves its rights to further
investigate/ make dlscreet enquiries. This notice is being issued without pre.judice to action which

may be initiated against any person/s, found involved in the subject smuggling, in future.

16.0. The documents listed in'Annexure'to this Show Cause Notice are relied upon in this case

for the purpose of the present Notice. lf the Noticees desires to inspect any of the documents

which are relied upon and / or wish to take copies of the same, they may do so with prior

appointment with the Ass ista nt/De p uty Director, D.R.l., Regional Unit, Gandhidham on any

working day within one month from the date of receipt of this Show Cause Notice. The non-relied

upon documents may be collected from the office ofthe D.R.l., Regional Unit, candhidham on any

working day within one month from the date of receipt of this Show Cause Notice.

13'11.,"
(VISHAL MALANI)

Additional Commissioner,
Customs, Ahmedabad

Encl :- Annexure showing list of relied upon documents.

F.No.VIII/ 1O- 123 /DRI-RU-Gandhidh am/o&A/HO 12022-23

Dated: 23.11.2o22
DtNz 2o22 1 17 1 MNOOOO3 1 34 I 3
BY SPEED POST A.D./E-mail/Hand DeliverylThroush Notice Board

V

To,
(1)

(zl

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

M/s. Kusum lndustries, Survey No.928, Navinagri, Beside Randhava Transport, Savali Road,

Dumad Village, District- Vadodara (lEC No. DJMP83863E)

Shri Manish Pravinchandra Barot, Son of Shri Pravinchandra Barot, (DOB 05.07.1971),

authorized person of M/s Kusum lndustries, 401, Krishnashray Flates-1, Arya Kanya Road,

Kareli Baug, Vadodara, Gujarat-390018

Ms. Mahima Manish, Prop. M/s Kusum lndustries,401, Krishnashray Flates-1, Arya Kanya

Road, Kareli Baug, Vadodara, Gujarat-390018.

Shri Firoz Abdul Rehman Chinchwelkar @Sameer Khan, Jafir Apartment, A wing, Room

No.303, Near Jumma Masjid, Kalwa Naka, Thane West, Thane,400605

Shri Ganesh Laxman Ujhagare @Rohan Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat M/s Om Sai

Transport, 8-403, Radhesham Complex, Plot No.28, Sector No.08, Kamothe-410209

Shri Amit Belani, partner of M/s Transmarine Shipping & Logistics, Ahmedabad 282,

Meadows, Gokul Dham, Shanti Pura, Ahmeda bad-382210

Shri Anwar Sheikh, Gowandi, Alumbal, Mumbai

Shri Pathan Mazhar Khan s/o Sher Khan Pathan, lliyas colony, Near Jameel Masjid, Harsool,

Aurangabad-431001

Shri Gunvant Kanubhai Nakrani, Godown owner Plot No. 17, Uma lndustrial Estate, Behind

Bhagyodaya Hotel, Vasana, Sanand, Distt. Ahmedabad, Gujarat-382170

Shri Shrikant Rayshibhai Maheshwari, Bhuj (Owner ofTrailer No. GJ-72-7-7209],, 6-4, New

Bankers Colony, Near Jubeli Ground, Bhuj, Kachchh, Gujarat - 370001

M/s. Khaqan General Trading LLC, 104, Brothers Tower Al Taawun Street, Sharjah, United

Arab Emirate, P.O. Box No.22165

Any person or persons having claim over the seized goods covered in this notice.

[Service as provided under Section 153 of the Customs Act, 1962]

(e)

(10)

(1u

(71

(8)

(12)

(13 )
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(14 )

Copy to:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

M/s. Right Ship Agency, 309, Hir Asha Square, Above Chroma ShowRoom, Near Bhadaj

Circle, SP Ring Road, Ahmedabad.

The Additlonal/ Joint Commissioner of Customs, Mundra.

The Deputy Commisisoner, lCD, Khodiar, Jamiyatpura Road Nr. Khodiyar Railway Station

5.G. Highway Ta.& Dist Gand hinagar-382423

The Deputy Commisisoner, lCD, Sanand, (The Thar Dry Port) Kadi Road Village Nidhrad

Nr Ma n ikrupa Ashram Sanand

The Deputy Commisisoner, lCD, Vlramgam, Mandal Road Village Bhojwa Gateway Rail

Freight LTD. Nr Popat chokdi Viram8am Ahmedabad

The Director General of Foreign Trade, New Delhi

The Additional DirectorGeneral , CElB,6rh Floor, B Wlng, Janpath Bhawan, New Delhi-1.

The AdditionalDirectorGeneral of Forests (WL)/Director Wildlife Preservation, Ministry

of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Government of lndia, sth Floor, Jal Block,

lndira Paryavaran Bhawan, Jor Bagh Road, Ali8anj, New Delhi - 110 003 (Tel: 011-

246954f6, Fax: 01.1-24695417, Email: adgwl-mef @ nic.in; negimsS4 @ hotmail.com,

Website: http://www.moef.nic.in

The Regional Deputy Director (WR), Wildlife Crime Control Bureau (Western Region),

Room No. 4-501, Kendriya Sadan, Sector- 10, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai - 400 614

(Tel. /Fax: 022-27567888, Email: rddwr @ wccb.Eov.in)

The Dy. Director, Directorate of Revenue lntelligence, Regional Unit, Gandhidham (K).

The Range Forest Officer, Kutch East Forest Division, Bhuj

Guard File.

(s)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(s)

(10)

(11)

(12 )
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Annexure

List of Documents Relied Uoon in the Show Cause Notice F.No.VIll/10-123/DRr-RU-

Gandhidha lo&AlHAl2022-23 D 23.17.2022

Statement of Shri Manish P. Barot, Authorized person of M/s
Kusum lndustries, Vadodara, recorded on 28.07.2022

l,- I

Sr.

No.

Description of Documents No.
Pages

of

1 Shipping Bill No. 1578745 dated 23.05.2022 1-5

2 Panchana ma dated 26.O5.2022 L-20

3 seizure Memo dated 2 5.05.2022 1,-2

124 Supratnama daled 26.05.2022

5 Panchanama dated 27.05.2022 drawn at M/s Kusum

lndustries (GST No.24DJMPB3853E 1ZD) at 401 Krishnashary

Flats-1, Arya Kanya Road, Karelibaug, Vadodara

1-7

6 Panchanama daled 27.05.2o22drawn at M/s Transmarine

Shipping & Logistics, 1019, City Centre 2, Nr. ClMs Hospital,

Science City Road, Sola, Ahmedabad

1-4

7 Panchanama dated 09.07.2022 drawn at Godown at Plot No.

17, Uma lndustrial Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel, Vasana,

Sana nd, Ah meda ba d-382170

8 Panchanama dated 70.07.2022 drawn at Godown at Plot No.

17, Uma lndustrial Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya Hotel, Vasana,

Sanand, Ahmedabad-382170

7-7

9 Seizure memo dated \o.07.2022 L-2

10 Supratnama of 164 logs of Red Sanders weighing 4.229 MI
dated 10.07.2022

1

11 supratnama of covering goods of Red Sanders dated 10.o7 .22 1

72 Pa nchana m dated 14.L0.2022 13
13 Supratnama dated 1,4.10.2022 of covering goods of Red

Sanders to Assistant ManaBer, ICD Viramgam

7

14 Panchanama daled 09.O7.2022 drawn at Godown at PIot No.

198, Natraj Estat, Vasana(E), Sanand, Viramgam Road, Distt.

Ahmedabad
15 Panchanama daled 08.07.2022 drawn at the residence of Shri

Firoz Chichwelkar @ Sameer Khan, Jafir Apartment, A-Wing,

Room No. 303, Near Jumma Masjid, Kalwa Naka, Thane West,
Maharashtra-400505

14

16 Panchanama dated 08.07.2022 drawn at the office of M/s Sai

Transport and Logistics,22, Hilton Tower, Jijamata Road, Sher-

e-Punjab Colony, Andher(E)-400093

1,2

1-7 visit Note dated 08.07.2022 drawn at office of M/s sai

Transport, 001., Lalji Compound, Janata Colony, Gilbert Hill

Road, Andheri West, Mumbai, Maharashtra- 400058

1,

1visit Note dated 12.07.2022 drawn at office of M/s Aryan

Lo8istics, Shop No.45/46, Suyash Park, Shop No. 11, Secotr 23,

Ulwe-4L0218
visit Note dated 09.09.2022 drawn at residence ofShri Rohan

Kumar@ Aryan Ganesh Thorat@ Ganesh Laxman Ujhagrae at

M/s Om Sai Transport, 8-403, Radhesham Complex, Plot No.

28, Sector No. 08, Kamothe-410209

I

20 Statement of M/s. Mahima M. Barot, Prop. M/s Kusum

lndustries, Vadodara, recorded on 27 .05.2022
13

27 Statement of Shri Manish P. Barot, Authorized person of M/s
Kusum lndustries, Vadodara, recorded on 27.O5.2022

13

22 Statement of Shri Manish P. Barot, Authorized person of M/s
Kusum lndustries, Vadodara, recorded on 28.05.2022

1-5

23 Statement of Shri Manish P. Barot, Authorized person of M/s
Kusum lndustries, Vadodara, recorded on 31.05.2022

24 Letter dated 01.06.2022 0f shri Manish P. Barot, Authorized
person of M/s Kusum lndustries, Vadodara

1

25 13
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26 Statement of Shri Amit Belani, of M/s. Transmarine Shipping &

Logistics, Ahmedabad (forwarder)
1,-7

27 Statement of Shri Harshad Dalsukhbhai Padia, Person looking
after work of the Custom Broker firm M/s Right Ship Agency at

Ahmedabad, recorded on 02.06.2022

l-b

28 Statement of Shri Ramkrishna C Garach, F-Card holder of the
Custom Broker firm M/s Right Ship Agency at Ahmedabad,
recorded on 04.06.2022

1-9

29 Statement of Shri Pankaj Kumar Singh, G-Card holder of the
Custom Broker firm M/s Right Ship Agency at Ahmedabad,

recorded on 03.06.2022

1-6

30 Statement ofShri Dilip Kumar Parmar, Employee ofthe Custom

Broker firm M/s Right Ship Agency at Ahmedabad, recorded on

03.06.2022

7-4

Statement of Shri Sa ntosh Prasad, H-Ca rd holder of the Custom
Broker firm M/s Right Ship Agency at Ahmedabad, recorded on

04.06.2022

1-5

Statement of Shri Bhamar Rambhai Wagha bhai, Son of Shri

Vaghabhai Jethubhai Bhammar, Aged- 32 Years, Residence of,
Flat No.55, Sadguru Smart City, Nana Kapaya NearAdani Public,

School, Mundra- 370427, recoded on 02.06.2022

33 Statement of Shri Devayat Vaghabhai Bhammar, Son of Shri

Vaghabhai Bhammar, Aged- 22 Years, Residence at Sadhguru

Smart City, Nana Kapaya, House No.55, Shantivan Colony,

Mundra, recorded on 02.06.2022

1,-4

34 Statement of Shri Anand Kumar Pandey, Sr. Manager of
Container Corporation of lndia Ltd., ICD Khodiyar, Jamiyatpura
Village Road, Near Khodiyar Railway Station, Sarkhej

Gandhinagar Highway, Dist Gandhinagar, Ahmedabad-382421
recorded on 02.06.2022

35 Statement of shri Shrikant Rayshibhai Maheshwari, Bhuj

recorded on 05.06.2022

1,-4

36 Statement of Shri Hamir Bhaikanji Kesariya, Nana kapaya, Bhuj,

recorded on 05.06.2022

1-3

37 Statement of Shri Maman iussabhai Bachubhai, recorded on

05.06.2022

1,-4

38 Statement of Shri Harun Mamad Matda, Kidana recorded on

27 .06.2022

39 Statement of Shri Sameer Khan @ Firoz Abdul Rehman

Chinchwelkar, recorded on 08.Q7 .2022

1-3

40 Statement of Shri Sameer Khan @ Firoz Abdul Rehman

Chinchwelkar, recorded on 1-0.O7.2022

t-4

41 Statement of Shri Sameer Khan @ Firoz Abdul Rehman

Chinchwelkar, recorded on 71.07 .2022

7-4

42 Statement of Shri Sameer Khan @ Firoz Abdul Rehman

Chinchwelkar, recorded on L2-O7 .2022

1,-4

43 'J.-4

44 Statement of Shri Ravi Kapoor, Godown owner Plot No. 298

Natraj Estate 17, Uma lndustrial Estate, Behind Bhagyodaya

Hotel, Vasana, Sanand, Distt. Ahmedabad, Gujarat-382170
recorded on 24.08.2022

7-4

45 Statement of Shri Adidravid Rakesh kumar, Prop. M/s Abhi

Container Servlces, recorded on 25.07.2022

t-4
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31

32 1-3

1-8

Statement of Shri Gunvant Kanubhai Nakrani, Godown owner
Plot No. 17, Uma lndustrial Estate, Behind BhaSyodaya Hotel,

Vasana, Sanand, Distt. Ahmedabad, Gujarat-382170 recorded

on t7.O7.2022
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